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FINAL REPORT

Proj -ect Title: Project PASS

Contact-Person: Patsy Totusek, Freda Holley

Ma or P4s-itive Findin s:

1. Project PASS demonstrated efficient organization and careful planning

throughout its pilot year. The staff worked very hard in presenting
the project to the schools and the community.

2. Project PASS encouraged teachers to change their perspective about_

Blatk students who are not performing well in school. Before ConClud=
ing_something is wrong with the student; teachers are encouraged to
analyze the instructional process;

3. Project PASS has further acquainted teachers with the socialization
practices Of the Black culture and the general learning styles emanating

from it.

.
A.Satem for developing individualized learning programs for Black stu-
dents based on the concepts of the project was developed and piloted.

Ma''or Findin s Re uiria ctionl

1. Projec PASS was implemented within a difficult context. In addition to

the usual resistance to change, there was resistance to the philosophical

and theoretical basis of the project. A cultural deficit model is generally

used to explain Black students' poor performance in school. Project PASS

employ the notion 'Of cultural congruence in instruction or culture=spd-

cific instruction to explain the poor performance of Black students in

scho Some teachers resented the notion that special instructional

activities ere recommended for Black students.

2. Schoola enter d the project after an initial presentation WaS Made to

the faCulty. District calendar constraints resulted in abOut font

preSentationa_per.tonch. School entrance in the project ranged from
September to January, with only six schools receiving full exposure to

the program fr&M September to May. The"two schools that entered the

project in January werenot included in measurement of the objectives.

3. Participation in Project PASS activities was voluntary. A total of 56%

of the teacher-a in the schools receiving preferred services stated they

had used the instructional strategies recommended by Project PASS in

their classrooms. Approximately one third of the teachers used the

strategies on a regular basis.
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4. The achievement; special education, and discipline objectives were not
met. Any project effects were not strong enough to make a measurable
diffetence in student achievement, the number of special education
referrals, or the incidence of disciplinary actions.

5. 'Project PASS has provided workshops, for parents and has served as a
resource to parents. The teachers and the project staff agree that
Services to parents should be increased.

HOW WAS THE PROJECT INTRODUCED?

Careful planning.and training took-place before_the project was introduced
to the District. The Project PASS instructional coordinator prepared ori-
entation and training sessions for the project staff. During the orienta-
tion sessions the Project PASS proposal and priorities were reviewed. A
Management Plan was developed which outlined the specific activities to be
conducted and the schedule to be followed in addressing the objectives. The
instructional coordinator led four full-day training sessions for the staff
to acquaint them with research related to the instruction of Black students.
Research results and other information were used to develop workshop packets.

The project was first introduced at the administrators' workshop in August.
Orientation .presentations were then made to the faculties of the paired
schools. Following the orientation sessions, the paired schools had the
option of receiving "preferred" services. While Project PASS workshops were
available to all the teachers in the paired schools, schools opting for pre-
ferred services received additional attention from the Project PASS staff.
This evaluation report is limited to the implementation of the project in the
preferred schools.

After a school requested preferred services a conference was scheduled with
the principal, the Project PASS instructional coordinator, and the trainer
assigned to the school. At the conference the principal was asked about the
school's ethnic balance, the different programs within the school, and the
areas the principal wanted Project. PASS to address. On the basis of thiS
information and input received from the schdbl's teachers at the orientation
session, an individualized Project PASS plan was written for the year.

A total of 16 schools received preferred services. A trainer was on each
campus one day a week to provide information regarding problems and strate-

gies for teaching Black students. Upon_teacher request, the trainers con-
ducted classroom observations, led student demonstrations, and provided
individual and group consultation. Schools receiving preferred services
could also have workshops designed for their school based on areas of concern

identified by the school staff.

In general, most of the trainers were in their assigned schools from 7:45 to

12:00. From 1:00 to' 4:30, the trainers returned to the office to write weekly
reports, plan school activities, read reference books, and prepare materials

for demonstrations.

2
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Throughout the year and at its conclusion, informal feedback sessions,
meetings, interviews, and surveys were used to obtain feedback and dissemi-
nate information about the status of the project; Both an interim and final
report were developed by the instructional coordinator for Board presentation.

In addition to the campus activities; workshops were conducted for interested
)parents, letters were sent to the parents of retainees,- and special announce-
ments were sent to churches. Calls from parents concerning promotion/reten-
tion, attendance, and discipline problems were also answered in the Project.
PASS office.

OveAaa, the Pkoject-PASS zta64 has cleat-4 wonted hatd in
plot yeak. As a te-suet detaged peanning and cake-

64Z mganization, the pkoject haz begun -to be e&tabtihed
in 16 6chootz.

WHAT WERE THE MOST VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF .THE PROJECT?

Work with Retainees

In 1981-82 a retention and promotion study was conducted to evaluate the
academic progress made by retainees in AISD (see Retention and Promatton-Flual
Report, Publication Number 81.30).

The study found retainees gain an average of .8 of a_grade equivalent year on
the ITBS in reading after one year of instruction. This is about average for

low achieving students nationwide. Some students were found to make impres-"

sive gains after being retained. Interviews with a few or the teachers of
these students suggested large gains are more likely when:

the source of the retainee's learning problems can be identified,
a systematic plan is deVeloped to deal with problem areas, and
teachers maintain a positive, interested attitude and'ard willing
to do whatever is necessary to help the retainee..

During its pilot year; Project PASS focused its attention on improving the
achievement of Black students. One activity was to -work' with the teacherS of

Black retainees. The role of the:trainer was to help-the teacher analyze a
child's needs to make sure everything hay' been done to assist the child in
learning; `Typical questions asked of the teacherwere, "Have you considered
changing your instructional style to better fit the'learning needs of the

retainee? Have you asked for help? What instruction -have you provided for
the retained student that hasn't been provided before?"

The Project PASS staff also developed a list of the doMinant attributes held

by Black students who are not succeeding in school. When a_student with
scholastic problems was identified, an attempt was made -to discover which of

the dominant attributes the student diSplayed. After this determination had
been made; an individualized learning plan was developed for_the Student:.

The learning plan consisted of instructional strategies which were matched to

the student's dominant attributes.
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In working with the teachers of Black retainees; Project PASS addressed an
important District need. Attempts to identify the retainees':learning
problems and to develop individualized learning plans appear to be the proper
direction in which to proceed in light of previous reSearch.findings. Whether
the learning plans are properly implemented and have an effect upon the
retainee's.achievement should be carefully assessed during 1983-84.

TrainerSA-Mmaner-of-WorkingWith-Teathers

A number of principals were pleased with the good rapport the trainers
established with teachers. Others commented. that their trainers demonstrated
excellent teaching techniques. Some principals said their trainers worked
well with students, helping them to feel confident and positive about them-
Selves. (Working with students was not a regular part of the trainer's job,
but served as a teacher training vehicle.) The principals' feelings are
exemplified in the following comments made during principal interviews:

wa good to have zomeone avaitabte who could identitiy with and
Aetate to Stack chitdAen. The tAainet used Aeading in4tAuction an
a way o6 counzeting students. T coutdn't be make pZeased with the
project. I couZdn't ask OA anything bettet. (Pitincipai IntetviuM

have been ptea6ed with the tAaineA's method o6 woAhing w-ith teacheu.
The tAainet ha's been euzy to woAk with, wanted to hip, and wa4 ready
to Aecognize the etitioAts made by the .6choot I wan gtad the
txainet did notcome to 4choot with a cAiticae a.t.titude. The trtaineA
is an exceltent teachet who has demon6tAated good teactiing technique/S.
(PAiAcipat Intetvi.eW)

Assistance to Parents

Project PASS appears to have served as a liaison between the parents of 'Black
students and school personnel._ The Project PASS instructional coordinator
Said she came into contact with many_parents who were afraid to approach the
school staff, but who telt comfortable coming to the Project PASS offide.
The instructional coordinator said these parents were often the ones who never'
attended school functions and who were assumed to have no interest in their
children's education. She said these parents were concerned about their children
but were too intimidated to approach school personnel. They often asked how a
question should be phrased or how a subject could be discussed with school staff.

Atotal of 61% of the teacher surveyed would like to see the Project PASS staff
offer more assistance to parents. Project PASS has requested funding for a
half-time assistant to help with the parent contacts in the fall.

HOW .MUCH OF AIN IMPACT WAS_MADE_ON_ TEACHERS?

Approximately 87% of the teachers surveyed in the preZerted schools in the
spring stated they attended at least one workshop conducted by a Project PASS
staff Member. Forty-eight_percent requested classroom observations, 380
attended a demonstration with students; and 45% requested consultation services.

4
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Approximately 56% of the teachers stated.theyrhave used the instructional
strategies'recommended by ProjeCt PASS in their classrooms, wh!.le 31%

indicated they use the strategies on a regular basis.

Project PASS did not.have sufficient_readurceS during 1982 -83 to assist

teachers with the math instruction of Black StudentS. Assistance provided by

the staff focused almost entirely upon reading instruction.

WHAT WERE THE PROBLEMS OF DIFLEKERrhaIIMTL

Developmental Year

Evaluations in the past have amply demonstrated that full implementation of

a program (180% use by target population) takda time. This was the first year

for the project. The instructional coordinator had approximately one month in

which to hire personnel, conduct staff deVelopment, acquaint herself with the

District, set up an office, and plan for the upcoming school year. As such,

the project could not be presented as a finiShed package but rather as deveZ7

opme.tal activities and techniques which required clearer definition and

refinement over time.

Heavy School Assignment

There was noc much to guide the instructional coordinator in deciding how many

Schools to assign to a trainer. There is some indication that the assignment

of four schools to each trainer in the pilot year may have been too many to

allow thorough follow-up2of teacher contacts and adequate time for preparation

of materials and planning.

Resentment of aoardi_s_Quick Approval of Pro'ect

The 'project was conceived and initiated under difficult conditions. In an

interview situation, three principals from preferred schools said some

teachers formed a negative opinion about the project before it was introduced

to the schools. The teachers were angered by the hurried manner in which the

School Board approved the project: They felt the Board was responding to

group pressure and resented AISD money beirg committed in such a qUik fashion

without apparent input from teachers. This caused some teachers not to have

an open mind about the project.

-__Reaction-to-Campus_Orientation Sessions

Six principals said the orientation sessions produced d'negative reaction on

the part of some teachers. The principals said the presenters talked down to

the teachers as if the teachers knew nothing-about teaching Black students-.

Some of the teachers got.the impression the presenters were saying, "You

haven't done a good job and we're here to show you how to teach."

. .

In commenting upon this reaction the instructional coordinator said she knew

teachers would dislike what Project PASS had to say about the instruction of

Black children. However, she felt it best to state very clearly during the

5 S, -



orientation sessions that Bled( Children were not performing well on stan-

dardized achievement__ becausd the instruction provided for them was

inappropriate; fEE-ins ructional coordinator found sortie teachers were

unaware Blacks;were pert ing so poorly in'AISD. Other teachers resented

that a finding they felt so personally was Stated in-sucha public fashion.

The instructional coordinator also POinted out the philosophical and theoreti-
cal differences chat appeared to be at the base -of the negative perceptions

held by the tetIchers. She stated that the teachers were accustomed to viewing

Black students' performance through a cultural deficit model and what the

project introduced was an almost completely opposite notion.

Bing --1ifig_Out_ f ?,lack Students

Some principals and teachers did not feel .t was right to single out Black

students fOr special assistance. The comments below are descriptive of their

feelings and were obtained during principal interviews and'teacher surveys.

do note the idea o6 Onty Stack students 7Pt.oliect PASS

shoed. be. ;ioA aCt studektS who need tea4king azzi6tanc. (Pnoject

PASS TeachJ', Sutvey)

.Ii the goat og AISD to )-1.&tae the number. 66 kids t-etained and

paced in .sacia.e education then aZ2 ethnic gtoups 4hooJd bA_J

. addtessed. Ptoject PASS pkbvided exta setvices goo ate ethnic

gtoups thci: it wooed be moue woAthwhiee: (PAincipat Intetvi*)

DifferentE: pt4bns

Some principals -and teachers expressed disappointment that new instructional

strategies were,not identified by Project PASS. Their feelings are summa-

rized in the following comments:

The -teachers at my zchoot wehe eaget to ti6ten to zomeone who might

have 4Dmetki.agnew to tat them. They were disappointed that the

ingoAmation they received wasn't more dAamati.c. The emphasis on

panticipatio,: was good to incoAponute into the alithi_COJIM.. But

muCh og what the PAoject PASS 4tagg i4 teaching i6 'what good

teacheAs have been doing ael aZong. The technique /seem good goo at't

'students, not jut Stack students. (Ptincipai InteAtiiew)

Beack-netainees have pea instAurtionat needs but Puject PASS has

nat identtged any new type6 og instAuctionae appnoaahes to use with

them. The expectation had been that PAoject PASS wowed ogget some-

thing that was diii6etent and innovative. The techniques which have

been coveted ate just the tepettoite any good :teachers woutd tAy in

attempting to it a tespOnse ghat' a child. Non have &Zack students

been any mo,te teceptive to the PAoject PASS insttuctionat sttategies

than to others ins t' sttategies. (Ptinc,i.pat Intetview)
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When the_project did not meet the teachers' and principals' expectations
of providing something new; they concluded the project had not met its
objective. However, in talking with the Project PASS instructional coor-
dinator it became clear she held a different perspective of what-"new" meant.

The instructional coordinator said some of the strategies and materials which
were introduced (e.g., choral reading and the Bill Martin books) were not new
in the sense that teachers had never heard about them before. But' the reasons
and ways of using the strategies and materials were new, and they were new for
the students in that the students had not been exposed to them before in a
consistent manner.

The instructional coordinator also said it was important for teachers to under-
stand the Project. PASS activities were not intended to benefit Black students
alone. Although that was the target population, the recommended strategies
should be beneficial for all children..

It is possible the misunderstanding on these points could have reduced the
receptiveness of the teachers and prinCipks to the project activities.

PrincipalsJ-Support_ol_theProject

Support of the project varied among principals; Some principals were very
active in their endorsement of the program while others were more passive.
Although active support by the principal did not ensure high teacher par-
ticipation, a prinCipal's clear support facilitated a;trainer's entry into
a school.

-Discussions with the principals and the trainers revealed" some. principals
might not be aware of the actions theYcouldtake in introducing a new
project and part-time staff member to the-school. The trainers identified
the following_as the most helpful activities performed by principals in
acquainting them with the faculty and campus:,

The principal introduced,thetrainer to'the entire staff
at -a faculty..meetingat the beginning of the school year;

The principal described the project, defined the trainer's
\- role in the school; and. told about the services 'that would
v be available

The principal stated the trainerwas there to proVide tech-
nical.assistance and noteto evaluate the teachers.

The principal gave obvious endorsement of the project (e.g.,
want you to_accept the project. Let's make it,work.")

The principal allowed teachers to ask questions during the
meeting in which the.trainer was introduced. _Candid inter"-:.
action was encouraged.

(
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The principal suggested that the trainer meet with grade-level
taam3.

Planning meetings took place with the principal, trainer, team
members, etc.

The principal followed up the services provided by the trainer
by asking teachers, "How's it going? Is there anything I need.
to tell the trainer to get this job done better?"

Throughout the year the principal continued to remind the
faculty of the trainer's availability. The principal announced
'upcoming workshops to the staff.. The principal put announcements
in the school newsletter that shared the trainer's plan for the week.

The principal invited the trainer to different school functions so
the trainer woud feel Iike a member of the faculty.

The trainer was given a mailbox and received memos from the princi-
_pal and staff like other teachers. The trainer was given the same
privileges the teachers received.

Definition of Trainer's Role

Some principals felt the trainer's role and the objectives of the project
needed greater definition. Their feelings are exemplified in the following
comments.

The objectivez otc the ptoject do not appeat ceeat, to the teaehenz.
The teachms had the oppottunity to a4k que4tion4 dit the otienta=
tion but did not know what to a4k. (Ptincipat intetview)

Not a& the teachetz we to mate o6 the 4etvice4 that we to avaitabte
and wete Atow tgaceque4t azoi4tance. (Ptincipa Intetview)

It wou.ed be hapliuZ itc the inet 4hate4 come actua exampte4 of
how Ahe hzu wotked with partticatat 4tudent4 and teacheA4. Thi4
wowed aatilcy what the tAgtinet haz to obiet. (Ptincipae Intetview)

Late Entry in Project

Each of the 16 schools entered the project sometime between September and
January. The two schools that entered the project in January were not
included in measurement of the objectives. Those thatentered the project
as late as November were included.
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WAS THE ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVE IN READING MET?

By Mety 1983 to demonzt/iate a decneaze by five percent age point's
.the peAcent o &Zack pupit.S_petiSoAming baow the 50th pe&centite
in /Leading ass meazuAed by the Iowa Teztz oi &ate Sta.M at the
etementim Zevet. in the pke6etted zchootz.

In order to understand the achievement results for the preferred schools, it
is necessary to consider them within a districtwide context.

Since 1979-80 the districtwide test scores of Black students in reading have
slowly improved. (See Figure 1.)
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Figure 1. ITBS PERCENTILE AND GRADE EQUIVALENT
MEDIANS, BY ETHNICITY; 1979-83.
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AS the test scores of Black students have improved, the_percent of students
Scoring belOW the 50th percentile has gradually declined. (See Figure 2.)

GRADE 1981 1982 1983

1 56.1% 827* 54.7% 820 52,5% 843

2 67.3% 808 53,3% 763 60,7% 755

3 67.1% 803 66,0% 745 57,7% 751

75,7% 805 73,7% 786 71,5% 774

5 76,8% 718 72.1% 762 70.2% 771

6 76,9% 681 72.3% 672 67.9% 745

Total 69,6% 4642 66.0% 4548 63,3% 4639

*The number of students tested.

F1,4ure 2. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS DISTRICTWIDE RECEIVING
READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.

To the extent :hat the Project PASS students (i.e., the Black students_in
the preferred schools) are representative of Black students districtwide,
some decline in the percent of Project PASS students scoring below the 50th
percentile in reading would be expected.

Figure 3 shows the percent of Project PASS students who received ReadingTotal
scores below the 50th percentile in the spring of 1981, 1982, and 1983.

Grade 1981 1982 1983

1 55,5% 306* 48.1% 301 57.7% 289.

2 68,6% 300 56.0% 314 55,4% 285

3 70,2% 309 66,3% 273 56,10 292

4 77,1% 311 76.9% 282 74,9% 283

3 79,7% 193 77,9% 209 76.0% 138

6 80.1% 181 76.1% 172 72.6% 183

1-0:a1 70,7% 1600 65,3% 1551 64,2% 1520

*The number of students tested.

Figure 3. PERCENT OF PROJECT PASS STUDENTS RECEIVING
READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50THPERCENTILE.

10
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The achievement patterns shown by the Project PASS students approximate the
patterns seen in the districtwide data in Figure 2: The percent of total
students scoring below the 50th percentile as well as the amount of decline
shown each year appear roughly comparable.

The achievement objective in reading was not met. Figure 3 shows the total
percent of Project PASS students scoring below the 50th percentile in reading
decreased by 1.1% from 1982 to 1983. This falls short of the 5% decrease
specified in the objective.

While a large decrease in the percent of Project PASS students scoring below
the 50th percentile occurred from 1982 to 1983 at grade three, some large
decreases also occurred at other grades(e.g., grades one and two) prior to
the implementation of the project. Given the fluctuations that can occur
within a grade level from year to year; very dramatic grade-level changes
would be needed before the changes could be attributed to the project rather
than the varying skill levels of different groups of students.

Consequently, these data suggest Project PASS did not sufficiently impact
reading achievement in its pilot year to cause a significant deviation from
what normally would have been expected in the standardized test scores.

DID PROJECT PASS INFLUENCE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF RETAINEES IN THE
PREFERRED SCHOOLS?

A comparison was made between the ITBS Reading Total scores received by Black_
retainees in the preferred schools and matched Black retainees in other schools.

Project PASS students included in the sample were recommended for retention at
the end of 1981-82 and were actually retained during the 1982-83 school year
at one of the preferred schools. These students were matched on several factors
with other Black students who had alsO been recommended for retention at the
end of 1981-82 and were retained during 1982-83.

The matched students had to be located at a school that was not receiving Project
PASS preferred aervices. Student matches had to be of the same sex, ethnicity,
and special education and free lunch status. They had to be within six months
of the Project PAU_ retainee's age. They also had to have a pretest score that
was similar to that of the Project PASS retainee.

A total of 98 Black retainees with both pre- and posttest scores in reading
were identified at the preferred schools. Acceptable matches were found for
73 of the retainees.

Statistical analyses were'performed to determine if the Project PASS retainees
and the matched students' progressed at the same rate from the pre- (1982) and
posttest (1983). The analysis revealed'the achievement gains of the Project
PASS retainees and the matched retainee were'not significantly different from
one another in.reading.
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These results indicate Project PASS did not have sufficient impact on the
reading echievement of the retainees in the preferred schools to significantly
Affect their Achievement scores on a standardied test.

WAS THE SPECIAL EDUCATION OBJECTIVE MET?

By May 1983 to de.c.neaze by Give peimentage po-ints the. numbeA. o6
Reach papiLd aszigned to zpeciat e.ducatAlon etais s eAs

NUMBER OF BLACK NUMBER OF BLACK LD PERCENT BLACK LD AND
STUDENTS IN AND ED STUDENTS ON ED STUDENTS OF BLACK

YEAR PREY. :"!CHOOLS CAMPUS AT END OF YEAR STUDENTS IN PREF. SCHOOLS

LD ED TOTAL LD ED TOTAL

1981-82 1963 167 20 187 8.5% 1.0% 9.5%

1982-83 2020 176 26 202 8.7% 1.3% 10.0%

Figure 4. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT PREFERRED SCHOOLS
ASSIGNED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION IN1981-82 AND 1982-83.

Figure 4 shows 187 Black students were assigned to special education in the pre-
ferred schools during 1981-82. To meet the objective, the k87 students assigned
in 1981-82 would need to be reduced to 177 students in 1982-83. Since the num-
ber of Black students assigned to special education in 1982-83 was 202, the
objective was not met.

Further examination of Figure 4 reveals the percent of Black students assigned
to special education increased slightly from 1981-82 (9.5%) to 1982-83 (10.0%).

Examining the percent of Black students assigned to special education compen-
sates for the greater number of Black students on the campuses in 1982-83 than
in 1981-82.

WAS THE DISCIPLINE OBJECTIVE MET?

By May 1983 to demonstAate a ded.teaze in the petcent q4 Mach puptEz
iteceiving .bong-tetm 4uzpenzion4, .61-4choot zwspenzion4, and paddling
by 6ive pumentage po ints.

.12
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The discipline objective was not met in that the total percent of Black
students involved in disciplinary actions rose slightly from 4.6% to
1981-82 to 4.8% in 1982-83. There was a small decline from 1981-82' (2.3%)
to 1982-83 (2.1%) in the number of Black students receiving corporal punish-
ment.

HOW DO ADMINISTRATORS FEEL ABOUT PROJECT PASS?

The administrators in the schools receiving preferred services were surveyed
with regard to their reaction to Project PASS. Their responses are shown in
Figure 5;

30
r4 r4
W CO )4 CO W
0 W CU $.4 OA 0 W 4.)

$.4 )-t f-+ 0 Cl) $.4 Cl) 0
4-1 INS CD -i 4-1 !,-I 0
C/7 <4 <4 Z A c/7 A A

I

Participation in_Project PASS was
a worthWhile activity for my school.

!.) 6 1 4 4 0\

N = 20 % 25% 30% 5% 20% 20% 0%

The Project PASS services should be
made available to campuses during
the 1983=14 School year. N = 20

N

y

5

257

7

35%

2

10%

1

5%

4

20%

1

5%

Figure 5. RESPONSES GIVEN BY. ADMINISTRATORS AT PREFERRED SCHOOLS;

Figure 5'shows slightly over half (55%) of the administrators believed partici-
pation in Project'PASScwas a worthwhile activity. HoweVer, this finding must
be tempered by the fact that a large minority (40%) did not feel their partici-
pation was worthwhile. These results indicate the response to Project PASS was
more positive than negative, but not by a very wide margin. A total of 600 of
the administrators agreed that Project PASS services should be made available
to campuses in 1983-84, while 15% disagreed.

Of those administrators who returned surveys from schools not receiving pre-
ferred servicesi only one administrator was interested in receiving services
from a Project PASS trainer in 1983-84.

13 . I
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_ILOV DO TEACFERS _FEET-. ABOUT PROJECT PASS?

Two surveys were administered to the teachers in the schools receiving pre-
ferred services. Each survey sampled a different population. Each survey
asked the respondents to evaluate the usefulness of the Project PASS services.

Very little consensus' was found on either survey. On the first survey, the
teachers were more negatiVe than positive about the services provided by the
project. On the second survey, the teachers tended to be more positive than
negative about the services. These findings suggest the teachers had a mixed
reaction to the project, with no one dominant reaction prevailing.

WhAT CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN ABOUT PROJECT PASS?

Resistance to the project seemed greater than the resistance
normally encountered by a new project.

ApproxiMately 31% of the teachers in the preferred schools are
using the recommended strategies in a Consistent manner.

PrOjeCt PASS has not noticeably affected the readingaChieve.=
ment sccres of Black students in itsTilot year.

The work with the teachers of Black retainees and the assistance
provided to parents were helpful contributions made by the project.

At the end of the school year, administrators were more satisfied
with their participation in the project than were the teachers.
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Project PASS.

Appendix A

IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS

A=.1
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Instrument Description: -Iova-TeStaOf_Baaic Skills, 1978 Edition, Form
Imp ANimmwmzuw

Brief des:ri-ii-tion of the instrument:

The ITBS is a standardized multi:Ole-Oh-bide achievement test battery. Level 5 was

given to kindergarten students to measure skills in the areas of listening (spring

only); language .(fall and spring), and math (spring only). 7 and 8 were given

to grades 1 and 2, reapectively; to measure skills in_the_areasof word analysis,

vocabulary, reading comprehension, Spelling; math concepts,-math prohlemsiand math

computation. ITBS levels 9-14 were administered to grades 3-8 with the test level for

students in.grades-4-6 chosen on the basis of their previous achievement scores (with

teacher review). Levels_9t7I4Auclude subtests in all the areas mentioned for levels 7

and 8, except for word analyliS; In addition; levels 9-14 include_Subtests measuring
capitalization, punctuation, usage, visual materials, and reference materials.

To whom was the instrument administered?

All elementaryand_junibr high students, grades K78. Special educationstudents were

exempted as per Board Policy 5127 and its supporting aftinistrative_regulation. St47

dents. of limited English Orbficiency (LEP) were not exempt, but could be excused afte

one test on WhICh they could'noc function val4dly.__Scoresfor students who were Mono-,

lingual or dominant .in a language other than English were not included in the school

or District summaries.

How many times was the instrument administered?

Once to e..ch student in grades 1-8, twice to students in kindergarten.

When was the instrument administered?

Kindergarten atUdehta were tested -the week of September 7-10,The elementary schools
administered the test April 19, 20, and. 21 to students in- grades Students in

grades 7.and 8 were. tested on February 15, 16, and 17; Tests were aft-tnistered in

the morning; Hake-ups were administered the week after the regular testing.

Where vas -the instrument administered?

In each AISD elementary and junior high school, usually in the student's regular

classroom.

Who. administered rhe instrument?
_ -

Classroom teaChers_in the elementarY schOd1W In the junior high schools, the
counselor'or principal administered the test over the public address, system using

-taped directions provided by ORE. Teachers acted as test proctors in their classroom

at these schools.

What training did-the administratori have?

Building Test Coordinators participated in planning_ sessions prior to the testing;

Teacher training' Was the responsibility of the Building Test_ Coordinator. However,

teacher inservice training was available frOM ORE upon request:__Teachers and coun-

selors received written instructions from-ORE, including a checklist of procedures

and a.script to follow in test.. administration.

Were there problems with the instrument or the administration Chat might affect

the validity of the data?

No knOt4t problems with the_instrumenr. Problems in the administration are documented

in the monitors' reports which are available at ORE.

Who developed the instrument?
. . _

The UniVeraity of lova; The ITBS is published'by the-Riverside Publishing CoMpany:

'N.

,
.

.

What reliability and validity d-ta arc available on the instrument?

Ihe reliably of individual subtesrs and area totals, as summarized by KUddr-

Richardson FOrMiali 20 coefficients, ranges from- ,75 to_,97, across test levels.

Coefficients for` he total battery range from .94 to .99i across test levels. Equi-

valent -forms reliab icy coefficients, calculated for grades 3 -8, range from .71 to_

:92, across subtests d area totals,- The issues of content and construct validity

are addreseed in the pat fisher's preliminary technical summary, pp.13-15.

Are there norm data available interoretinc-the-reaUlta?

Nord data are available in the Tellr's Guide. TheTeacher's Guide provides empirical

norms (grade equiValeht, perdehtiIei 4t,anine) for the_fall and_spring. Interpolated

norms are available for midyear. NatiOnaI, large city, and school building norms are

available,

A-2
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IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS

Purpose

The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) provided information relevant to
the following decision, evaluation, and information needs questions:

e II _ - _ Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation Question D1-1: To what extent were the objectives
for Project PASS attained?

By May 1983 to demonztAate a deckea4e by ifive petcentage
paintz the pet-cent o6 Mack paper pettimming betow the
50th percent e. in teading and mathematic4 ass meazated
by the Iowa. Te4t4 o Bazic Ski at the etementaty twee
in the pte6ekked zahootz.1

Information Need 1: How did the achievement of Black students
retained in the spring of 1982 and in schools receivirilpreferred
services in1982-83 compare with the achievement of matched Black
students in other schools not receiving preferred services?

Information Need 2: How did the achievement of Black students
retained in the spring of 1982 and in schools in which the entire
faculty participated in Project PASS compare with the achievement
of other Black students in schools not receiving preferred services?2

Procedure

Project PASS workshops were made available to all the teachers in the
paired schools. The locations for the workshops were rotated so as to
increase their availability to teachers.

1This objective originally stated that the ITBS and the Texas Assessment
of Basic Skills (TABS) would be used to evaluate the achievement of the
students. However, since the TABS does not yield standardized scores
and is only administered at two elementary grades; it was omitted as a
measurement variable prior to the finalization of the evaluation design.

2This question was modified after consultation with the Project PASS
instructional coordinator. The question originally requested a compari-
son_with_"thd achieVetent of other Black students in schools receiving
preferred services." It was felt the modified version allowed a clearer
assessment of the effects of the Project PASS services.

e
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The paired schools that were interes-ed in receiving more concentrated
services from the project requested "preferred status." A teacher trainer
was assigned to each school receiving preferred services. The trainer was
on the campus one day each week. During that time the trainer provided
individual and group consultation, conducted classroom observations and
demonstrations, and assisted with the identification and location of mate-
rials and resources for teaching Black pupils. Classroom teachers were to
make use of the trainers' services at their own discretiol. Schools re-
ceiving preferred services were also eligible to have workahopa designed
for their staff based-on areas of concern identified by the School staff.

Sixteen of the paired schools received Project PASS preferred services.
These schools included: Barton Hills, Cook, Cunningham, Norman, Bryker
Woods, Rosewood, Blackshear, Sunset Valley, Gullett, Govalle, Sims, Wooten,
Campbell, Webb, Winn, and Metz. Two schools (Webb and Govalle) were ex-
cluded from the achievement analyses because of their late entry into the
project. Two campuses (Winn and Blackshear) had complete faculty involve-
ment in Project PASS and received a sequenced series of workshops. nue to

these special distinctions, additional analyses for the BlackshearWinn
7'campuses were performed.

Achievement Ohiective Sample

The District Priorities data analyst developed a program to tally the number

and percent of Black students performing below the 50th percentile on the

ITBS Reading Total and Math Total tests. In order to develop a longitudinal
perspective, data were obtained for the 1980-81, 1981-82, and 1982-83 school

years. Data prior to the 1980-81 school year were not comparable, in that

the paired schools were not yet in operation. Kindergarten scores were

excluded because the ITBS level administered to kindergarten students does

not yield a reading total score and math scores for kindergarten students

were not available until the 1982-83 school year.

Information Needs Sample

Project PASS students included in the Sample Were recommended for retention

at the end of 1981-82 and were actually retained during the 1982-83 school

year at one of the 14 Project PASS schools Specified earlier. These stu-

dents were matched on several factors with other Black students who had

also been recommended for retention at the end of 1981-82 and were retained

during 1982-83. The matched students had to be located at a school that

was not receiving Project PASS preferred services. Student matches had to

-be of the same sex, ethnicity, and Special education and free lunch status.

They had to be within six months of the Project PASS retainee's age. They

also had to have a pretest score- that was similar to that of the Project

PASS retainee. The matching program was designed to searchjor an identi-

cal pretest score first. If this was not available, it chose the closest
higher match or lower match in an alternating sequence. If there were no

lower cases when one was needed, the program took the higher match and

then tried for two low matches for the next two matches. This resulted

in a more balanced sample than simply taking the closest match. Reading

and math matches were selected independently.
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Matchea for-the-14_SchooIs. A total of 98 Black retainees with both pre-

and posttest scores in reading were identified at the 14 Project PASS

schools. Acceptable matches were found for 73 of the retainees.

A total of 106 Black retainees with both 'pre- and posttest scores in math

were identified: Acceptable matches were found for 77 of the retainees,

but one match was discarded because invalid test scores were suspected.

Matches for Blackshear_and Winn. A total of 19 Black retainees with bo-th

pe- and posttest scores in reading were identified at Blackshear and Winn.

Acceptable matches were found for each retainee.

A total of 18 Black retainees with both pre- and posttest scores in math

were identified. Acceptable matches were found for each retainee, but one

match was diScarded because invalid test scores were suspected.

Although ?-lie sample_Size for theBlackshear-Winn retainee analysis was

smaller than deSired, a statistical analysis was still conducted. It_was_

understaod a strong effect-would need to be present if significance was to

be found with such a small sample size;

Analyses

Data and programs -are on file at AISD and are detailed in the documentation

developed by the DiStrict Priorities data analyst. Retainees were identi-

fied by using the retention file developed for the report entitled RETENTION

AND PROMOTION: 1982-83 Final Technical Report (Publication Number 82.42).

Several steps were taken in the matched group achievement analyses:

1) Descriptive statistics were obtained on the pre- and posttest

scores of the Project PASS and matched retainees in reading and

math.

2) Scatter plots were produced using a program developed by the

District Priorities data analyst. Pretest/posttest scores

were plotted for the Project PASS retainees and their matches

in reading and math. The scatterplots were used to check for

outliers and to identify possibly invalid test scores.

3) Regression analyses wereconducted to determine if the Project

PASS and matched retainees progressed at similar rates based on

pre- and_poStteat reading and math scores. Analyses were done

separately for reading and math using the program LINEAR.
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Results

Evaluation Question D1-1: To what extent were the objectives for Project
PASS attained?

By May 1983 .to demonatitate a dee/maze by iive_permentage pointA the
p tecent o SZack pupitz peqoAming betow the 50th pexcentiee in
'Leading and trathernaticz a6 mea&fted by the Iowa Tuto o6 Bazia
Shite4 at the etementany tevet. in the pte6exted 4chootz.

Achievement for 114.Project PASS Schools

order.to understnetlle achievement results for the 14 Project PASS
schools, it is necessary toconsider them within a districtwide context.

Since 1979-80 the.districtwide 'test scores of Black students have slowly
improved (see Figure A-1).,
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50 for all grades. Students at grade level would
receive an X.8 grade equivalent median.
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As the test spores of Black students have improvedi the percent of student's
scoring belo/ the 50th percentile has gradually declined (Figures A-2 and
A-3).

GRADE 1981 1.982 1983

56,1% 827* 54,7% 820 52.5% 843

2 67.3% 808 58.3% 763 60.7% 755

3 67.1%., 803 66.0% 745 57,7% -751

4 r-

/
-7DJ % 1

805 73,7% 786 71,5% '774

76.8% 718 72,1% 762 -70.2% 771

6 76.9% 681 72.3% 672 67,9% 745

Total 69,6% 4642 66.0% 4548 63.3% 4639

*The number of students tested.

Figure A-2. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS DISTRICTWIDE RECEIVING.
READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.

1981 1982 1983G-kZE

1 '65.4% 826* 65.8% 815 62,7%

2 70,4 814 66.1% 771 65.8% 750

3 69.4% 803 63.1% .743 58.1% 753 -.

4 I 73,3%
t,

803 68.6% 785 69.3% 777

5 75,2% 723 67,9% 767 67.6% 776

, -

,74.7% 681 70.4% '670 67.9% 749

Total 71.3% 4650 66,9% 4551 65,2% 4645

*The number; of students tested.

Figure A-3. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS DISTRICTWIDE RECEIVING
MATH TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.
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To the extent that Project PASS- students are representative of Black -

students districtwide, Some decline in the percent of Project PASS stu-
dents scoring below the 50th percentile in reading and math would be
expected.

Reading. Figure A-4 showS the percent of Black students in the 14

Project PASS schools_who received Reading Total scores below the

50th percentile in the spring of 1981, 1982, and 1983.

GE; 1981 1982 1983

55,5% 306* 48.1% 301 57,7% 289

2 68.6% 300 56.0% 314 55,4% 285

3 70.2% 309 66.3% 273 56.1% 292

4 77,I% 311 76.9% 282 74,9% 283

5 79.7% 193 77.9% 209 76.0% 188

6 80.1% 181 76,1% 172 72.6% 183

Total 70.7% 1600 653% 1551 64.2% 1520

*The number of students tested.

Figure A-4. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS IN 14 PROJECT PASS

SCHOOLS RECEIVING READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE

50TH PERCENTILE.

The patterns shown by the PrOject PASS students in Figure-A-4 apprOxi-

tate the patterns seen in the distridtWide_data in Figure A-2: The per-

cent of total students scoring below the 50th- percentile as well as'the

AMOUnt of decline shown each year appear roughly comparable.

Consequently; the data seem to suggest Project PASS did not spffici,ently

impact reading achievement in its pilot year to cause a significant devi-

ation from what normally would have been expected in the standardized

test scores.

A=8
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The achievement objective in reading was not met. Figure A-4 shows the
percent of Project.PASS students scoring below the 50th percentile in
reading decreased by 1.1% from 1982=83. This falls short of the 5%
decrease specified in. the objective.

While a_large_decrease_in the percent of Project PASS students scoring
below the 50th percentile occurred from 1982 to 1983 at grade three', some
large decreases also occurred_at_other grades (e.g.,_grades one_and two)
prior to the implementation of the project. Given the fluctuations_that
can occur within a grade level from year to year, very dramatic- grade-
level changes would be needed before the changes could be attributed to
the project rather than the varying skill levels of different groups of
students.

Math. Figure A-5 shows the percent of Black students in the 14 Project
PASS schools who received Math Total scores below the 50th percentile in
1981, 1982, and 1983.

GRADE 1981 1982 1983,

1 62,0% 303* 60.5% 299 64.4% 287

71,0% 304 61.9% 315 61.0% 280

3 70.9% 306 63.0% 273 53,9% 293

4 73.3% 308 72.4% 283 75,2% 287

5 81.4% 194 69.3% 211 74.0% 189

6 76,3% i82 79.6% 172 76.9% 182

Total 71,6% 1597 66,7% 1553 66,5% 1518

The =doer of students tested;

Figure A-5. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS IN 14 PROJECT PASS
SCHOOLS RECEIVING MATH TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE
50TH PERCENTILE.

Once again, the patterns shown by the Project PASS students in Figure A-5
approximate the districtwide-patterns shown in Figure A-3: The per,:ent

of,totaI students scoring below the50th percentile and the amount of
decline each year appear comparable. These data indicate Project PASS_
did: not have a measurable effect upon the math achievement of the Black
students in the 14 schools;
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According to the Project PASS coordinator, -the staff did not have sufficfent

time to assist with the math instruction of Black students during the 1982-83

school year; Therefore, any project effects upon the math achievement of

Black students would only be indirect.

Achievement at Blackshear and Winn

Blackshear -: The peicent of Black students -at Blackshear scoring below the

50th percentile in reading and math for 1981, 1982, and 1983 are shown in

Figures A-6 and A-7.

Examination of Figures A-6 and A-7 reveals_ a greater percentage of Black

students at Blackshear score below the 50th percentile in reading and math

than do districtwide.

GRAZE 1981 1982 1983

1 *

2 * , *

3 * *

4 81.67 49** 84.0% 50 80.3% 51

5 79,17 48 74,5% 45 80,7% 52

75.0% 36 76,0% 46. 75,3% 18

Total 73,9%
,

133 78.7% 141 79,4% 141

Blackshear is a K. 4=6 SChcol.
**The number of smeAncs tested.

Figure A-6; PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT BLACKSHEAR RECEIVING
READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.
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GRADE 1981 1982 1983

*

2 *

3 * *

4 79.5% 49** 79.12 48 76,4% 51

5 77.5% 49 68.1% 44 74,0% 50

6 63,8% 36 80,4 46 80.5% 36

Total 74.6% 134 76,0% 138 76.6% 137

*Bladkshear is a K, 1-6 School.
**The number of students tested.

Figure A-7. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT BLACKSHEAR RECEIVING
MATH TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.

The total percent- scoring below the 50th percentile in reading and math
changed by less than 1% from 1982-83. This indicates Project PASS did not
have a measurable impact' upon the StAndAtdiZed reading and math test: scores
of the Blackshear students;

Winn. The percent:oc Black students at-Winn-scoring below the 50th -per
Gentile in reading and math for 1981, 1982, and 1983 are shown in Figures'A-8

and A-9.

GRADE 1981 1982 1983

1 cm
\.1.0% 66* 38.8% 67 43.1% 58

2
. 50.6% 75 47.37 95 36,12 72

3 62,0% 87 60.0% 90 46.54 88

70.2% 84 68,42 92 69.1% 94

*

*

Total 0,9% \312 54.6% 344 50.3% 312

*Winn is a -4 schOol. **Tha number of students tested.

Figure A-8. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT WINN RECEIVING
READING TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.
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GRADE 1981 1982 1983

1 51.5% 56** 44,7% 67 51.7% 58

2 60.0% 75 55.3% 94 53.5% 71

3 65,1% 66 56.6% 90 47,1% 89

4 72.6% 84 59,7% 92 75.0: 96

5 » .4p

6 *

Total 63.0% 311 54.8% 343 57,9% 314

*rolinn is a K-4 schoo **The number of students tested.

Figure A-9. PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT WINN RECEIVING MATH
TOTAL SCORES BELOW THE 50TH PERCENTILE.

Examination of Figures A-8. and A-9_reveals a smaller percentage of Black

students at Winn score below the 50th percentile in reading and math than

do districtwide.

Figure A-8 shows the total percent Of_StudentS scoring below the 50th per-

Gentile in-reading at Winn deCredSed by 4,37. from 198.2 (54,471 to_1983

(50;3%). However; since a decrease:of 4,3%_ottUrted from 1981 (58.9%) to

1982 (54.6 %) before the implementation of the project, the decrease from 1982

to 1983 may simply reflect districtwide declines.

Figure A-9 indicates the total percent of students scoring below the 50th

percentile in math at Winn roselpy 3.1% from 1982 to 1983, after dropping by

8.2% frOm 1981 to 1982.

Information Need is How did the aChieVeMent of Blatk-g-tud--ents_retained in

the spring of 1982 and in schools receiving preferred-services -ini_Ig82-83

compare with the achievement of matched Black students 4n-sehoo3_s_not_receiv-

Ing_preferred services?

Figures A-10 and A-11 show the mean Reading Total and Math Total pretest,

posttest, and gain scores on the ITBS for the Project PASS retainees and their

matches.

A=12
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PROJECT PASS RETAINEES MATCHED RETAINEES

GRADE N PRE POST GAIN PRE POST GAIN

K' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 29 .88 2.00 1.12 1.02 2.04 1.02
2 10 1.52 2.43 .91 1.50 2.37 .87

3 10 2.19 2.81 .62 2.42 3.23 .81

4 12 2.71 3.36 .65 2.90 3.70 .80

5 10 3.79 4.44 .65 4.03 5.30 1.27

6 2 4.15 4.90 .75 4.45 5.40 .95

Total 73 1.93 2.81 .87 2.09 3.06 .97

Figure A=10. MEAN READING TOTAL GRADE EQUIVALENT
SCORES FOR RETAINEES.. Mean pretest
(April_1982), posttest (April 1983),
and gain scores for the_Project PASS
retainees in -the 14 preferred SchoolS
and the matched retainees.

PROJECT PASS RETAINEES MATCHED RETAINEES

GRADE N PRE POST GAIN PRE POST GAIN

K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 31 1.08 1.79 .71 1.18 1.92 .73

2 11 1.85 2.46 .62 1.94 2.53 .59

3 10 2.77 3.87 1.10 2.87 3.46 .59

4 13 2.98 3.41 .42 3.21 3.75 .55

5 9 3.98 4.86 .88 4.04 4.62 .58

6 2 4.35 5.10 .75 4.40 5.00 .60

Total 76 2.17 2.89 .72 2.28 2.92 .64

Figure A-;-11. MEAN MATH TOTAL GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES
FOR RETAINEES. Mean pretest (April 1982),
posttest (April 1983), and gain scores for
the Projeci PASS retainees in_the 14 pre-
ferred SChoolS and the matched retainees.

Given the imperfections in, the matching, procedures and the small sample
sizes at each grade, the data displayed in Figures A-10 and A-11 could -not

be sufficiently trusted to determine if signifiCant differences existed
between the achievement scores of the Project PASS retainees-.and their
matches. To compensate for these factors the scores were collapsed across
grades And regression analyses were performed.

A-13
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The _F values for the regression analysis it:readitgare shown in Attach-

ment A-1. The akcitY4LS teveated the grans oUthe Ptoject PASS Aetainee4

and the matched' keta.b4e04 ane not_signi6icamtey did eice vt prom one andthet

The_significanty value- found for the test of the full model

(#1) versus the restricted model (#5) ShOwg there is a curvilinear reiatiOn=-

Ship between the pre- and posttest scores.

The F values for the regression analysiS in math are shown in Attachment A-2.

The anaeysiz teveaZed the gaim4 o6 the Puject PASS Aetainees and the matched

Aetainees ate not signiiiicantey 15tom one another in math. The

relationship was linear between pretest and posttest scores.

These AesuLts indicate Ptoject PASS did not have suiiicient impact on the

/Leading and math achievement o6 the Aetainees in the pteleAted 4choot4 to

4signi.4.&antey alitiect thea.achievement 4COht6 on a standatdized te4t.

InfOration_lieed 2: How did the achievement Of-Black-students retained in

the Spring-of1_9_82 and in schools in -which the entire-faculty participated

in P-r-imatPAS_S_compare with the achievement of-other_Black_students in

Sth0401-s-nat_receiving preferred services? .4*

Figures A-12 and A -13 show the mean Reading Total and Math Total pretest,

posttest, and gain scores on the ITBS,for the Blackshear-Winn retainees

(combined) and their matches. The sample sizes were too small to do a

separate analysis for each school.

BLACKSHEARWINN RETAINEES MATCHED RETAINEES

GRADE N PRE POST GAIN PRE- POST --GAIN-

K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 4 .77 2.25 1.47 .82 '2.00 1.17

2 1 1.20 2.60 1.40 1.00 2.20 1.20

3 3 1.90 2.17 .27 2.27 3.10 .83

4 6 2.62 3.40 .78 2.67 3.65 .98

5 4 4.10 5.20 1.10 4.37 6.12 1.75

6 1 3.40 4.00 .60 4.00 4.20 .20

Total 19 2.39 3.33 .94 2.56 ,3.69 1.13

Figure A-12. MEAN READING TOTAL GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES FOR

BLACKSHEAR-WINN RETAINEES. Pretest (April 1982),

posttest (April 1983), and gain scores for the

Blackshear-Winn retainees and the matched retainees.
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BLACKSHEAR - WINN RETAINEES MATCHED RETAINEES

GRADE N PRE POST GAIN PRE POST GAIN

K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 1.15 1.77 .62 1.27 2.10 .82
2 1 1.60 2.70 1.10 1.50 2.70 1.20
3 2 2.40 3.60 1.20 2.50 3.40 .90
4 5 2.96 3.42 .46 3.26 3.92 .66
5 4 4.47 5.32 .85 4.27 4.65 .37
6 1 4.40 5.10 .70 4.40 4.70 .30

Total 17 2.83 3.56 .73 2.91 3.58 .67

Figure A-13. MEAN MATH TOTAL GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES FOR BLACKSHEAR-
WINN RETAINEES. Pretest (April 1982), posttest (April
1983), and gain scores for the Blackshear-Winn retainees
and the matched retainees.

The scores--were collapsed across grades and regression analyses were performed.

The F valuei for the regression analysis in reading are shown in Attachment
A-3. The anaty4,bs iLeyeated the ains :1 the. Pioject PASS Aztainee's and the
matched tetainee4 ate not 4i ni -Le an& a ssekent liADM one aaothet
:Eng:

The F values for the regression analysis in math are shown in Attachment A-4.
The anaty4,bs Aeyeated .the gain 4 ,o4 the PADject PASS mta,i.neez and, the matched
tetainee4 cute not 44ni6tcantey di66ekent Ptom one anothet in math.

Again, Project PASS did not have sufficient impact on the reading and math
achievement of the retainees at Blackshear-Winn to significantly affect
their achievement scores on a standardized test. Given the small sample
size, a strong effect would be needed to produce a measurable difference
in the test scores.

A=15
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Attachment kr-1--

READING (Page 1 of 2)

Regression Analysis for Projedt PASS Retainees and Matches

: N = 73 Natchea

FTEST-FTEST 1

kICDEL_ PSQ. SS(ERRQR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB

. FULL 1 0.8084 48.1997' 0.3443 0.1245 0.7248

REST 2 0.8082 48.2425
DIFF. 0.0002 0.0429_ 0.0429 DF1= 1. DF2= 140.-

a a OO .... . --

FTEST-FTEST 2

COEL ( RSQ. SS(ERRUR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB'

FULL _I 0.8084 -48.1997 03443 6;1635 0.0027

REST 5 3.7915 52;4471
. DIFF. 1.0169 4.2474 2.1237 DF1= 2. 9F2= 140.

._ FTEST-FTEST 3

,,[21EL P30. SS(ERROR) 'MEA'N SQUARES F PROS,

,_____

FULL 2 C.8082 - 43.2425 '0.3421 1:7378 0.1994

EST 3 3.9358 48.8371
. C1);_F. 0.0024 0.5946 0.$946 DF1= 1. DF2= 141.

-VP -

-FTEST-FTEST

A1..1EL RSQ. SSIER7OR1 P:tFAN SQUARES F ' PPOB

.

FULL C.8384- 48;1.997 -0.3443 0.9.257 0.3936

REST 3 0.8053 43.837.1

DiFF. 3.0025 0.6374 0.3187 DF1= 2. OF 2=

A=16



82.47 Attachment A-1
(Continued, Page 2 of 2)

READING

FTEST-FTEST 5

OEL SSQ. .SS(ERROR)

FULL 0.3053
=7ST ; C.3343

DIFF. 0.0016

48.3371

0.3991

MEAN SQUARES

.0.3439

0.3991

F PROB

1.16.?5 0.2831 .

4

OF1= 1. DE2= 142. .

FTtST-rTEST 6

:1CDEL RSQ. SS(ERE)

FLL 5 0.7915 59.4471
R=ST 0.7366 c3.6667.
DIE F. 0.0049 1.2197

MEAN SQUARES P PROB

0.3633 3.3022 0.0712

1.2197 OF1= 1. OF2= 142. .

_4_ O OOOO

FTFST"!FTEST 7-

'1CDEC RSQ. SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB

FULL
REST
CIFF.

6 0.7866
7 0.7951

Z.0C16

53.6667
54.0593
0.3936

0.3753

'0.3926

1.0=1-61 0.3032

DP1= L. OF2= 143...

au
A-17
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MATH (Page, 1 of 2)

Regression Analysis for Project PASS Retainees and Matches
N == 76 Matches

FTESTFTEST 1
..

. MODEL RSQ. SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROS

4 FULL 1 0.8436 33.8745'
. REST 2 0.8420 34.2133
. DIFF. 0.0016 0.3389

0.2320 1.4605 0.2287

0.3389 DF1= 1. DF2= 146.

... .. ID 4 I

.... ... ..... 4

FTEST -FTEST 2

. MODEL RSQ..; SSIERROR) :MEAN'SFUARES F PROS

. FULL -1 0._8_436 33.8745 0.2320 .
1.0845 0.3407

. REST 5 0.8412 34.3778

. DIFF. 0.0023 0.5033 0.25/6 2. DF2= 146.

FTEST5_TEST 3

WI III - 0

.

..
;

MODEL RSQ.

'FULL 0.8420

SSIERROR)-

34.2133
-34.6294

MEAN SQUARES

0.2327

F PROB.

1.7876 0.1833

0-

DIFF. 0.0019 0.4161 0.4161' DF1= 1. DF2= ' 147.

-FIT-EST.FTEST 4

. MODEL. RSQ. SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROS

FULL- 1 0.8436 33.8745 0.2320 1.6268 0.2000
REST 3 0..8401 34.6294

0.-0035 0.7549 0.3775 OF1= 2. DF2= 146.

-4 4 14 4 4 4 0 4 .

4
A-18 3;



82.47 Attachment A-2
MATH (Continued, Page 2 of 2)

-0 0, - -0 -. _ -. _ -it 0_ _0_ _0_ -. AL

FTEST.-.FTEST 5 4

MODEL RSQ. SStERROR) MEAN SQUARES I F PROB 4

1

_F-HL _L_ I _048401 34.6294 042340 40_4_864i_0_43_542
REST 4 048391 3448316 4, 4

DIFF. 040009 0i2022 0.2022 0F1= 14 DF2= 148. 4

FTEST .-FTEST 3

MODEL RSQ.
4

S_S_IERRORL MEAN SQUARES F _PROB

FULL 5 0.8412 3443778 0.2323 1.8543 0.1754
REST_ 6 048392 _344_8085
DIFF-. -040020 0.4307 0.4307 0F1= 1. DF2= 148. .

4

__,,, . 0000 ..,- 4 4- 4 0 -

FTEST- FTE.ST 7

MODFL RSQ. SStERROR) MEAN SQUARES
4

PROB
4

FULL .6 048392- 34.8085 042336
REST 7 0.8383 35;0038
DIFF.- 0.0009 0.1953 0.1953`

0.8360 0.3620 4

1. DF2= 149. 4

.AE19 .



82.47 Attachtent A-3

READING (Page 1_of 2)

Regression Analysis for BlackshearWinn Retainees and Matches
N = 19

. FTEST-T.FTEST 1

4 MODEL RSQ. SSCERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB

. FULL 1 0.7930 18.0354 0.5636 0.2923 0.5925

. REST 2 0.7911 18.2001

. DIFF. 0.0019 0.1-64:T 0.1647 DF1= 1. DF2= 32.

fTEST-FTEST-2

MC EL RSQ.

FULL_ 1 0.793J
. REST 5 0.7773

01FF. 0.0157

SS(ERROk) MEAN-7SQUAkES F PROB

18.0354 0.5636 1.2116 0.3110.
19.4011
1..3657 0;6629 OFi= 2. DF2= 32.

FT,t5T-FTEST 3

/410DEL RSQ.

; FULL 2 0.7911
REST 3 3.7899
DIFF. 0.0012

SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB

18.2001 0.5515 0.1960 0.6609
40

1- 8.3082
0.1081 0;1061 DF1= 1. DF2= 33.

,
4 4

. FTEST=FTEST 4

MODEL RSQ. SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F ORtia

FULL 1 0.7930 18.0354 0;5636 042,421 0.7865
.-- 'REST 3 .07899 18.3082

DIFF. 0.0031 0'.272 -8-' 6. 13 6 4 -- -.13F1= 2. DF2= '32.

.
_

.. _. . .., . . 4b.,

A-20 .
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READING

. Attachment A-3
(Continued, Page 2 of 2)

....... ...
FTEST-FTEST 5

MODEL RSQ.

_FULL _3 0.1899

SSIERROR)

1843082

MEAN SQUARES

0.5385

F PROB.

0.4638 0.5004

.

RE ST 4 0.7370
DIFF; 0.3029

18.5580
0.2498 OF1= 1. DF2= .34.

FIEST-.FTEST

MODEL _R&O. SS( EkROR) MFAN SQUARES F PROS

FULL 5 0.7773
REST 6 0.774o
DIFF. 0.0027

'19.4011
19*c3_90
0.2379

0.5706

0.2379 DF1= L. 0F2=

0.4168 0.5228

34. .

FTEST-+TEST 7 _Or

MODEL RS Q. SSIERROR) MEAN SQUAKES F PROB

LL
PEST
DUFF.

7 0.7707
0.0039

.6
19.9815
0.3425

561

0_43425 0F1=

0.6 0 9

0.

A-21

4 Lj
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82.47 Attachment A74
(Rage 1 of 2)

MATH
Regression Analyai'S for Blackshear-Winn Retainees and MatChes

N = 17 Matches

FTEST=FTEST 1
7 '

MODEL RSQ. .SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROB

FULL 1 0.8905 5..8265 0.2081 0.0435.0.8363
REST 2 0.8903 5.8356
RIFF. 0.0002 . 0.0091 "t': 0.009i DF1= 1. DF2= 28. .

..,
.

. . . . . . . . 0 . .

.0- -0- --00 5'0

FTEST=FTEST 2

MODEL RSQ. :SS(ERRUR) MEAN SQUARES F PROS
. .

. FULL 1 0.8905 5.8265 D.2.081 0.3058 0.-7389 .

_-...._,

REST 5 0.8331 ' 5.9538
. DIFF. 0.0024. 0.1273 0.0636 DFi= 2. DE-2= 28.

/

400

FTEST=FTEST 3

MODEL SSCERAOR) MEAN SQUARES
i

. FULL 2 0.8903 5.8356 0.2012 1.80-68 0.1893

. REST 3 0;8835 =6-;-19-91 /

. DIFF. 0.0063 0.3636 0.3636 DFIF- 1. DF2= . 29.

.
/

-o---er o ...... / O ... . .

PROB

.

. FTEST=FTEST 4

. MODEL RSQ. SSIERROR) MEAN SQUARES P PROB

. FULL

. REST
.D1FF.

0.8905
0.8835
0.0070

5.8265 0.2081/ 0.8954 0.4198
6.1991
0;3726 0.1803 OF1= 2. DF2= 28.

_

A-22



82.4 Attachment A-4
(Continued, Page 2 of 2)

. -. a*

MATH

FTEST -'FTEST 5

= MODEL RSQ. SS(ERROR). 'MEAN SQUARES F PROB

FULL 3 0.8835 6.1991 0.2066 0.1248 0.7264' .

REST 4 0.8830 6.2249
DIFF. 0.0005 0.0258 0.0258 DF1= 14 DF2= 30. 4

OOOOOO

FTEST -'FTEST 6

MODEL .RSO. SS{ ERROR) MEAN SJUAR_E_SL I F PROB. .

FULL
'REST
DIFF.

0.8381
0.8816
0.0065

5 9538 0.1985 1.7472 061962 .

0.3468 0.3468 DF1= 1. 0F2= 30. .

ETLSTiaFTEST

MODEL RSQ. SS(ERROR) MEAN SQUARES F PROS .

FULL S 0.8816 6.3005
REST 7 0.8812 6.3213
DIFF. 0.0004 ..00207

0.2032 0.1020 0.7516 .

-PELF. 1. DF2=0._0207

. .
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Projeci PASS

Appendix B

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS'
DISCIPLINE FILE

B-1

4,3



82.47
Instrument zription: Office of Student Affairs' Discipline File

-Bre-f-ds-stion of the inscxument:.

Tallies were conducted for data taken from the Office of Student Affairs' Discipline
File. No instrument was used and no data file was developed.

To -whom-was-che-ins-erumen t admix is tered?

Not applicable.

man times Vas the instrumenoadminiscered?

Not applicable.

Wken was che instrument administered?

gmc applicable;

:4herewas the-instrument-adOloistered?

Not applicable. -

ghe a&mIniscered he instrument?

Not applicable.

Wha c .-rinst-did-the-adcd.nis tra to rs have?

Not applicable.

'as chtinstrumetc administered under standardized tonditions?

Not applicable.

;Jere -there-o roblems vithhe instrument or the Administration chat might affect

the validity of the -datz?

NotappIicable.

Who develooed-che instrument?

Not applicable.

I

Are there no data available for interpreting the sults?

Not applicable:

S -2
A
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OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS'
. DISCIPLINE FILE

Purpose

The 0 id-e of Student Affairs' Discipline File (OSA) provided information
event to the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question 1: Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation Question D1-1: To what extent were_th_e_o_bjeotiv_es
for Project PASS attained?

By May 1983 -to demon4sAate a dectea4e:in_thepetcent 06,B.eddk
pups Azcaving .bong -tetra 4suoen4.Zonzi in-4choot .6a0en4.ion4,
and padaindby title peAcentage point's.

Procedure

Larry Yawn and David Duty with the Office of Student Affairs served as
liaisons in the data collection effort.

Both the 1981-82 and 1982-83 OSA files were accessed. OSA data prior to
1981=82 were not considered in that the discipline categories were not
the same.

The number of Black students at the campuses was taken from the 1981-82
and 1982-83 Fall Survey of Pupils and-Membership produced each. October
by the Department of Student Records and Reports-.

The 14 schbOls receiving_ Project PASS preferred services, were included
in the analysis.- Appendix A provides a listing of these schools. Govalle
and Webb were excluded from the analysis because of theit late entry in
the project.

Thd_in-school suspension information was not on the'OSA file and was
hand-tallied by OSA staff upon request from ORE (see Attachments: B-1 and
B -2). The use of in-school suspension is optional and few of the schools
chose to use it.

The tallies and percentageewere performed on the AISD computer using
programs-developed-by -the-DistrIct-Priorities-data analyst.
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Results

Evaluatton-Question D1-4_:_ To what extent were the objectives for Project

PASS attained?

By May 1983 to demoyattate a dectea6e in th0. peA4eht 04 BZIa
pups xedziving Zong-tetm Autspensionsi in-4choe. 4uspenzion6,
and paddling by ifive-. pencentage-points,

The in- school suspension data could not.he used to measure progress
toward the Objective in that only one school, Cook4 used in- school sus-

pension in both 1981-82 and 1982-83.

Figure B-1 shows_the number and percent of Black students at the .14 pre-

ferred schools -who were involved in disciplinary action during 1981-82 and

1982-83. Disciplinary action is defined as corporal punishmenti long-

term suspension, intermediate suspension, and short-term punishment.

Examination of Figure. B=1 ShOw8.the objective was nibt met in that the

total percent of Black students involved in disciplinary actions rose

slightly from 4.6% in 1981-82 to 4.8% in 1982-83.



TOTAL NUMBER
BLACK STUDENTS CORPORAL LONG-TERM INTERMEDIATE SHORT-TERM.

_YEAR__ ON 14_ CAMPUSES PUNISHMENT SUSPENSION SUSPENSION PUNISHMENT TOTAL

N % N %
A

N % N % N %

1981-82 1963 46 2.3% 0 0% 2 .1% 50 2.5% 90 4.6%

1982-83 2020 42 2.1% 0 -10%7' 6_ .3% 64 3.2%1 96 4.8%

Figure B71. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS AT"THE 14 PROJECT PASS
PREFERRED SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION DURING
1981-82 AND 1982-83. Disciplinary action is defined here
as corporal punishment, long-teim susiension, intermediate
suspengibn, and short-term punishment.

4 4
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Attachment B-4
(Page 1 of 2)

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

January 21,.1983

TO: Larry Yawn

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Discipline Data for Project PASS

Attached is the format for the 1981-82 insChool su'spension data needed

for Project PASS. I will get back with yo, in May to _discuss the 1982-83

data. Thanks for your help with this effoit! /

PT:rrf
Attachment

Approved:
Director, Office of Research and Evaluation

B -6
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SCHOOL

1. Barton- -Hills

. Blackshear

Attachment B=1
(Continued; Page 2 of 2)

IN=SCHOOL SUSPENSIONS FOR
BLACK_STUDENTS IN 1981-82.

.NUMBER OF
BUCK STUDENTS

65

NUMBER OF BLACK
STUDENTS INVOLVED IN
IN-scuom SUSPENSIONS

TOTAL NUMBER OF
IN=SCHOOL SUSPENSIONS
INVOLVING BLACK STUDENTS

3. Bryker Woods

4. Campbell 227

Cook 157

1st

6. Cunningham_ 34

6 q 31 </A.) te79- -OW

-,;,-u-1-1_ett 135

8. Norman

9. Rosewood -79

10. Sims 42

jT 1..Its

1 0 rd

11. Sunset Valley 170

. Winn 405

3;_Wooldridge

14. _Wooten

15.- x110

16. Webb

168

90

176

sr

(

Ixamit
q)

B-7



82.47 Attachment B=2
(Page 1 of 2)

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT.
Office of Research and Evaluation

June 2, .1983

TO: David Duty

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Discipline Data Needed for Project PASS

Attadhed 1.8_theiormat for the 1982-83 in-school suspensiofi data

needed for Project PASS. The three schools shown used in-school
suspension in 1981 -82, but it is not known whether they continued'

to use it in 1982 =83.

Thanks for your:help! Please call, if you have questions.

PT:rrf
Attachment

Approved:
Director, Office esearch 40. Evaluation

B -8



82.47 Aitachmedt B-2
(Continued Page 2 of 2)

IN7SCHOOL: SUSPENSIONS FOR
BLACK STUDENTS IN 1982-83

Number of Black Students
Involved in In-School

_Suspensions

Total NuMber Of
In-School Suspensions
Involving BIack Students

School 1st i
2nd

Semester i SemestOr
\1st

Semester
2nd

Semester:

Cook 32 71 81 169

2. ''..Rod'owoOd No IS'S, No ISS- No. ISS No US

3. COvalle No ISS No ISS:= No 1SS No ISS

If Metz usedin-schoOl suspension In 1981782 and 1982-83, the information shown

above is needed for both years. If it exists and is available, please write the

numbers at the bottom'af this page.

4. Metz (Only
1981-82)

2 2 2
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Project 'PASS

Appendik C

SP7OIAL EDUCATION MANAGEMENT
-SYSTEM FILE
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION: Special Education Management System File

Brief Description of the instrument:

TaIIies_were canducteti for data taien frtatthe Speaal Education Management System
(SEES} fiId. No ina't ent41.1as used and no data file was developed.

To whom was the instrument administered?

Not applitle.

HOW many times was the instrument administered?

Not applicable.

When was the instrument adminis.tered?

Noe applicable.

e

Where was the instrument administered?

Not applicable.

Who administered the instrument?

Not applicable.

What training did the administrators have?

Not applicable.

Was the instrument administered under standardized conditions?

Not applicable.

Were there proPlems with the instrument or the administration that
might affect the validity of the data?

Not applicable.

Who developed the- instrument?

Not appliCable.

Wha reliability and validity data are available on. the instrument?

Not applicable.

Are there norm data available for interpreting the results?

Noc applicable.

0 0
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SPECIAL EDUCATION\MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FILE

Purpose

The Special Education Management System .CSEMS) file_proyided information rele-
vant'to the following decision and evaluation\questiots:

\

Decislot-Ouestion-1: Should Project PASS'he continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation-Question D1-1; To what extent were,the objectives
for Project PASS ',Attained?

By May 1983 to decAease by give peAtentage point/ the
Aumbet o &Zack papUz cazigned to 4peciae education
ctazzeAs.

ProcedUre

Jean Fox with the Department. of Federal and ,State Compliance (Special Educa-
tion) served as a liaison -person-in-the -data-col-lection-effor-t.---She-,supplied--___--
information about the format and maintenance of the SEMS file.

Both the 1981V82 and 1982-83 SEMS files were accessed. Special educati4t
infOrmation prior to 1981-82 was. not- available on a data tape.,

Students on the SEMS file .ere assigned a campus location.if.hey are attend-
ing an AISD school. Students who are not attending an AISD school or who
have returned to regular classroom instruction (RR) are assigned a 999 Ioca
tion code. Assignment. to 999 is made on a continuous basis during the school
year. The "date placed" on the SEMS /file is the date the student entered

114.the special education program.
i

The number of Black students at-the campuses was taken from the 1381-82 and
1982-83 Fall Survey of Pupils. and Membership produced each October by the
,Department of Student Records and Reports;

The 14 schools receiving Project PASS preferred'services were included in
the analysis. Appendix A provides a listing of these schools. .Govalle and
-Webb were excluded from the analysis because of their late entry in the
project.

In speaking with the Project PASS instrictiohal coordinator in the fail'Of'
1982 it became clear that three types of information were needed. A de-
tailed description of each type, of information follows.

`:t
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I. The_percent of Black
Students assigned to
special education
during the school year.

II. The percent of Black_
students first placed
in special education
during the school year.

III. The percent of_ a k
special educati
students returnek to
regular instruction
during the school year.

a

The number of Blac LD and ED students

at the 14 schools.
The total number o Black students at

the 14 schools.
.

The number of Black LD and ED students
at the 14 schools with a placement date

= occurring during the schOol year. In-

olude_RM.s.
The total number of Black students at
the 14 schools;

The number of Black LD and ED students'

at the 14 schools returned to regUlar
classroom instruction during the school

year;
The number of Black LD and ED students,

at the schoOl during the year.

/The tallies vid percentage-8 Were_performed on the AISD computer using pro-

grams deveI4ed by.the DiStrict Priorities data analyst.

Results

Evaluation Question D1-1: To what-extent_were the objectives for Project-PASS

attained?

By May 1983 to deckeaze by 6ive pozentage points the number o6 &adz pcipia

crAzignd .o SibeCidt, edatatton cia44m;

Assignment to Special Education'

NUMB- EA OF BLACK
STUDENTS -IN

NUMBER OF BLACK LD.
AND ED STUDENTS t)i,

PERCENT BLACK LD AND
ED STUDENTS OF BLACK

YEAR 14 SCHOOLS CAMPUS AT END OF YEAR STUDENTS ON 14 CAMPUSES

LD ED TOTAL \ LD ED TOTAL

1981-82 1963 167 20 187 8.5% 1.0% 9.5%

1982=83 2020 176 26 -202 \\ 8.7% 1.3% 10.0% ;

Figure -1. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS ASSIGNED TO SPECIAL

EDUCATION WITH LD AND ED CLASSIFICATIONS DURING 1981-82

AND 1982-83.

C-4
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Figure C-I shows 187 Black students were assigned to special education
during 1981-82; To meet the objective; the 187 students assigned in 1981=82
would need to be reduced to 177 students in 1982-83. Since the number of
Black students assigned to special education in 1982-83 was 202, the objed--
tive was not met.

Further examination of Figure'C-1 reveals the percent of Black students
assigned to special education increased slightly from1981-82 (9.5%) to
1982-83 (10.0%).

Examining the percent of Black students assigned to special education Cot=
pensates for the greater number of Black students on the campuses in 1982 -83

than in 1981-82;

Placement in Special Education

YEAR

NUMBER OF BLACK
STUDENTS IN
14 SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF BLACK .ED
AND LD STUDENTS PLACED
/ DURING YEAR AND ON
CAMPUS AT END OF YEAR

PERCENT OF BLACK
LD AND ED .

STUDENTS PLACED

LD ED TOTAL LD ED TOTAL

1981-82 1963 37 7 44 1.9% .4% 2.2%

1982-83 2020 42 14 56 2.1% .7% 2.8%

Figure C-2. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF BLACK STUDENTS PLACED IN
SPECIAL EDUCATION WITH LD AND ED CLASSIFICATIONS IN
1981-82\

\

AND 1982-83.

i

Figure C-2 reveals the percent of Black students in the 14 schools who

entered special education during the 1981=82 and 1982-83 school years. The

percentage increased from .2% in 1981--82 to 2.8% in 1982 -83.-
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Students Returned to Regular ClassroonLInstruction

NUMBER OF BLACK
1

LD AND ED STUDENTS
ON CAMPUSIIAT END

NUMBER OF BLACK LD
AND ED STUDENTS

RETURNED TO REGULAR

PERCENT BLACK STUDENTS
RETURNED OF BLACK LD
AND ED STUDENTS

YEAR OF YEAR INSTRUCTION DURING YEAR

LD ED TOTAL LD ED TOTAL LD ED TOTAL

1981z82 167 20 187 2 0 2 1.1% 0% 1.1%

1982-83 176 26 202 2 0 2 1.1% 0% 1.0%

Figure C-3. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF BLACK LD AND ED STUDENTS RETURNED TO
REGULAR INSTRUCTION DURING 1981-82 AND 1982-83.

Figure C-3 Shows the number Of Black special education students returned to

regular classroom instruction remained the same from 1981-82 (2) to 1982-83

(2).

The data in Figures C=1 through C-3 suggest Project PASS did not have a

measurable impact on the number of Black students who were placed, continued,

or returned from Special education in 1982-83.

Note: Check the "rounding" feature of the program used to generate
these data.

0-- *I
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Project PASS

Appendix D

PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW
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82;47 Instrument Description: Principal Interview

8rief descriation of the Lftstrurlint.
- _

The interview tort consisted of one closed-end question and seven open-ended questions.

To whom was che-in-st-rulorm-adm-ih-iscered?

An interview was conducted with the principals of the A6 schools receiving Project PASS
preferred services.

hanv-me-s-was the instru-ent adtinittered?

Once to each principal.

.Then was the -ins-drurteh-t-a-dtmi-s-de-r-e4?

HarCh 1 through April 6, 1983.

Where was the inscr-Ane,n-c-aCministered?

In the office of each principal.

Who admin tared :he- i-.ns-cu.x.-e-n-t?

The Project PASS evaluator.

'What ttAt:!t7tz di = :he adr.LniS:r3:375 ha-y-e-?

Traditionat instruction in interviewing procedures.

WAS the instr.znenc administered under standar"--..-4--oncens?

Yes.

Were :here :rob:a= wi:h the-n-strum-en: .dm,n4s::at4On that hizn:

Aef&-= ". od :ne data?

No.

;11-o-de-teLDozd :n4-ins:ruhent7

The Project PASS evaluator.

What reLiabili:7 and 7aii-dic-f-d-a-ro av-ailadle on tne Instr.:met:7

Nona:

Are, there no 's;a: :o-'

No.

.Auo1011MPIMIMMIIINuwwjwiusommNvoseemmmiwciozr
D-2
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PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW

Purpose

Interviews with the principals of the schools receiving Project PASS.pre-
ferredservicesprovided information relevant to the following decision and
evaluation questions:

Decision-QuestiOn-1: Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation -QueStion-D11: Did anything interfere with the
implementation of the Project PASS activities in the schools
receiving preferred services?

Evaluation Question-D1-5: To what extent did the staff in the
schools receiving preferred services feel the Project PASS
materials, instructional methods, and consultation services
were profitable?

Decision Question-a: If Project PASS is continued in 1983-84,
Should any changes be made in its implementation?

Evalautian Question D2-3: Are any changes recommended by the
principals and teachers in the schools receiving preferred
services?

Procedure

Appointments were made and interviews were conducted with the principals of
the 16 elementary schools receiving Project PASS preferred services. These

schools included: Barton Hills; Cook; Cunningham, Norman, Bryker Woods,
Rosewood, Blackshear, Sunset Valley, Gullett; Govalle, Sims, Wooten, Camp-
bell, Webb, Winn, and Metz. Each interview was conducted in Cs principal's
office and lasted 30-60 minutes. A standardized interview format (Attach-
ment A) was used for each interview. At the conclusion of each interview,
the evaluator summarized the interview data and asked the interviewee if the
summary was an accurate statement of the discussion which had occurred.
Upon returning to the office, the evaluator reviewed the interview notes
and made clarifications where necessary.

6d
D-3
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Results

The interview .results will be presented within the context of the interview

questions.

DIVANYTHING_INTERFERE WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE PROJECT PASS ACTIVITIES AT YOUR SCHOOL?

The following is a summary of the responses given by the principals:

No implementation prOblemS were-encountered; (Four principals)

Some problems associated with the developmental status of the

project were encountered. (Three principals)

a Implementation was delayed due to the'school's late entry into

the project. (Two principals)

Teacher and trainer time restraints impeded implementation.(Six
principals)

o Board action with regard_to the approval of Project PASS produced

a negative reaction on the part of some teachers. (Three princi-

pals)

The Project PASS 'orientation sessions produced a negative reaction
on the part Of some teachers. (Six principals)

These responses are described in greater detail on the following pages.

Statements made by the principals during the interviews are quoted or pare=

phrased toLsupport the summary statements made above; When a response was

given by more than one principal, a compiled statement was developed to

capture the words and thoughts of those giving the response. Quotations or

paraphrased statements made by the principals during the interviews appear

in italicized print.

No TITIementation Problems

A total of four principals said they experienced no problems in the imple-

mentation of Project PASS on their campuses.

No .impZementation pkohZems were expel .ended. (Two pkincipats)

No imptementation wtobtems we/EQ. encountered. The tkainet contacted

me when Ake enteked the buading to Zet me know what 'she wa's doing.

16 I had 4peciat neque4t/s the ttainet wad awayz wiaing to hap
out. / 6eee the thainex i.d outztanding. The teachms Lae hek and
Zook lio&waltd to hata.m.g he& at the 4choo.e. The tkainek wo&k4 tutth

isome o6 the 4tudent4 on a one-to-one baz.i.4. and haz gotten Atudentz

to appteeiate and Like nead,Lng. (One pkincipae)

D=4
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NO .i.mptemehtation ptobeemz occutAed. The ttainet was intAoduced
as a membet o6 the zta44 and teceived a good tecention_itom thk.
4a-catty. It has been a good zix monthz. (One ptincipx0

Issues Related to the
Developmental Status of the Project

Three principals stated the implementation problems they encountered
(e.g., scheduling of services, unrealistic teacher expectations, dissemi-
nation of project information, etc.) were a feature of the developmental
status of the project.

Nothing tea/Ley intettieted with imptementation othet than the tiact
that it was a devetopmentae yeah box .the project. Imptovementz were
made as the ztaiSti got bettet acquainted with the zchoot. needz. FOA

examp'e, at iiiAzt the tAaineA ztayed ion one-half day. Latet this
waz changed to a 402 day toice a month and this gave teachers a
gteatet oppoAtunity to zee the ttainet. (One ptincipat)

The teachetz expected PAoject PASS .to be a 4inizhed pAoduct. When
they 4ound out it wazn't, there waz a negative Aeacti.on on the past
o6 zome oti the teacheAz. Given the zpeed with which the puject

apptoved and impeemented, thiz had to be conzideted a deveeopmemtat
yeat. It's not teazonabte to expect a potizhed package given the zmatt
amount o4 Lead time .the Ptoject PASS ztanS had. (One pAx.ncipat)

Since thiz was the 6itzt year box the pAoject, not ate the teacheAz
wete aware o4 .the zetvicez that were avaitabZe and they were ztow to

tequezt azziztance. The teachetz are now matte aware o4 the zetvicez

and ate uzing them to a gteatet extent. (One pAincipat)

Late Entry Into the Project

Two principals said the late entry of their Schools in the pilot project has

delayed the implementation process at their schools.

Teacher and Trainer
Time Restraints

At some schools the amount of project services provided and/or requested
was limited by the time restrictions faced by the teachers or trainers.

The ttaineA was not able to do ate that zhe cowed do because the
teacheAz at the zchoot. did not have enough time to take advantage
olc the zetvicez--they were too buoy with teguZak tezponzibititiez.
One ptincipat)

Teachetz did not have the time to ptocezz -the Puiect PASS inpAma-
tion. Theit immediate teaction was, "But that'z due tiot ate chiedteni"
Thatiz tight, but the techniquez are ezpeciatty good OA Stack ztudentz.

The PAoject PASS ideaz needed to be discuzzed by the teachetz and adap-

ted .to theit own teaching ztyeez. The time ptezzute waz zo gteat the

-teachetz-coutd nat-azzimteate-the intiatmation-quicketrenough,--(One--
ptincipat)

D-5
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The tAainet.waz not of wayz abte t73 maintain hex zchedwee at the

schoot. and th.is caused the teachets to Fe-tturtAated. Sometimes

the tAainet was able to keep appointment4 and zomet,a'nez not.
_

Appo.intments weke mizzed because the tAatnek was -Zee, becauze

othet = things intet6eted, 0/c becauze_the tAainet overt-extended

he 216. Adequate 6o.teow-up ward not pAovided. Aitet awhiee

the teacheA4 began to 6eee they weten't'impoAtant and Puject
PASS became a Lower ptiotity. (Two ptincipaez)

The ttainet has been absent some due to sicknessii This might

have hindeted .the implementat=ion zomewhat. (One pAincipat)

The tAainet was not able -to be on campus duting a numbers o6 heA

azzigned dayz. Thi4 gave the teacheA4 the imptezzion that the
-teachen tAainet didn't think it was that -important to be on the

campus. (Ohe ptincipae)

Reaction to Board Passage
of Protect PASS

Three principala said some teachers formed a negative opinion about Project

PASS before Project PASS was even iMpleMehted in the schools. These teachers

were angered by the hurried manner in which the School Board approved the

project.

SOMe_teatheAs wt4e turned 1766 by the quick passage o6 the PAOfeet

by the Boakd. They thought the Boatd wins tesponding to group

Ott.4.6.tite,. They belt t&chet input showed have been obtained

be6Ote a deei4ion was made. They'Aezented ASV money being COm-

Mitted in Stich a huttied, unkeseaXChed manner. TU.'S canoed zOme

teacheA4 not -to have an open mind about the pica jest, (Three ptindipae4)

Reaction to the Project PASS
Orientation Sessions

The Project PASS staff conducted orientation sessions at the 16 schools

receiving preferred services. Some principals said the way in which the

sessions were conducted causad some teachers to have an unfavorable' reaction

to the project.

The Ptofect PASS ptesentation to the 6acutty caused a negative

Aeaction and a tot o6 appkehezion. The presenters talked_ down

to the teacheA4 az i6 the teachers knew notking ..out teaching

Stack students. Some o6 the teaches got the ix? Aezzion the

pAezenteu were saying, "You haven't done a goo.' job and we're

helm to show you how to teach." Thy imptessio turned some

teachets o66 to the ptoject. pAincipats)

Some'teachers who had an unfavorable reaction to the o ation session were

not receptive toward Project PASS during the school year Other teachers

changed their minds about-the project after interacting with a teacher

trainer.
...
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In the initiae ptesentation the teaehe/0 tesented the tact that
genetae statements weite xpplied to ate Mack chiedun. The ptesen-
taton actuatey divided the tact tty and the teaehets ate stilt
tecoveting atom it. The teachet ttainet has made some ptogtess in
winning teachets to the concept, but on the whaee there /24 not
been a lot of success. (One ptineipat)

Faetowing the initial ptesentaton, the statt_did not want to get
invaeved with the pAoject. Howevet, since that time the teaehet
tkainek has tutned the teachens' teactions atound. She has been
veky teeeptive to the teachets' teelings. She' has been coopena-
tive and has not imposed hetzelt on othets. (Oneptincipat)

WHAT WERE THE MOST VALUABLE SERVICES OFFERED BY THE TEACHER TRAINERS?

lnservices, classroom observations, or demonstrations
were valuable. (Six principals)--

The consultation with individual teachers was valuable.
(Two principals)

The trainer's manner of working with students and teachers
was vaIuabIe.(Seven principals)

There was an increased sensitivity to the instructional needs.
of Black students. (Four principals)

The most valuable services have not yet been identified.
(Two principals)

No valuable services have been provided. (One princip.1)

Inservices, Demonstrations_Obsemtations

The insetviees were vaeuabZe. (Thtee ptinciplaX4)

The ceassicoom obsetvations wexe use6ue. (Two ptincipats)

The demonstirations were weet xeceived. (One pAincipae)

Consultation Services

The individual consultation with teaehms was the most vatuabZe
setvice. This gave teaehens the oppoxtunity to ask questions
about the-a paAticutaA needs. (Two pAinci.loaes)

Manner of Working with
Students and Faculty

A number of principals were pleased with the good rapport the trainer estab-
lished with teachers. Others commented that their trainers demonstrated
excellent teaching techniqUes. Some principals said their trainers worked
well with students; helping them to feel confident and positive about them-
selves.
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I have been pteased with the teachet tainet's mannet a wokking

with teachem. The teacher tkainet has been eao y to wokk with,

wanted to hetp, and was teady to kecognize the eitioAts made by

the schoot. stalq. I was glad the teachet ttainet did not come to

.the dschoot with a ctiticat attitude. The titainet is an excettent

teachet who has demondtkated good teaching techniques. (Two ptin-

cipats)

It was good to have someone avaitabte who comed identi& with and

negate .to Stack chitdken.. The tnainet used keading instruct=ion

as a way o6 counseting with students. I coutdn't be make pteased

with the puject. I couldn't ask ion anything bettet. (One Ivan-

cipae)

The twinet came into the 4choot and made the teacheAs tiee2 as i6

she was one o6 them. Theke wad no ieeting o6 snooping at monitot-

ing-za good tappott way estabtished. She was vent -good at hetp-i.ng

otudents beet succesque and positiv, about themseeves. (One ptin-

cipat)

it is vety impottant tiot the teachet ttainen4 to develop ctedibitity

with the stag. Teachers won't tespond they think someone is -------

monitoting theit setvices arc tooking overt theit 4houtdek ate the

time. The -teacher ttainek keatEy has to 4how she canes. The moke

she's around the edfsieic this is to achieve. Ouk teachet ttainet

ttied very hand in this akea and did wee. (One ptincipat)

The di test contact with some students was iivottant. (One ptincipat)

The ttainet he eped the teacheu generate a tot o6 .ideas . (One ptin-

cipat)

Increased Sensitivity to the

Needs of Black Student -s

The oteAeAce o6 _the ttainet made the teachets mote aware oi the

SPeciat needs olf gtack 4-tidbits m-d math.: them eat 1;ine the it teach-

ing Stnategies manta cakeiutty. (Thkee

The teaChets ate note conscious a the_yt;Ci: triddi.U0n4 06 the

Mdek eutt4te. They -see_the_need tl E&tdz students paktici

pate-maay. (One ptiviCiPat)

-Other

I don ".t know what the most i)d.etiabtt 4-e'ctriee ;? (Two

Theke Walo no vatuein the 4500,1
%.V-4.'-?,(Ltion did

not meet the unkque needs oi Btaci

Do
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DID PROJECT PASS HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE STUDENTS?

I do not know if the project had an imPact on students; (Seven
principals)

4 Yes, the project had an impact on students. (Five principals)'
\

No, the project did not have an impact on students; (Four
\ principals)

Insufficient Information

It's stite too eatey to tete i6 the ptoject impacted students due
.to .the Zate impeementation o he ptoject on this campus. (Two
ptincipaes)

There is not enough intiotmation to detetmineiti the ptoject haz had
an impact on students. (Five ptincipaes)

Students Impacted

Some principals said 'students had been impacted due to the trainee-8 work;
with the teachers. Others implied students were impacted because of the
trainer's direct contact with students. One principal stated students had
been impacted iff-a positive way during the school year, but did not know how
much Project PASS contributed to this.

The ptesence 0,6 the ttainit made the teachets mote aware of that
4..nzttuctionat sttategics. This awareness helped the teachers
impact the students. (One ptincipae)

It The students took& 4otwatd to seeing the_ttainet. (One ptincipaZ)

The tetainees at the choot have Ahown muck pugtest. The ttainet
was a ttong &cctot in .imptov).ng .the set6-Con6idence 06 the students.
(One ptincipae)

Anytime 4omeoni is working with a chi.ed...oit a one-to-one.basto the:.
chUd uL bene6Lt ikon? Lt. (One ptincipae)

I think it has (taped the Stack patents and Mack students to know \
that the ptoject ;66 at the 4thooe this /at. There 41.6 Zess anxiety
this yea and 6ewet discipline ptobtems. The atack students aLso
seem to have a better seeti-image. Howevet, thete ate othet vatia-
bte4 whch could have conttibuted to tha. The teachms ate Zeatning
mote about what to teach in a paited 4schoot and the kid,s have been in
the same envitonment tiot a coupee o yeaA.s. I think those 6acton4
mU contAibute to a mote tettted and disciplined schoot. Project
PASS has cOnttibuted to this atmosphere but I can't say how much.
(One ptincipae)
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Students Not Impacted

Some principals said Project PASS has.failed to impact students because it

has not been of sufficient benefit to teachers or Black students. One

principal stated it has promoted more segregation and has had d_hegative

impact on Black parents in the areas of retention and special education;

Melte ha& nOt_been enough befte6it to teacheA4 to make a dit6ekence.

(One p4ncipae)

Pkoject PkSS_ha4 not had 4peade impact on Stack 4tadekt4. The

technique4 whidh have bee0demon4tAated have been good_ bon all

4tudenta and not Seadk 4tUdent4 atone. (One pAincipat)

In the pa. the Di4tnict and 4choot 4taitl have t,led to wank togethet

to produce an ntegicated 4y4tem. Howevex, tofect PASS had dixegted

a tot 1,6 attention towartd the Stack4 and na4 cteated prone 4egAega-

.6i:on. i at4o thinh a negative impact had been made on pakent4. I

think they ieet thteatened because they've been totd too many Stack

4tudent4 have been xetained on ptaced in 4pecia education. (One

ptinaipat)

Therteha4 been a negtigibte impact on 4tudent4. (One pkncipat)

WERE THERE ANY DISAPPOINTMENTS WITH THE PROJECT?

NO disappointments were 64eriente1. (Three Principals)

Some principals were hat satisfied with the performance of

'their trainers in relating to teachers: or cOndutiing

room demono.trations. (iFour principals)

Some principals expressed disappointment with the instructional

techniques recommended by Project PASS. (FiVe principals)

Some principals questioned the role Project PASS is takitig_vith

regard to special edu.O.ation and retention. Four prinCipalS)

4 One principal was disc pointed teachers had not takdn greater

advantage of the serviles.

No DisappOintments

Thexe were no diadithOinthtents with the puject; atthoue thete ate_

4titt a tot:otcinak4Weted que44ionz about the project and how e/iliec-

Aive it 414. (0 tin4ipdt.) /

Thm we no dia pointmektA with the pxoject. (Twojpxincipat4I
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Disappointment with Trainer

Some principals were nbt-satisfied with the.perfOrMince of their trainers
in relating to teachers or conducting classroom demonstrations.

An advetsany tetationAhip devetoped with the Ptoject PASS
sta66. The teachet4 got the impAession they wete aeways wtong
and the Ptoject PASS staili was atway4 tight. They wete a4taid
to discuss things with the teachet ttainet becatde they Wete
sate to get a deliensive tesponse. (One ptincipat)

Alitek. making an initi.ae contact.with each teachet the tAainet
wanted to go back into .the ceassAooms without an invitation.
The teachers thought the .a inert was invading theit teAtitoty.
'The ttainet wowed tete teachets in the hallway., "I know thete
ate-ptobtem4 in yout ctawoom and I'tt be in to see you."
This apptoach made the teachets they mete being monitoted
and aeienated them Strom the ptoject. (One pAincipae)

I got 4eedback Strom my teachets that the ttainet was- not always
adequately ptepated 4ot. cta44toom demoottations and 4ometime4
made gtammaticat eltot4 on missed the majors themes in stoties
ot poems. This was' not Aati44actoty behaviot 4ot a mss test
-teachers. (One pAincipat)

The ttainet was -only witting to do pte-packaged demonottation4.
She was not willing -to demonattate something the teachet btought
up that was an immediate issue in the ceasstoom. (One ptincipat)

Disappointment with
InstructionaIlTechniques

Some principals expressed disappointment that new instructional strategies
were not identified by Project PASS.

/-
The - teachers wete eaget to &sten to 4omc,one who might have
something new to Theythem. They wete c.Sappointed that the
in4otmation they teceived wasn't mote dtamatic. The empha4i4
on paAticipation was good to incotpotate the cutticueum.
But much o4 -what the Ptoject PASS stars iS teaching is what
good teachets have been doing all. along. The techniques seem
good 4ot all studemts,)int just aback students. (7htee plancipmes)

&tack tetainees have speciae insttuctionae needs bat Ptofect PASS
has not identi6ied any new types otc insttuctionae apptoache4 to
use with them. The expectation had been that Ptoject PASS wowed
o44et something that was dibietent and innovative. The techniques
which have been coveted ate ja4t the tepettoite any good teachers,
wowed tAy in attempting to get a tesponse atom a child. Not have
Mack students been any mote teceptive,to the Ptoject PASS inzttuc-
tionat 4ttgtegie4 than' .to °the& instAuctionae sttategies. (Two
ptincipaes)
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QuestLins About the Role Project PASS
is Taking with Regard to Special Educa-

tion and Retention

Some principals appreciate the questions Project PASS is asking about the

referral of.Black students for special education and retention. Other

principals question the stance taken by Project PASS on these issues.

The teachet tnainet_asked some_questionS "Who t aftg you_

doing io)Ltetaineee What_isbeing done to enhance the seZi-

concept?") that made the staiicon&idet what had been done in

these atea4.. It_Wa4 good 6ot the sciloot .to think about them

thing4. (One ptincipae)

At iitst I thought the punpose a6 Pnoject PASS was to tease the

achievement Zevees oi Back students. But then the emphasis

seemed to shiit to wothing with Stack tetainees Last yea/L:6w.

teachers went thtough a tot o6 sout seatching with the new te-ten--

tion poticy and it seems to be wotking. 'But with .the 6ocus on

Stack tetainees, the teachets ate asking "Ate we not supposed to

tetain any Stack studLnts?" (One ptincipae)

The Pico jest' PASS :stir ,j tmeks against pacing Beack kids in

4peciae education and ate twining them. They to:a in genetaeities.

It's necessaty to too(' at the speciiic4 of `each case because each

case a diiietent, and ATSD pot icy does not -) cke it simple to

retain any chitd ot peace any chad in speciae education. (One

ptincipae)

The teachet tAainet showed a tac:c oi suppott iot A1SD paeicies tn

the ateas oi specie education and tetention. Rather than com-

ptai,,ing about the paeicies, it would be bettet 4ot the teachet

tka-Lnet to wotk ina constAuctive bash :on with patents and teachens

-1.-o change the,pote4 ii they need changing. A4 it was, the

terr_hek ttainet a! 'ed aemost as an advet4aty in this atea instead

oS an iAsttuction, team member. (One pir,Encipat)

Sam P7:oject PAS st1.66 membet6 imaied some chiZditen weAc :),taced

,Jpecliat e.duca b,,cause they wete B.Eack. 'The ptincipat

e.:,Qrted this imf'f.Leation and the ptessune being app4i.,..i in th,L

aar,:. (One pAincipaZ)

- Teach(-rs Not Using Services

was d-L.:.:.nted that the teaeheks did not take adoantago o the

setvices be,tng o66Lted. I th,i,A pant o6 this was thlt they didn't

fteaUze they had a need. (One pkincipae)

6.
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Y.y

ON THE BASIS OF YOUR EXPERIENCE THIS YEAR, DO YOU HAVE ANY SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE TRAINER OR THE PROJECT PASS COORDINATOR?

More trainer contact With individual students is needed.
(Five prihcipals)

More trainer contact with parents could contribute to the
school effort,(Three principals)

Trainers need to spend more time on :campus: (Foui principals)

Better communication is needed wit

The trainer's role and the object
fication. (Five principals)

Trainers.thould_be
(Two' principals

A team ..Lpproach is
principals)

cipals. (Four ptiticipai)
j

the project need clari-

r
involved with schools early in the school Year.

I

-4
needed betw en trainers and teachers. (TWo

TrairiJi,cs should not try to wfork with/ an entire faculty.
principals) ./

Trainers should be enz3craged to me
(One principal) 1

More Student and Parent Contact

witfi groups of teachers.

The principals made recommendations for the `project in several areas. A
number of the principals would like the trai

p

er to spend more time working
with individual students at well as parents.

The teacher tnainet haA wonized pAiMaAity\With teacheAA and yew
Litt& with 4tudentz. j The tnainen need to wank on a one-to-one
ba.V.4 with /Mack 4tudentA (upeciatty Sea Aetaineez) who need
4pee4e heep. The tAainet needo to try o di66etent inAtAuc-
t,Zonat appAoacheo utZth\the Atadent and th con at mith the
eta6 nom teachet ao to that e66ectivene64 ( Five pAincl'ipatA)

\
Many xmentA ate 6eat6de o6 attending Achoot 6uncti.on/s on taking

\
to the claiwoom teachOL. The tAfainen coined act az a 2.i.iAon
betwien the/ceoAAtoom teachet and paAent.. Th teachet tiraineA

parcent to ,v4:4i_t the schoot on ceamnoom teach , etc. Such team-
might ptovide tnamspoAtation lion the paAent, go wih,the

worth beAveen the teache tAainet and the eau om teacher coued
teatey contibute to the 4choot eiiott. (ThAee\pl.nejp/ itL)

)

I

\
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Aord-Campus Time
_

Some principals indicated a heed for the trainer to spend more time on campus.

a teacher tca.%neh on campus '6ot hae6 a day each week is

insu66icient to make an impact oft_students. The teachet ttainet

shout.d be on campus mote than once a week. (Fout ptincipats)

Better-Communication With Principals

Other principals stressed the. importance of tore.productive principal-

trainer Conferences; :these conferences are needed to help the trainer

understand the school environment and to provide feedback for the principal.

The ptincipae. needs to meet with the techet tta,:net to dizcuzz

the zpeciae needs o6 the campuz. cz.P),:iday impottant

Got teachet ttainets who ate new to th.. Nstt.cLt. (One phincipal

The piti.ncipat needA mote Seedback 6tom teachet ttainet abwit

who the teachet ttainet 4:4 wotking the schoot L d ',kart

the teachet ttainet is doing. The teachct ttainet riid give me

a List of the activities she wbut2 be!. co;/ducting in het pte4etted

zchootz duting each month. Howevet, I wanted mote speci6i.1 *.n6o;uria-

tion about the ttainek's activities in my own zchooe. (One ptirci,

Two principala made comments that suggested a need for the principal; to

meet with the coordinator as a group to discuss the status of the project,

share ideas, and make modifications if necessary.

The cootdinatot haz iMpeied the pro jeer has been mote zuccezque

at zome zchootz than othets. At my schoot. 1 attanged Got the

teachet ttainen to have a wotkoace, peaced a box 6ot suggestions,

and arranged some meetings with .choose sta66, and stia things

have not cticked. I don't know why. (One ptincipa)

The cootdinatot o6 the project zhoued meet with the ptincipats on

a tegutat basis to discuss the status o the project. Th,iz project

has been impZemented in a vacuum with bat too tittee communication.

16 the cootdinatot does not meet with the ptincipaes, the cootdina-

tot wia miss out on some vdeuabee input. The ptincipaez want the

oppottunity to di.zeuzz theit teactionz as a gtoup with centtat

administtation. (One ptincipae)

A.
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Clarity of the Objectives,

Some principals feel the trainer's role and the objectives of the project
need greater definition.

The objectives o4 the pAoject do not appeat to be_ cleat to the
teacheAz. The teacheAs had the oppoAtanity_to azk questions at
.the onientation but did not know what to ask; (Two ptincipaeS)

The mannet in which the teacheiL tAainet LA supposed to wick with
students and teacheAs needs to be ceatiged. Two pAincipmes)

It wowed be hetp4ue iS the teacher tAainex zhaAes some actuae
exampees o how she has worked with paAtiCuZat students and
teacheAs. This wowed ctaititiy what the teacher ttaineit has to
o66et. (One ptincipme)

-Introduction-and-Approach -to:Teachers

Two principals stated that trainers should be involved early and the use of
their services encouraged. Other principals see_a need for a more open and
accepting relationship between the trainers and teachers;

The teachet tAaineA needs to be invobied with the schoot. flight
at the beginningthe iiAst week the teacheAs Aepott baCk. The
tAainet needs to be intAoduced as a sta44 member and teacheAs
need to be encouraged to use the zetvices. (Two pAincipaes)

A team appicoach needed between the trainer and .the teacheius.
Both the teacheAs and the tAaineAs need to be open to each othet's
ideas. Discussion c,4 the recommended stAategez in an open, non-
threatening 'situation by att the teachets would have been veiny
vatuabt.e, especatey since the PAoject PASS ideas were not a
4inished package yet. (Two pAincipaes)

Two principals believe the trainer should work with only a few teachers on
each campus during the first year of implementation. Another principal
recommended trainers work with groups of teachers more frequently

The teachet to ;_neA 'showed not my to wank with the entite
6acutty. She 'showed .begin to work with a smarm core of
teacheAs and expand oney as she is abt.e. The teacher tAainen
would time ma/Le succezz4uZ i4 a coite o6 teachers was using
the techniques and was Aeceiving good 15oteow-up. (Two pAincipat4)

The mare the tAainet meets with a gitoup o teachers the bettet
the teacheAs witt Aeceve the program and the 4astet the in6ot-
mation wia be disseminated. Ina poup situation the teachers
can 4haite and di 4C(244 ideas.. (One pAincipat.)
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WHAT IS NEEDED FOR PROJECT PASS TO BE SUCCESSFUL ON A CAMPUS?

A positive prinCipal who encourages teachers to use the

services is import-nt. (Three principals)

Project PASS would function best at campuses with a high

Black or retainee enrollment. (Three principals)

More Project PASS staff are needed. (One principal)

The prNc:IplI's response to this question was essentially

the sane that provided under "Do you have any suggestions

for tr-iner or Project PASS coordinator?" (Eight principals)

The principal did not know. (Two principals)

PO8-1.-tiv---PrincipallEncouragement of Teachers

A pos=itive ptincipat i very impottdAt. The ptincipat must set

t:e. tone; Teachets 17W6 z-,':,1.-m/Laged to get at2 the hap they

can Pt student6. ( Three

Implementa-d-at-Campuses
With High-Black/Minority Enrollment

Ptoject PAgS L4 needed the most on campLaa with the greatest
numbest o6 4,..tainees 64d on campuses with the greatest numbet

oti tow SES 'students. (One ptincipat)

A high percentage o6 Mack 'students (20% on mane) -ids needed (:)t

Ptoject PASS to be a succeAs. 16 theme ate icovet Stack student's,

the trainer does not have enough to worth with. (One ptincipat)

Pnoject PASS has tried to accommodate too many dietent types

o schoot situations .at its pitot yeast. It would pnobab.ey be

best to develop and potish the PAoject PASS activaLes on a

campus with a high Stack ennottment. The potoject shocked be

ISuity devetoped with Stack students and then expanded to °then

cawpuses. (One ptincipatX

More Staff-Needed

gone stab 6 is needed. The ptesent staii6 is stretched too thin.

Initead o6 doing insenvices themsaves, authonities on the

campus shoutd.be btought in. (One pnincipote)

7,;
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Don't Know

lkoject PASS_i4 Atut .too new on my Campus 6ot me to answet this
questibn. (Two ptincipmeS)

M1ES-A SCHOOL NEED TO HAVE A TEACHER TRAINER ON A CAMPUS MORE THAN ONE YEAR?

Yes. (Six principals)

Yes, only if the same trainer is assigned to the school. (Two

principals)

No. (Three principals)

The funds should be used in a different manner. (Two principals)

Don't know. (Three principals)

k_7_44 LAO

Than OneYear

A choot needs a ttainet every year to teintioirce what ha's been
taught ptevousZy. (Two ptincipats)

My teache.,.. arc just beginkti't to :Lndetstand the project and the

project :aist beginning to get it:-) ieet ass the ground. A
ttainet 4hor.eg be assigned to thi5 ut-pus unta the project objec-
tve's ate met. (One principae)

A Ptoject PASS peit.-,n nee ?d on ccu::dugs each yeah because

teacheAs and students change. (One ptincipae)

I6 a 4choot ha4 a high aback entoament (over 301), it wowed be
'.clst to have a tkaineir mope than one yeah OA untie the &tack
....aidents ate achieving on a compatabLe Zeve.e. This continuity

.vrobahey not as necessary on campuses mi.th a smateet Stack
popuZation. (One ptincipme)

There needs to be the continuity o6 having the same peAson Sox
move than a year. It takes time to get to know a stars and to
teann how to work With them. (One principal

Same Trainer Pretax red

Two principals responded to this quE7;tion in terms of their own schools.
They said they were only interested in having a trainer in 1983-84 if the
same trainers were assigned to thei.: schools.
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Trainelr_MarNeeded More Than
Due -Year

16 the ptoject to haVe a diAt/rictwide impact it would pApoabZy

be better'. Gott titzUnviA to go to othet Achootz. (One pAincipaZ)

Two principals answered this question in terms of their own Schools.

I do not want a tAaineA next yeat. My enthuziazm hil.6 waned

with each new 6Au6 tAation. I do not know i6 the flame pitobZemz
wowed have del/doped with anothet tAainet ors not. (One pAincipae)

I do not want the tAaZneA back on campuz uneezz new inztAuctionat

apptoache6 aAe identi6ied. I have nothing againzt the tAain te,

but the ptoject did not accompeizh what it waz intended to accom,

pei6h. (One ptincipae)

Use Funds in a Difference Manner

Panto jest PASS %4 not necezzaAy. 16 the goaE. v AISD iz to teduce

the numbetr, o6 kidz Aetained and paced in zpeciae education,

then aee ethnic gAoupz 4shomed be addtezzed. I Plcoject PASS

ptovided extAa zeAvicez sort ate ethnic gAoupz then it wowed be

wonthwhiZe. Pethapz the AeCariFiendation 4houed be that mote
inztAuctionae cootdinatots 4houZd be hited to zeAve ate kidz.

(One pAincipae)

There wete .some vatuabZe tk,ngz about Ptoject PASS but they

wete not zu66iciekt to wantant the cort o6 the pAoject. I

wowed Aathet have my ttaineA ass a teachet to reduce the

pupa =teachet tatio. (One principal)
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Attachment
82;47 (Page 1 of 2)

, :PROJECT PASS PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW

March 1983

School: Date:

1. What services were provided by the Project PASS staff for your teachers?

Workshops

Classroom Observations

Classroom Demonstrations

Consultation Services

2. Did anything interfere with the implementation of the Project PASS activities
at your school?

. On the bases` of_your experiences this year, do you have any suggestions for
the teach trainer or the Project PASS coordinator?



82.47

Attachtneta A
(Continued, Page. 2 of 2)

4. What were the most valuable services offered by the teacher trainers?

5. no you feel Project PASS had an impact on the students?

. Were there any disappointments with the project?

7. What is needed for Project PASS to be successful on a campus?

8. 06es a school need to have a teacher trainc,- on campus more than one year?

7 -a-
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PrO.feCt PASS

Apendix E

PROJECT PASS INSTRUCTIONAL
CO0hAINATOR INTERVIEW

E- 1



(
82.47 Instrument Description: Project PASS Instruction:II

Irinf descrin:ion of the-instrument:

The interview form consists of nine, open-ended questions.-

I

To tom vas the instrument-adminismeredl

The Project PASS instructional cocaldinator.

How many times-vas-the- instrument administere6:

Once.

.Mhen-was-the instrument administered?

May 19, 1983.

Where was the ins-t-1-.Jmtehadzairristeted?

The Project PASS instructional coordinator's office.

.
qw-adminiscered tne instrument?

The Project PASS evaluator.

What training did the-admi,sistrhtars-haVe?

Traditional instruction ln intervieing procedutea.

Was-the thSttUtent administered under scardarditedeollditions?

Not applicable.

Were there-siablems-viah the instrument or the' administration that -might--ffee-t

the validity of the data?

No.

Who develoned the insttumentl

'
The Project PASS evaluator.

Are there norm data available for-ineetorettag-the results?

No.

E-2
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PROJECT PASS INSTRUCTIONAL
COORDINATOR INTERVIEW

Purpose

An interview with the Project PASS instructional coordinator provided infor=
oration ,elevant to the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

,Evaluation Question D1-3: Did anything interfere with the
Implementation-of the Projece: PASS_ activities in_ the schools
receiving preferred services?
,

Decision-Question 2: If Project PASS is continued in 1983-84, should
any changes be made in its implementation?

Evaluation _Question D2 -1: Are any changes recommended by the
Prolject PASS instructional coordinator? .

Procedure

An interview was conducted with the Project PASS instructional coordinator on
May 19 using the format shown in Attachment E-I. The findings will be pre-
sented within the context of the interview questions.

Results

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS SCME OF THE mosr IMPORTANT THING(S)
THAT HAPPENED AS A RESULT OF PROJECT PASS?

i

A list of the dominnt attributes held by Black students who are not succeed-

ing in school was developed this year. Then when a student with scholastic
probl,ms was identified, an attempt-was made to discover which: of the domi-

nant )attributes the student displayed. After this determination had been
made; an individualized learning plan was developed for the student. The

learng plan consisted of instructional strategies which were matched to the

stu4nt's dominant attributes. The instructional coordinator said the use of

suc1 instructional strategies would increase the likelihood of greater Black

achievement. In talking with others, the instructional coordinator discovered

t
the name attached to this diagnosticiinstructional strategy is called ethno-

an4lysis. The instructional coordinator feels the development and use of this

approach is one of the most valuable things done this year. While it was used

o a pilot basis during 1982-83, the instructional coordinator plans to use it

w th all Black retainees during 1983-84.
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211e instructional coordivator_said devising a system to help teachers expand
their thinking about reading instruction was another. impOrtantstep. Seeing
reading from a different_perspective helps teachers understand how instruction
can be altered to meet the needs of students. For,example, the instructional

).

coordinator said if reading is seen aga.conversation with an author, reading
becomes a more verbal activity. When adingimA-trOction is approached as a
verbal_ activity, the usefulness of such`

e

strategies as choral reading and
Reader's Theater becomes-more apparent..

The instructional coordinator said_Project PASS has also made a significant
contribution to the community. The instructional coordinator said she came
into contact with many parents who were afraid to approach school perthonnel,
but who felt comfortable coming to the Project_PASS office. .These parents
were very concerned about their children, but didn't_ want to go to the schools

by themselves. The instructional coordinator said these parents_often asked
her how a question should be phrased or how a subject could be dig-lugged with
school staff.

The instructional coordinator said the project also seemed_to be meeting a_
aeed felt by special education teachers. The instructional coordinator said
these teachers are concerned that their students do not show much progress,
and Project PASS has raised their level of awareness with regard to considering

other instructional approaches.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE ON_THECAMPUS LEV L TO DEFINE.THE OBJECTIVES.

OF THE PROJECT ANfl CLARIFY TH ROLE OF THE TRAINER?

The instructiona' rdinator said the ob'ectives of the project and the role

of the trainers 2fined first durin the Project PASS presentation at
the administratol 6 workshop, and later t the orientation sessions conducted

in the schools. Following these present tions,_an initial planning session for
each school was conducted withthe instructional coordinator, the principal,

and the assigned trainer in presence. The instructional coordinator then met
with the principal three additional times in a conference setting. The trainer
assigned to the school did followup work wita the teachers. and in so doing

reviewed, the project goals and the types of seryices available.
ti

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE ON THE CAMPUS LEVEL
TO AS' RE GOOD COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK WITH THE PRINCIPAL AND ST&FF?

The instructional coordinator said the sessions with the principals had been

productive. She said after the first visit she felt the principals began to
feel comfortable enough to say what they liked or disliked about the project.

The instructional coordinator said she was satisfied with the amount of input

the principals provided.
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The. instructional coordinator stated that she knew teachers would dislike
what Project PASS had to say about the instruction (f Black children; How-

ever, she felt it was best to state very rAearly during the orientation
sessions that Black children were not perfOrMing well because the:instruc-

.

tion provided for them waszinappropriate. She used test data from ORE to
,document the poor achievement of Blatk students. The instructional coordinator
found some teachers did not know Blacks Were performing so poorly in AISD.
Other teachers resented the fact that a-finding which they felt so person-
ally was stated, in such a public fashion. However, the instructional coor-
dinator said she did not.think changes would bemade in the schools unless
the situation was clearly explained to the teachers.'
TO offset the negative reaction.to the orientation- session, the instructional

. Coordinator tried to assign a trainer to the sChOOl_Who was not itiol.c4a in

the orientation presentation_ v Since some_teachers_had_a,negative..attitude::.
towardthe'instructional coordinator for bringing attention to the issue, the
instructional coordinator tried to stay_out of the schools as much as possi7_
ble. This meant the instructional coordinator was largely dependent upon the
trainers as to how the teacherS were responding to the project throughout the

year;

AT THIS PQINTHOW DO YOU FEEL THE PROJECT HAS BEEN RECEIVED
BY THE PRINCIPALS OF THE PREFERRED SCHOOLS?

The instructional ,:oordinator said the Director of Elementary School Curricu-

lum held a meeting with the principals of the preferred schools, the instruc-

tional coordinators, and the trainees -on April 12. The proceedings_of that

meeting ire outlined in Attachment I-2.

The instructional coordinator said most -of the principals of the 'erred
schools were able to attend the April 12 meeting. _Of these,' all one

principal indicated they would like to participate in the project ror a
second year. According to the instructional coordinator, the principals
wanted a written statement from the School Board that the project would be

refunded and their schools would be allowed to participate again. One prin-

cipal wanted to change trainers but theothers wished to keep the trainers

they had. The instructional coordinator,4felt these actions demonstrated a

strong vote of confidence in the project.

HOW DO YOU FEEL THE PROJECT HAS BEEN RECEIVED
BY THE TEACHERS AT THE PREFERRED SCHOOLS?

As stated previously, the instructional coordinator expected the teachers'

si

initial reaction to the
)

project to be negative; She hoped the teachers would

become more positive a they-were exposed to the recommended activities.'
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The instrnal coordinatOr said at_the beginning of the project some
teachers generated a lot of reasons whir the Black students were not per-
forming well academically (home_ life, Socio-economic status, etc.). Others
went through a stage in which they deManded proof that the recommended strat-
egies worked.

The instructional coordinator said the teachers who_havetried the strategies'
and say they work insist the strategies are appropriate fpr children of all
et'.1nic groups, .As a result, theteacherS conclude the pi:Aect did not accom-
p'ish !That it intended to accomplish.

The instructional coordinator said it was important forthese teachers to
understand the Project PASS activities were not intended to_benefit Black
stwicats alone. Although that was the target population, the recommended
strategies. are beneficial for all children. /

OV4r:111; the instructional coordinator felt the_negative response displayed
by he teachers has settled down, at least to the extent that the Director of

Elementary School Curriculum is no longer receiving telephone calls from
teachers about the project.

DID ANYTHING INTERFERE WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECT PASS?

The instructional coordinaor said the comfort level of the principal made a
difference in the initial fmplementation of the project. Greater services
could be prOVided on those-campuses where the_principal was a risk.taker and
was willing to try more to improve student achievement.

The instructional coordinator thought the DistriCt was gener&.liy supportive

of the project and the materials provided were reasonably good.

Not having a perscn available to handle parent contacts caused some problems,

in that the parent concerns took a good portion of the instructional coordina-

tcr's time;

The instructional coordinator said very little was done with math this year in

that the need for reading assistance was so great.

WOULD YOU PROVIDE SOME EXAMPLES
OF THE NEW STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS INTRODUCED?

The instructional coordinator said some of the strategies and materials which

were introduced (e.g., choral reading_and_the Bill_Martin bOoks) were not new

in the sense 'that teachers had never heard about them before. But the reasons

and ways1of using the strategies and materials were new, and they -were new for

the students in that the students had not been exposed to them before in a
consistent' manner.
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WERE THERE ANY DISAPPOINTMENTS WITH THE PROJECT?

The instructional coordinator Said some of tne teachers wh 7 7ere'using the

(' Project PASS activities in their classrooms were willing to admit they had

changed their instructional PracticeS while other teachers were n t. The

instructional coordinator felt Some teachers would not sayithey ha changed

their instructional approach becauSe they felt guilty abou their itial

negative reaction to the project, they didn't want to admit they ha needed
help, or they didn't want to credit the source of their help.

IN THE PROJECT PASS INTERIM REPORT YOU RECOMMEND THE ADDITION
ONE FUEL-TIMt7. TEACHER TRAINER AND ONE HALF-TIME PARENT ASSISI-AN

DO YOU SEL h-7 OTHER CHANGES THAT ARE NEEDED IN THE PROJECT?

The instructional cJordinator saw the need for two changes:

An ethno-analysis should be Performed for all cetainees.

The parent component should reorganized, particularly

if additional staff is available.

OTHER COMMENTS:

The instructional coordinator seic6hany principals feel pressure to retain'
\

some students each year. This preSSu-8 may come from the District retention
policy:or ;from peers.' To retain too many or too few students is to be open!

to suspicijon.

The instructional 'coordinator said some principals saw a goal to decrease the

number of retainees to be in conflict with-the DiSttict policy; However; the

instructional coordinator said it is not the role of Project PASSto_irecom-i

mend or not recommend a student for retention.. Rather, their approach is

to!identify the instructional procesS_to which the student has been exposed.]

If'the process has not; been successful, then they'believe anotheL. instruc-

ti nal process should be tried.

Th instructional coordinator also said working one -on -one with students heis

th students but'doesn't help the teacherS. The tethers would prefer to

hared the students who are not doing well';-over to the Project PASS staff; but

thll project does not have sufficient staff to operate in this fashion; The

instructional coordinr;Lor said the goal of_ theprojett is to train teachers

so that a greater number of studs can then be impacted;

8
E -7
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Project PASS
Instructional Coordinator Interview

1. What do you see as some of the most important C- (s) that happened
as a result of Project PASS?

2. What has beo_done on the campus level to define the objectives of the
project and clarify the role of the trainer?

. What has been dona on the campus level to insure gcod communication
feedback with the principal and staff?

4. At_this point, how do you feel the project has been received by r.l't
principals of the preferred schools?

5. Haw dopyou feel the project has been received by the teachars at the pre-
ferred SchoolS?

Did anything interfere T the implementation of Project PASS?

7. Vicki you provide some examples of t::le new strategic: and materials intro-
duces:?

8. Were there any disappointments with the project?

In_the_Project_ PASS interim report you recommend the addition of one
full -time teacher trainer and one half -time parent assistant. Do you see
any other changes that are needed in the project?



82.'7 Attachment E -2
(r::,;e 1 of 2)AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

Division of Instruction
Department of Elementary Pucation

April 25, 1983

To: Elementary Principals

From: Ruth MacAllister
Timy Baranoff

Subject: Project PASS 1983-84

In the fall of 1983, the District implemented Project PASS as a new
program in our elementary schools. Asjou know the program's goals
spoke of improving achievement and motivation of Black students and
reducing the number of referrals of Black students for disciplinary
action and special education.

Our school district, endorses any program which-endeavors to improve
the achievement of its students. This program through the "preferred"
schools and the principals who lead them, has brought to campuses new
ideas for teachers to consider. The way in which this. has occurred

va-ied froM campus to campus. Perhaps.this is as it should be;
Each school is unique in some way and each should have some orions
for how new ideas will be introduced on the campus. The District is
pleased that so many of you were willing to invite this progra7 c to
your campus.

A ne.i year is just around the corner. The budget for Project PASS for
1983-84 has been submitted; In the past month or so, the staff rf the
program has been busy reviewing its 1982-83 activities and making
plans for a successful re-entry into schools when the new school year
begins.

On April 12, some of you were able to attend a meeting at Thompson
Center with the staff of Project PASS and Timy Barinoff; Discussed
le strategies that contributed to the successful implementation of

the program and some ideas that could make 1983-84.a Ifore prod ctive
year for Project PASS and a more successful year for students; These
ideas are described in the attachments.

The questions arose about whether or not the teacher trainers would be
assigned to the -same schools next year. Ms. Hollins has requested an
additional teacher trainer and a half-time parent advisory position:
We do not know if these positions will be funded; If a fifth teacher
trainer were hired, principals could have more teacher trainer time
but there might be changes in assignment. Ms. Hollins will let you
know as soon as possible about staff assignment.

SG
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82.47 Attachment E-2
(Continued, Page 2 of 2)

Elementary Principals
April 25, 1983
Page 2

We spoke earlier of diversity and options at the 16 campuses. TO
expedite information sharing; we are asking you to read attachment
#3 and to check areas of service tlat might be of interest to you
and your staff in 1983-84; We compiled this list by looking at
the various ways the teacher trainers work at the various campusef

Thank y,:u for your help and support. We have a common goal, impro ng

the educational services we provide for students.

Attachments

E -10
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82.47 (Page .1 of 2)

Attachment

Strategies That Contributed To Successful Implementation in 1982-83

Pr icipal_met with faculties after hearing Ms. Hollins at
the Administrative workshop, described the project in posi=
tiVe terms and_described the services as an additional re=
source available to the teachers;

Teacher trainers were introduced as part of the school team.

Teachers were given options and opportunities to describe
ways in which teacher trainers might help them.

Teacher trainers and principals met together so that impor-
tant information about the school could be shared and the
teacher trainer's role could be discussed.

Teacher trainers touch base each time with the principal on
entry and before exiting the school.

Teacher trainer spoke to teachers informally onezby-one, to
introduce themselves and to talk about the proam.

Principal was open to hear new ideas.

Principals accepted the idea that teachers were at various
levels of acceptao.e and understanding of the provT.

Teacher trainers built credibility with some --Oho asked .

first for their help.

Open communication seemed to be the key to success on campuses.

Principals accepted teachers' fear of 'change'; listened
carefully to staff who hc,d concerns, and gave the program and
project staff, lots of time.

Teacher trainers built credibility by their successful work
with individual students.

Some schools planned a year's program - ideas were pr rented
at a workshop and then there was follow-up to check on applicability
Of information shared in the workshop.

The principal's words often helped ensure success; "It will be
succeSsfUl."



R2.47 Attachment E -3
(Continued Page 2 of 2)

Attachment 2
Some Ideas For Improving Project PASS In 1983-84

Continue services at the 1982-83 preferred schools.

Keep the same teacher trainers at the 16 preferred schoOlt.

Have teacher trainers-attend some local campus inservice
sessions before school starts.

Have teacher trainer meet with teachers of the 4 school:,
she serves to share ideas.

Have teacher trainers meet with grade levels.

Make materials available early in the year. (videotapes,
curriculum packets; etc.)

Get principal feedback about the kind of services desired
in 1983-84.

Keep open communication with principals about any concerns
that are vciced about a particular school.
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Project PASS

Planning Survey for 1983-84

Please check those activities currently provided by Project,PASS that
you prefer to have continued for the 1983-84 school year. Please add
any activities that you would like to have that are not on this list.

1. Consultations with teactp?-cs

I_ndrf1 eacher requests

Small grmps (specific topics)

ade levels

,2. Demonstrations

Classrooms as req,-. Fcea

WOrkShOp

3. Design prograM plans (Etluio-analysis)

Retainees

Other low aChieving pupils

4. Identify materials and activities for specific instructional problems

IndlviduaI teachers as requested

Grade levels

Workshops

5. Conduct observa-tions

Classroom instruciton (informal) as requested

Classroom instruction.(RAMDS) as requested

Individual pupils

6. Conduct workshops

Planned for specific campus

Planned for all paired schools

7. Other

E=13
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Project PASS

Appendix F.

FR03E(1' PASS
TEACHER TRAINER INTERVIEW

F-1
91



82.47 Instrument Description: Project_PASS Teacher Trainer Interview

Brief tstriation of :ne instrument:

The interview format consists of 17 open-ended questions.

To whom was the intment administered?

The four Project PASS teacher trainers.

'riow rant .-s was,the 141-s-ta:rsen-t adminisaered?

Once to each crafner.

Whin as the instrument adminiscere,1?

April 19-22, 1983.

',There was :he ..nstr%tmen:

The- ORE_off ices:

Tho admints:ered :he ins rumen:7

The Project PASS evaluator.

na: craininz did the adman!_stratars have

Traditional: :ra!ning in interview pracedun

the instr=nent adtinlszered u,:der standardizec: ccizrs
Yes.

;ere :here arablems vt:n the tnscrumen: ar ..h-e-sammistraticn :ha:

affec: :he valaaitv :ne data?

:one were identi.ied.

develaoed

The Projecr ?ASS evaluator.

rellabili v tnd :alidicv data =,re rvaa.-laala -n :h-e--Lnscrumen':'

None.

kre. :he: rarm dn'a avrilaale 5Lr in:errrecinz the .--esul-as7

No

-

Qi
6:,:z-,..rzarman 1i LONSTNII=Ve ANMEIMMANNIM/feminsgegmasksiiiassmEmw.varettrogawavityr
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PROJECT PASS
TEACHER TRAINER INTERVIEW,

Purpose

Interviews with the Project PASS teacher trainers provided inforim rele-
vant to the following decision and evaluation questiOna:

Decision Question 1: Should Project PASS be continued in 1983.-84?

-nything interfere with the
SS activities in the Sc?.Oola

Evaluation Question D1-3:
implementation of the Proj
receiving concentrated sex

Decision Question If Project is continued in 1983=84, Should
any changes be mace. in'its im2lementation?

Evaluation Oution D2-2: Are any changes recommended 4 the
Project PASS teacher trainers?---

Procedure

Appointments were made and interviews were conducted with the four Project
PASS teacher trainers. The interview format is shown in Attachment F -1.
The results are presented within the context of the interview luestions.

Results

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT?

The trainers stated the objectives of the project were to improve the

academic Performance of Black students, to decrease the number Of_Blatk
students recommenai for special education and retention, and to decrease
the number of Black students referred for disCiplinary. action.

The trainers said the major purpose of the'project;was_to increase the per-

ceptiVeness of 7.chers in understanding hor Black students learn._ Instruc-
tion could then 1)3 provided which allowed Black students to learn in the same

manner inwhich they are accustomed to learning in their own culture.

9 Si
F=3
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HOW DID THE TEACHERS REACT TO' THE INITIAL PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT?

-One trainer said if the_ptincipalintroduced the session and made a positive

statement about the project the climate seemed more favorable; If this

not occur, the trainer felt the project did not begin as well thrl thc_

teachers did not knoW what to expect of the project or how the

felt about it.

irie trainer said the teachers' reactions did not seen_ dependent on the

BLack enrollment at the School. Some schools with a low Black population

w.,:re very interested.

One trainer said soMe_Of the init:al presentations were probably conductE.d

too late in the school year for the teachers to be receptive to the project.

One trainer said -she felt most of the schools that becameprei:rred schools

generally had a favorable to the orientation session. She was

uncertain about the responses of the other school.

Two trainers said a mixed 1....,ponSe was most common. Some teachers could

identifl. with the Project PASS concepts and were rrzeptive. Others were

resistant because they felt threatened. Such teachers were apt to make

such statements as, ."Is this true? Are you -tailing me the way I'm teaching _

Black students is wrong?" Some teachers acted as if they were testing 11e

Project PASS staff. Their attitude was basically, "You'll have to prove it

to me before I'll believe it."

One trainer said some teachers were ready to admit there was something

wrong with the child, but Were not willing to admit something might be

wrong with the instructional Ot-oceSt or the way in which the chiJi was per-

ceived.

HOW DIU YOU GO-ABOUT GETTING ACQUAINTED
WTTH THE PRINCIPAL, THE SCHOOL; AND THE STAFF?

An orientation session was cOndUCted'at each schc.:'). receiving preferred ser-

vices; During the orientation session each teacher ws givana handout which

-explained the ProjeCt PASS services: The teachers were then asked to write a

statement about what they wanted from Ptdjbt PASS. The teachers gave their

statements to the principal and the statements were obtained later by the'

trainer.

conference was then scheduled with the Project PASS coordinator, the

trainer, and the principal. At the conference principals were asked to

identify their school goals. The principals were also asked about such

things as the ethni,1 balance of the students and staff, different programs

within the schools, and the areas the princina,lz w-nted Project PASS to
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address. On the basis of this information and the input received from the
teachers at the orientation session, a Project PASS plan was written for .

the school year.

Following this initial three-way conference, the manner in which the
tralner became acquainted with the staff varied depending on the ''s'ehbol
and,trainer involved. Some examples folio.:

The tAainet had a second conSekence with the pkincipaL The
ptincipae was vety ceeat about what was needed Sot the schooe.
The ttainet was given a'catte beanche to, go into any e,easstoom
and wotk whete needed. The ptincipme gave the ttainek some names
o6 teacher to begin wotking with. Sevetae, teachers imitated
con-t7tct with the ttainet. It wds mandatoty Sot ate teachers to
attend the Ptoject PASS wotkshops. The ttainek Ziked wotking
with the entice gtoup tit once because L was , di6SicuLt to
catch - teachers at a Stee moment. The ttainet aeso met with
.gtoups o6 teachets who) had common ptobZems QA : ekes-t .

The ttaineA had sure-cat conSeteces with thc ;tincipme. She
was given a 'tout oS the schooe and inttadm.: to the sectetaty.
A suggestion was made Sot the liar net to mri.. with the Zibtatian.
The ttainek was r..4.iven a tostet and a -eat co toom Zocation, and
RaS toed to begi), raking contacts with the eachets. No intko:
rluction.was made to the Sacutty, dethough pt- ncipaZ did make
uggestions as to who; showed be apptoached Sitst. No suggestion
az made by the ptincipat to`noed smote -Loup meetings. The
ttainet Sound L mot6diSSicwet to apptoach teacher at this
°c_'hooe.

-',tc:11,Tx w:,.1 a second ConSetence aUli the pkincipae and waS
.,.,; ::o go .:. the teaChetz' .lounge duting the tunc4 hour to in-
Vi_,:.::e fiztse-e6 to tho. SacuLty. The ptincipme wtate a mer) to
the teachet4 inSotmin them oS the tkainees schedUee; The
ptincipaZ aeSb announced at a Samety meeting that the tkainet
wowed be cdming to the campui. The ptincipaZ was_aewmys comment-
ing to to w'he'ts on th, ttainees presence and avaitabitity. Latet
the ttc;..Le)z met with gtado-tevee teacheAs to discuss common con-
cetns The ptincipaZipas-c_d akound sion,up sheets at Sacutty,
meetings Sot teachetsito'sign up 6ct_P,Eofect_PASS setvices. _The
ttainet said she tec4ved a vety good teception at -tike schbot
and attributed much o6 it to the ptincipMe's.visibee suppott.

:

The ttainek was givenia tout o6 -the entite bUiZdingand W:s_4hown
the space that had been made Sot het. The ptincipae_took the
ttainct to each ceass, om and petsonaely inttoduced het to_the
teachetz. The weekey schoae newsZettet showed the tkainees
scheduZe. The ptinci aZ mentioned the ttainees avaitabiLitYr
to :the Sacwety at sta66 meetings. The ttainet went atound and
taZked to teachers on het own. She was abee to meet with cjtade=
eevee teachets

F -
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The tkainea Ala6 bq the pft,cncipae at a 6acutty

meetAIng and a de.6cii4tion tthz given o6 the :se/mica 6he

could pkovide. At tiiirAt the trtaineit oent_a gteat cleat.

tZme with one new teachui at the zchoo.8. She gAaduaety

(winched out to °then teacheu.
----

The trainers Said the following were the most helpful activities in insur-

ing a good entry into a school:

The PrinCIPAl introduces; the trainer to- the entire-staff-

at a faculty meeting.

The principal detCribed the proj ect; defined the trainer's

rOld in th§ School, and told about:. Cp:._ ,ervices that would

be available.
A

The prindi.Pal Stated the .lers were trJ.re to provide

technica4ASSiStAnce And not to evaluate the teachers.
"-

The principal gave obvious endorsement of the project

(e.g., "Z_ want you to accept this project. Let's make

it work.")

The principal allowed teachers to ask questions during
the-mee ting in whiCh the trainer was introduced. Candid/

interaction was encouraged.

The principal suggested that the traTher meet with' grade=

level teams.

Planning- meetings took place with the principal, trainer,

team members, etc.'

The principal .5511oWed up the :,e..vices provided by the trainer

by asking Ladchert, "How's it going? Is there anything I need

to.tell the trainer to get this job done better?"

Throughout the:year the princlnal continued to remind the

faculty of the_ttiner-S-.:AvailabiIity; The principal Announced

upcomillg workshops_ to the staff; The princirl
ments in the school newsletter that shared t s plans

for the week.

The principal invited the trair- to different LInctiona

so the trAinet wbulti--feJ like a member of the faculty.

The trainer was iiVan7 -wailicrom-ame--received Memos from the

principal and Staff like the other teachers. The trainer was

given the Same privileges the teachers received.
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WHAT rs YOUR SCHEDULE LIKE?

In general, most of the trainers were in their assigned schools from 7:45 to
12:00.* While at the schools:the trainergwould spend time at their sta-
tions, conductdemonstrations or student observations, write follow-rUps, or
conference with teachers. From 1:00 to4-:30,. the trainers returned to, the
office to write weekly reports, plan school read reference
books, and prepare materials for demonstrstions. Time was spent writing
reports on the philosophy of the projeCr, and deciding how to deal with
questions or problems the teachers,Might have. According to the trainers,
their days were very full and e4ey kept quite busy.

WHAT TYPE OF RELATI'ONSHIP DO YOU HAVE WITH THE TEACHERS?
_WHAT THINGS .,FACILITATED OR HINDERED THIS RELATIONSHIP?

Two trainers said they had a "pretty good" relationship with the teachers
at their schools. One trainer stated she had a "very good" relationship with
the teachers at most of her schools. The fourth trainer commented that a lot
of teachers thought Project PASS wanted to change everything and this resulted
in resistance and defensiveness. However, when the teachers learned_ the
trainers were there to provide assistance and consultation, the teachers
seemed less defensive; This trainer said follow-up was very important in
reducing defensiveness;

One trainer mentioned that she tried not to be pushy, and would drop_a hint
or leave a note to whet a teacher's appetite for more assistance. She said
it was troublesome when a teacher had a problem and wasn't aware of it or
would notask the trainer for assistance.

Another trainer said it was very helpful when a principal planned_sequential
Project PASS workshops for the faculty that built in folloW=up and further
instruction;

Two trainers said the principal's attitude toward the project was a_strong
influence on the teachers. Teachers were more accepting of the project if
it was clearly supported by the principal. -

ARE FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES USED WITH THE TEACHERS?
WHAT KIND? HAVE YOU BEEN SATISFIED WITH THE TYPE

AND AMOUNT OF FOLLOW-UP YOU HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PROVIDE?

According to the trainers, follow-up could be in written or -oral form. Fol-
low-ups wereprovided after observations of teachers and students, after stu-
dent interviews, following conferences, or after workshops if a teacher had a
particular question;

One trainer said it sometimes took several observations before sufficient
information could be obtained to conduct a follow7up. If thetrainer_ was at
the school only once a week, then it might take the_ trainer three weeks to
get enough information to write a follow-up. This delay bothered the trainer,

but the trainer said no teachers commented on it.

*Some trainers were at a school for a full day twice a month rather than one-

half day each week.

F-=7
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The timing_Of the feedback depended on the teacher and the circumstance. Ond

trainer Said some teachers were not willing to go out of their way_to get

feedback. Such teachers did not want to receive feedback during their plat-

ning time, or did snot want to see the trainer until after school. ThiS

could create a problem for the trainer if the trainer was only on the campus

for half a day.

One of the trainers said she was satisfied with the amount of feedback she

was able to provide given the time available. She said she would have pro-

vided more feedback if there had been more time.

Another trainer Said she would like to see more consistency in the use of

follow-up. This trainer would like to do follow-ups after demonstrations_to

see if the teacher is using the strategies which had been demonstrated. The

trainer said it was hard to stay with one teacher and do good follo=up when

other teachers wanted observations.

One of the'trainers commented it was difficult to give good feedback when

more than one teacher was present.'

SOME TEACHERS SAY THAT PROJECT PASS IS NOT TEACHING__ANYTHING NEW=

THAT THE STRATEGIES BEING ADVOCATED HAVE BEEN USED FOR YEARS.

WHAT IS YOUR FEELING ABOUT THIS?

Two trainers said that if the strategies were being used by the teachers the

strategies were not being used in a consistent manner.

Two trainers said teachers we-.7e not using the
,
stratcgies in the fashion recom-

mended by Project PASS. For example, one trainer said choral reading should

be used for definite instructional purposes. Care had to be taken in making

selections so that the selection addressed the skills in question. When used

properly, the trainer Said choral reL_ing takes planning and preparation and

accomplishes more than entertainment.

SOME TEACHERS SAY THE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES PROJECT PASS

PROMOTES ARE GOOD FOR ALL STUDENTS'AND NOT JUST BLACK STUDENTS.

WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO THIS?

The trainers said the strategies currently used in classroOMS are designed

for the predoMinant_ethnic group. The Project PASS strategies are designed

to take advantage of the learning mode to which Black students are accustomed.

The trainers said -if the strategies are used in a consistent manner, the
_

achievement of all StUdentS, not just Black students, will improve.

DO YOU BELIEVE THE PROJECT PASS TRAINERS

SHOULD WORK ON A ONE-TO ONE BASIS WITH STUDENTS?

Except in certain situations, the trainers agreed the trainer should work with

entire groups or classes_Of students; The trainers said the_teacherS need to

see how the trainers deliver instruction, and this would be itpdssible if

the trainer took the Student out of the class. The trainer Said the teachers

F-8
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need to be told about a technique and_then shown it. In seeing a demon-
stration,_ the teacher can look at students from a new perspective and may
see. new things.

One trainer said teachers would like Project PASS to_work with students
on a one-to-one basis, but Project PASS is not a pullout program. The pur-
pose of Project PASS is to work with teachers, not students.

WHAT TYPES OF THINGS DO YOU TALK TO TEACHERS ABOUT?

The trainers identified the following as topics of discussion with teacherS:

The different types of instruction that can be provided for
Black retainees.
The reading strategies that have proven successful with Black
students.
Behavioral concerns.
Student self-concept.
Obtaining parent participation.
Observation data gathered by the Project PASS trainer.
Matching learning'ana teaching styles.

WHAT TYPE OF RELATIONSHIP DO YOU HAVE WITH THE PRINCIPALS?
DID PRINCIPALS GIVE FEEDBACK ABOUT HOW THEY FELT THE PROJECT WAS DOING ON CAMPUS?

DID TEACHERS GIVE FEEDBACK OF THIS NATURE?

One trainer said she had a comfortable relationship with the principals at
her assigned schools. She felt she could speak to them when it was necessary.
The trainer said some principals gave more direction than others in planning
activities. Some principals wanted to discuss concerns while others did not.
The trainer said one principal waited to talk to her about specific studentS
before thetrainer entered the classroom...

Thettainers said the principals varied with regard to the amount of feedback
they wanted. Some principals wanted detailed information about who -t-hels
trainer was working with and what progress was being made. Other principals
were satisfied with less information. The trainers informed someone in the
office of their entry and exit from the school. Some principals were given
a report each day the trainer was in the school, while others conferenced
with the trainer on a less frequent basis.

Three trainers said the principals at their assigned schools did not provide
much information as to how the project was doing. Little effort was taken
to identify areas of strength or areas needing improvement. The trainers
felt this type of feedback would have improved the services they provided
for the schools.

One trainer said the teachers at her schools felt free to question her and
gave her positive as well as negative feedback. A second 'trainer said she
did not receive open feedback from the teachers but she could tell how they
felt by their willingness to initiate contacts or greet her in the halls.

F-9
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Ancither trainer said she would like_to see an open discussion of the

Project PASS services by each SchOOl_ faculty. The last trainer said the

only way she had of determining if the teachers were receptive to the

prolP.ct was by observing if the teachers were using the strategies in the

classroom; The trainer said she did not get much direct feedback from the

teachers but felt this was the norm for the Discrict.

WHAT IS NEEDED FOR PROJECT PASS TO BE SUCCESSFUL ON A CAMPUS?

Three trainers said the support of the principal was very important. Other

suggestions included:

Required teacher participation.
Thorough understanding of the project by the principal.

The development of a sequential training plan;

Regular meetings among the principals and teachers at the

preferred schools to compare notes and share plans.

DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY DISAPPOINTMENTS WITH THE PROJECT?

One trainer said she was surprised at the negative reception she received.

She felt this reception could be epitomized by the statement, "I'll pretend

you are not here and maybe you'll go away." The trainer said she didn't

realize teachers had such a fear of others coming into their classroom-S.

The teachers thought the trainers were saying, "You don't know how to teach

Black students," instead of "We are here to offer you some new idea-S."

A second trainer also expressed surprise at the rejection t:le prOject received

from the teachers. Tais trainer said the word "Black" turned off d.lint of

teachers, and it was necessary to constantly repeat that the strategies would

help any child.

A third trainer said she was not disappointed with the project but -was disap-

pointed with the lack of professionalism shown by the teachers. This-trainer

__said the teachers knew little about research and its relationship to_instruc-

tion and were suspicious of the research findings that she shared. The trainer

said she -was disappointed in the planning teachers did and their delivery of

instruction.

The fOutth trainer stated that it had been a pretty good year fet a new proj-

ect. The_ohly disappointment that She had was that all the needs could not

be identified before the project was implemented.

HOW MUCH TIMESHOULD A TRAINER BE ON CAMPUS DURING A WEEK?

All the trainers agreed a half day a week_was.sufficient to be on campus,

although Some flexibility in scheduling might be required.

1
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IS A TRAINER NEEDED ON A CAMPUS FOR MORE THAN ONE YEAR?

All the trainers agreed that a trainer was needed on a campus for a second_
year to reinforce and build upon what was accomplished the first year.

ON THE BASIS OF YOUR EXPERIENCES THIS YEAR,
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANY CHANGES MADE IN THE PROJECT FOR NEXT YEAR?

The following suggestions were made by the trainers:

More staff time is needed for curriculum development.
The development of sequential training plans with princi-
pals should be encouraged.
The trainers should develop instructional plans for stu-
dents that take into consideration all the teachers
(classroom, Chapter 1, resource, etc.), that the students
come into contact with
The orientation session for teachers should be conducted
within the first two weeks of school.
All planning with principals and teachers for the year
should be completed' during the first week of school.
Trainers should be on campuses for consecutive days.
Teacher participation in the project services should be
required.
The location and size of schools should be taken into
consideration in making school assignments for trainers.
More structure should be added to the project on the basis
of what was learned the first year.
Classroom teachers should be required to incorporate a
Project PASS activity into their lesson plans. The activity
could then be observed by the trainer who would provide feed-

back.

WHAT TYPES OF THINGS DID YOU TALK TO TEACHERS ABOUT
WITH REGARD TO BLACK STUDENTS AND RETENTION?

The role of the trainer is to help the teacher analyze the situation to make

sure everything has been done,to assist the student in learning. Typical

questions asked of the teacher are, "Have you considered changing your instruc-

tional style? Have you asked for help? What instruction have you provided for

the retained student that hasn't been provided before?"

F=11
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Project PASS Teacher Trainer Interview

What are the major objectives of the project?

Attachment F-I
(Page 1 of 2)

2. How did the teachers react to the initial presentation of the project?

4.

How did you go about getting acquainted with the principal, the school,

and the staff?

at is your schedule like?

5. What type of relationship do you have with the teachers? What things

facilitated or hindered this relationship?

Are_fellow7up activities used with the teachers? Have yoU_been satis-

fied with the type and amount of follow-up you have been able to provide?

7. Sete teachers say that Project PASS is not teaching anything-newthat
the_§trategies being advocated have been used for years. What is your

feeling about this?

. Sete teachers say the instructional strategies Project PASS promotes are

good_fer all students and not just Black studentS. What is your response

to this?

9. Do you believe the Project PASS trainers should work on a one-to-one

basis with students?

10. What types of things do you talk to teachers about?

1 0
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82.47 Attachment F-1
-(Continued, Page 2 of 2)

11. What type of relationship do you have with the principals? Did princi-
pals give feedback about how_they felt the project was'doing on campus?
Did teachers give feedback of this nature?

12. What is needed for Project PASS to be SueceSSful on a campus?

13. Did you experience any disappointments with the project?

14. How much time should a trainer be on campus during a week?

15. Is a trainer needed on a campus for more than one year?

16. On the basis of your experiences this year, would you like to see any
changes made in the project for next year?

17. What types of things did you talk to teachers about with regard to Black

students and retention?
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Ins- trument Description': Administrator Survey

3rte! 1esartacian mt t.he

The "Questions for Administrators" survey included 62 questions. Some questions on this

annual survey were also included on the "Questions for Teachers" survey to allow compari-
sons- --others were asked only of administrators. The survey was computer -'generated during
1482-83 tor the first tims, with administrators asked only about topics applicable to
them; Information. related to accreditation, staff development, recention,'_dtscipline,
bus monitors, achievement, insurance, administrator evaluation, Project PASS, SCh66I
resources; gifted/talented programs, and counselors was collected.

To -whozat--s-tini.memr. Administer td?

All District administrators were surveyed (N=315). Administrators received only questions

which applied t6 theM. The number of questions received varied from 10 questions for
some central administrators to 33 questions for some elementary school administrators;

lo r =my times-was,-abc-Lmst:Imzeent-anisnered?

Once; Surveys were first sent out February 14 with a reminder sent February 28.

Them vas the insttmmemc-admiened?

FebrUary 14, 1983 With a reminder survey February 28.

::11:re teas the-Avv.,taemt-adminisccred?

Through the school mail to administrators' building addresses.

ho administzred the ihszrzmenc?

Self-adtinittated;

!Wi-rat. c_ nits did :hs aMiniscracors have?.

che-inscrmmeat,afmaiscersd under standatila_d :condi-4 '

No; although instruction:: were the same to everyone.

',:era :here arablems .4 :nthe ins :_ mmemc the-adtai_is-v:-ecian iffea:

:he taiiiitv at :ne cats?
--------

None that are known.

'Who develatets-thanrument?

District Priorities' 'evaluator finalized questions submitted by Office of Research and
T.VALUAtiOn,(031E) and Ocher AISD staff.
;nem data are_aVallabie an :as inscr=zeht?

Ar4-Z.-T2 n-rm data avai:abIs fat intent ecima :te rasml:s?

Responses for some questions are available from last year's survey. Some item responses

can be cyared co those of teachers on their survey.

1 ki
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ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY

Purpose

The Administrator Survey is designed to collect information on issues of
importance districtwide. Thisyear's survey included questions on accredi-
tation;'staff development; health insurance; administrator eValuationj
Project PASS, school resources; gifted/talented programs; and counselors.
The responses administrators gave to the Project PASS questions are pro-
vided in this appendix.' This information was collected.to provide
data relevant to the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question 1: Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation Question D1-5: To what extent -did the staff in
the schools receiving preferred services feel the Project
PASS materials, instructional methods, and consultation
services were profitable?

The information received for the other items on the Administrator Survey are
reported in SYSTEMWIDE EVALUATION: 1982-8q Technical Report Volume IV, Sur-

--veys and Records (ORE Publication No 82;55);

Procedure

In th'a fall of 1982 the Office of Research and Evaluation staff and other

central administrators were asked if they had any questions for_central or

school administrators. A District evaluator and evaluation assistant worked
with those submitting questions to finalize the questions and samples. A
draft of the survey was produced in January 1983 and diStributed to ORE and

other key administrative staff for review. Some minor changes were made and

the final survey consisted of 62 questions; including four questions concern-

_-ing Project PASS; Two of these four questions were submitted by the Project

PASS evaluator, and two were submitted by the Project PASS instructional

coordinator.

This year's survey included over twice as many questions as last year's

survey. To save time; therefore; this year's survey was computer-generated
and administrators answered only questions applicable to-them. Some questions,

applied to all administrators--these were answered -by all_tettral administra-

tors and a random half of the elementary and secondary principals. Other

questions that applied to elementary or-secondary school administrators only

were randomly given to half the group. FinallY; Some project- specific ques-

tiona were given 'to all applicable administrators.

G-3 1 Li
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The questionS submitted by the Project PASS evaluator (numbers 10and ri)

were completed by the administ.rators at 15 of the schools receiving pre-

ferred services Metz was omitted because it was not known that Metz was

in the project at the time the surveys were.adMinistered._ Five of the

schools receiving preferred services have.iaSSiStant principals; and their

responses were included in the survey results.

The questions submitted by the Project PASS instructional coo-rdinator

(numbers 46_and 47) were completed by the adminiStratorS of paired schooU

who were not receiving Project'PASS services.

The surveys were keypunched and:verified at the SOuthwestEducational Devel-

opment'Laboratory. Descriptive statistics were obtained for each question.

Results

The responses to questions 10 and 11 are ShOWn in FigurL G-1.

Suggest tl-a following observations:

Few of the administrators took a neutral or uncertain

position toward the project. Most administrators
either agree or disagree on the value of Project PASS.

The extreme categories (strongly agree' and strongly

disagree) were marked by almost the same number of

respondents, indicating some very strong, yet very
different reactions from the administrators.

Slightly over half (55%) of the administrators
believed participation in Project PASS was a worth-

while activity. However, this finding must be
tempered by the fact that a large minority (40%)

did not feel their participa'tionT was worthwhile.

These results indicate the regponse to Project

PASS was more positive than negative,.but not by

a very wide margin.

The data

A total of 60% of.the administratorg agreed that

Project PASS services should be made available to

campuses in 1983-84, while 25% disagreed.

The responses to questions 46 and 47_are Shown in Figure G-2. Of those

administrators who returned surveys from the paired schools not receiving

Project PASS preferred services, only one administrator was interested in

receiving services.Yfrom a Project PASS trainer in 1983-84. This was an

unexpected finding. While many of these schools have.a low Black enroll-

ment, some hava a Black population of over 30% (e.g., Blanton, Oak Springs,

Pecan Springs, Read, and Walnut Creek), and could be expected to have a

greater interest in the project.
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10. Participation in Project PASS was
a worthwhile activity for my school.
N = 20

N

%
,

5

25%

6

30%

. 1

5%

4

20%

4

20%

0

0%

11. The
made
the

Project PASS services should be
available to campuses during

1983-84 school year. N = 20

N

%

5

25%

7'

35%

.

2

10%

1

5%

4

20%

' 1

5%

Figure G -1. RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 10 AND 11 GIVEN BY ADMINIS-
TRATORS AT SCHOOLS RECEIVING PROJECT PASS PkEFERRED
SERVICES.

YES NO

46: I would like to have a teacher trainer from
Project PASS visit my school to conduct
demonstrations; make observations, and pro-
vide suggestions for increasing the reading/
mathematics performance of BlaCk pupils.
N =.17 .. . ,

,

N 1

5.9%

16

94:1%
_

47.
-.-

. .

I would like to have 'a Project PASS teacher
trainer visit my school to conductdemonstra-
tions, make observations, and provide,sugges-
tions for improving classroom discipline and
motivation relative to Black pupils. N = 16

.

N

%

1

6.3%

.

15

93.8%

Figure G-2; RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 46 AND 47 GIVEN BY ADMINISTRA-
TORS AT PAIRED SCHOOLS NOT RECEIVING PROJECT PASS
PREFERRED SERVICES.'
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Instrument Description: Teacher SUrvey

3-rief-discridtion of the instrument:

A computar7giherated questionnaire with &unique assortment of about 15 questions_per

teacher from an item pool of 102 items. There were specific items for some. programs

and the remaining questions were randomly assigned.

To whom was the Lnscrmmen- administered?

AU Migrant Program teachers, all teachers who did not receive Teacher Surreys last

year (except random_50Z samples from Crockett and Martin Who all received surveys

last year), and a 5C% random sample of all new teachers.

How man" times was the instr=en-t-ad=4,ni-sre-rd?

Once, with cne reminder notice.

When was the instr=nent administered?

Initial mailing was February 16. 1983, with a reminder sent on March 2, 1983 The

closing date for data processing was April. 6, 1982.

Where aas the insrument administered?

TO the teachers in their schools.

Who administered the inst......ent?

Self-administered.

That ttainine did the adminiscrIters have?

N/A.

Gas the instr=ent adm.Ins-t-er-ed under acandar"-dA tenditi:ns?

N/A.

Were -rhere-srabcms instr.!teht or the adtinistratirn :hat t-zh:

affect he valiaicv, of cr.-*-do-.Ts?

Unknown.

Wh-o-develooed :he inscr=ent?

ThiOffide of Research and Evaluation.

Whac reliabili:v and ',al-i-d-ir-/-dates -are -availan-te on the inst.Iment?

Nona.

Are there non: data available for ::::erTre:t-n-z--:-he--7-e-s-ul-W

1J 0-
Some items are comparable to items from previous surveys.
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TEACHER SURVEY

Purpose

The Teacher Survey is designed to Oollact_information on issues of importance

districtwide. This year's survey :included_questions'pertaining to Chapter 1

Migfant, Chapter 2 Formula; Pruject PASS, Gifted and Talented, staff develop-

ment; counseling; and District Priorities evaluation.

The responses teachers gave to the Project PASS questions are provided in

this appendix. The survey information was collected to provide, data rele-

vant to the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question 1: Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation Question D1-2: What services were provided by the
Project PASS staff to the schools receiving. oncentrated serv-

ices?

Evaluation- Question D1-3: Did anything interfere with the
implementation of the Project PASS activities in the schools

receiving concentrated services?

Evaluation Question D1-4: To what extent did the teachers in
the schools receiving concentrated services use the Project

PASS materials and/or instructional method§ in the classroom?
A

Evaluation Question D1-5: To what extent did the staff in the

schools receiving concentrated services feel the Project PASS

materials; instructional methods, and consultation services

were profitable?

The information received for the other questions on the Teacher Survey are

reported in SYSTEMWIDE EVALUATION: 1982-83 Technical Report Volume IV;

Surveys and Records (ORE Publication No. 82.55).

Procedure

Multiple Unique forms of the Teacher Survey Were_generated_on the District's

IBM computer. The total item pool consisted of 102 items_ (Attachment H-1);

The sample was taken from the personnel/teacher file in the following steps:

1. Include all teachers excluded in 1982.

2. InClude 50% of all teachers with location codes for CrOckett

High School and Martin JUnior High School (all were sampled

last year).
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3. Include all teachers listed as participating in Chapter 1

Migrant.

4. Exclude elementary teachers who had.alreadY received reten-

tion surveys.

The total sample was 1614 teachers.

Attachment H-2 shoWa how questions were assigned to teachers. Fbtm length

varied from 12 to 16 items. Attachment H-3 shows how many surveys were

assigned each item.

The Administrator Survey to principals told them their teachers would be

getting surveys. The 1614 surveys were mailed through school mail on

February 16, 1983. Each survey included a sequence number to allow the

returns to be checked in A second survey was sent on March 2, 1983 to any

teachers who had not returned their first surveys. The return rate before

the second mailing was 69.9%. The final return when the forms were sent

out for keypunching was 1363, or 84.4%. Return rates varied by question,

ranging from 56% to 92%. The response ratecfor each question is shown to

the left of the question on Attachment H-4, where responses from the total

group are shown. The survey forms were keypunched at Southwest Educational

Development Laboratories, and the data were analyzed on the District's com-

puter.

Eleven questions pertaining to Project PASS were submitted for the Teacher

Survey; The_questions were developed by the Project PASS evaluator and

reviewed by the Project PASS instructional-Coordinator.

Results

The results for items 37-43 Are presented in Figure H-1. The number and

percent of teachers giving the various responses for each item are shown.

Figure H-2 presents the same data in a summarized fashion to facilitate its

erinterpretation. The "Strongly agree" and "agree" columns have been combined

and the "disagree" and "strongly disagree" columns have been combined. The

data in Figure H-2 have been used in making the following observations:

When asked if Project -PASS had improved their ability to

meet the instructional, Motivationali and discipline

needs of B1aCk children (items 37, 38, 39, and 41) over

two-thirds of the respondents gave a neutral or negative

response.

H-4
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A total of 37.8% of the respondents indicated they tOe
the Project PASS recommended materials_and or_inatruc-
ticinalstrategies'in their classrooms (item 40). On the
Project PASS Teacher Survey:(page 1-12, items 17 -18),
56% of the respondents stated they have used the_recom-
mendedstrategies in their classrooms, while 30.9% indidated
they use the strategies on a reguIar.basis. Overall, these
data suggest approximately 37-56% of the teachers in the
preferred schools have used the Project PASS instructional
strategies to some extent during the 1982-83 school year.

The findings for item 42 indicatethere is no consensus
among the respondents as to whether. Project PASS should be
s.!.ailable to campuses during 1983 -84. On. Project PASS
Teacher Survey (page 1-12; item 16), more teachers.disagreed
than agreed that Project PASS should be refunded for the
1983-84 school year. These results indicate a mixed read==
tion to the issue with a leaning toward a negative response.

The responses to item 43 reveal the respondents had adequate
access to the teacher trainers. However, there is some indi-
datiOn_in the Project PASS Teacher Survey results (page 1-11,
item eight; page 1-16, paragraph three) that more follow-up
would be appreciated by some teachers..

The results for items 99-102 are presented in Figure H-3. The results indi=

tate the following:

Attend-ante at workshops was the most frequently cited involve
tent with Project PASS.

Less than 50% of the teachers had observations conducted in

their classrooms, attended a student demonstration, or
requested information from a Project PASS staff person.
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99; I attended a workshogaYdondutted by N 141 18 3

a PrOjeCt PASS staff member. N = 162 % 87.0% 11.1% 1.9%

100; A .Project PASS_staff member Conducted' N 75 79

an observation(a) in my classroom.
N =1 157 47.8% 50;3% 1.9%

101. I attended a student demonstration(s) N 57 91

conducted by a Project PASS staff Meni=
2;6%bar in my classroOm or else%.-re..-L_____----%-

_.7_._
37;57 ;9%

N = 152 __,-------

---

__
102. I,.requested infoimation from a Project N 72 85 3

PASS staff member. N = 160 --%_ 45.07 53.1% 1.9%

Figure 11:3; ,RESPONSES TO ITEMS 99-102 BY TEACHERS IN SCHOOLS
RECEIVING PROJECT PASS PREFERRED SERVICES.
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(Page 1 of 7)

--1 AUSTIN- INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

FOR THE LAST FEWYEARS THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION HAS SURVEYED TEACH-
ERS_TO COLLECT INFCRmATION ON THEIR ATTITUDES ANO OPINLONS_ON_DISTRICT.ISSuES.
THESE ARE CONSIDERED_ ALONG wITH ACHIEVEMENT DATA AND OTHER INFORMATION IN
DISTRICT DECISION MAKING.-

LAST_YEAR-wE_uSEC_A_NEW PROCEDURE SO wE COULD INCLUDE MORE QUESTIONS -AND- ASSIGN

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO TEACHERS_IN_CERTAIN SCHOOLS OR PROGRAMS. AGAIN THIS YEAR
wE_ARE COMPUTER GENERATING A UNIQUE SURVEY__ FORM_ FOR EACH TEACHER IN THE RANDOM
SAMPLE. -YOUR ITEM-NUMBERS `WILL NOT BE SEQUENTIAL--THEY_REPRESENT_THE TOTAL ITEM

POOL OF- 102-ITEMS,- AND_ALLOWUS TO KEYPUNCH THE RESPONSES CORRECTLY._ THE NUMBER
AT THE TOP OF EACH FcRM ALLOWS US TO_SENO_yOU THE RIGHT FORM, MONITOR THE RETuRti

RATE* AND CODE DESCRIPTIVE DATA. ALL RESPONSES WILL BE-CONFIDENTIAL.

PLEASE COMPLETE_THE_SURVEY AS SOON AS POSSUBLE AND-RETURN THROUGH CAMPUS

TC: OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
ADMINISTRATION SLOG, BOX 79
ELAINE JACKSON

MAIL

01....O.f.r, ORMOMNIMOOft.

FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS PLEASE RATE YOUR -LEVEL OF
STATEMENT BY CIRCLING THE NUMBER BELOW. ACCORDING TO THIS

I = STRONGLY AGREE 3 = NEUTRAL 5

2 = AGREE 4 = DISAGREE 6

ilmomm
AGREEMENT WITH THE
SCALE.____
= STRONGLY-DISAGREE
= DON'T KNOW

1. THE DISTRICT'S EmPHASIS ON BASIC SKILLS CVER 1. 2 3 4 5 6

THE PAST FEw YEARS HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE IN IN-
CREASING STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN THE BASIC
SKILLS AREAS.

2; THERE IS_ACEQUATE COORDINATION AMONG 1 2 3 6

SPECIAL EDUCATION. BILINGUAL EOUCATICN,
AND "REGULAR= EDUCATION.

3. THE OISTRICT!S_EMPHASIS ONTHE IMPROVED 2 3

ACADEMIC PERFORMANcE,OF_LoW_SOC10-5CONOMIC-
STATUS ANO MINORITY STUDENTS HAS BEEN EFFEC-
TIVEAN_INCREASING THE PERFORMANCE.L1VEL OF
THESE STUDENTS.

4. DISTRICTwIDE STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 1 2 3 4 5 6

HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE IMPROvEHENT CF
TEACHER COMPETENCIES.

5: THE SCHOOL CISTRILT ADEQUATELY EMPHASIZES 1 2 3 4 5

VOLUNTEER SERVICES.

6. THE OVERALL LEVEL OF SELF-DISCIPLINE OF 1 2 3 4 5 6

STUDENTS AT MY SCHOOL IS DOM.

2......_;JKE=OVERWCL7LEVEL CF DISCIPLINE -AT MY
SCHOOL IS OCCO,;

1 2 3 4 5

-a. GOOD TEACHING IS RECOGNIZED BY AISD. 5

g. CENTRAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATORS ARE 1 2 3 5 6

INTERESTED !N TEACHERS' IDEAS.

11-9 1.1.(t)
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..i1111

THE 1_1/Z DAYS OF_LOCAL CAMPUS STAFF DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES_I_ATTENDE0 (PLANNED BY MY PRINCIPAL AND

----R-EfR-ESENTATTVE-TiACHERS):

10. MET MY TRAIN/NG'NEEDS:
11. HAD RELEVANT/APPROPRIATE ACTIVITIES.

I2. HAD RELEVANT/APPROPRIATE MATER/ALS;

13. HAD WELL-PREPARED PRESENTERS.

14. HAD_KNOWLEDGEABLE PRESENTERS.
15. INCREASED MY KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREA. ;;

.14.11.11..M....1111014.110.1...

THE I I/2_DAYS_OF DISTRICTWIDE STAFF- DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITIES I ATTENDED THIS YEAR !PREPARED BY CENTRAL

OFFICE/PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS):

16. MET MY TRAINING NEEDS.

IT. HAD RELEVANT/APPROPRIATE ACTIVITIES.

18. HAD RELEVANT/APPROPRIATE MATERIALS.

19. HAD WELL - PREPARED PRESENTERS.

20. HAO KNOWLEDGEABLE PRESENTERS.

21. INCREASED MY KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREA.

THE TWO DAYS OF SELF - SELECTED STAFF DEVELOPMENT _

;WHICH COULD BE SUBSTITUTED FOR "COMP TIME" DAYS):

22. MET MY TRAINING NEEDS. _ _

23. HAD RELEVANT/APPROPRIATE ACTIVITIES.

24. HAD RELEVANT- / APPROPRIATES MATERIALS.

25. HAD WELL-PREPARED PRESENTERS.

26. HAD - KNOWLEDGEABLE PRESENTERS.
..

27. INCREASED MY KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREA.

29. MOST DISCIPLINE AT MY SCHOOL IS HANDLED

BY COUNSELORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

29. MOST DISCIPLINE SHOULD BE HANDLED BY
COUNSELORS ANC' ADMINISTRATORS.

30. THE MINIMUM COMPETENCY REQUIREMENTS IN

MATH AND READING HAVE IMPROVED GRADUATES'
PERFORMANCE IN THESE BASIC SKILLS AREAS.

3 . TEACHERS ARE_ADEQUATELY PREPARED TO FOSTER
LEARNING IN STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN RETAINED

IN A GRADE.

32. RETENTION OF STUDENTS WITH SERIOUS ACHIEVE-
MENT DEFICIENCIES IS BENEFICIAL.

33:4 FAMILIAR WITH THE SUS MCNITCR SERVICE

ON SUSS S-TO SCMOOLS WITH GRADES 1. 3.

-7--

34.--BUS MONITOR SERVICE ISAAPCRTANT TO PARENTS

OF MY STUDENTS WHO RIDE BUSSES.

35., IT IS IMPORTANT TO ME THAT SUS MONITOR
SERVICE BE CONTINUED FOR MY STUDENTS.

Attachment H71
(Continued, Page 2 of 7)

S:

I 2 3 4 5

I 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4. 5 6

I. 2 3 4 5 6

I 2 3 4 5 6

I. 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3, 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5

I 2 3 '44 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

I 2 3 5 6

I 2 3 5 6

1 2 4 5 6

I 2

1 2

1 2 3 4 6

1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 -4-- _6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 :j
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36. USE OF THE TABS PREASSESSMENT_TESTS_IN
TH_FALt_HELPED ME PLAN MORE EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTION TO IMPROVE TAB SCORES.

_ '

37. THE_INFORMATICN I OBTAINED FROM THE--PROJECT
PASS STAFF_HAS_1MPROVED MY ABILITY TO MEET
THE READING/MATH NEEDS OF BLACK STUOENTS.

38. THE = INFORMATION I OBTAINED FROM THE PROJECT
PASS STAFF HAS IMPROVED MY ABILITY TO

MOTIVATE BLACK STUDENTS.

39. THE /NFORMATION I OBTAINED FROM PROJECT PASS
STAFF HAS IMPROVED MY ABILITY TO AOORESS THE
OISCIPLINE NEEDS CF BLACK STUDENTS.

40. I USE THE_OROJECT PASS RECOMMENOED MATERIALS
ANO/CR INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IN MY

CLASSROOM.

41. THE INFORMATiON I OBTAINE0 FROM THE PROJECT PASS
STAFF HAS HELPED MEAN- DECIDING If A STUDENT

SHOULO BE RECDMMENDED FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION.

42. THE PROJECT PASS SERVICES SHOULO BE AVAILABLE
TO CAMPUSES DURING THE 198384'SCHOOL YEAR.

43. I HAVE _ADEQUATE ACCESS TO PROJECT PASS

STAFF MEMBERS.

44. SPONSORSHIP OF THE-PEER ASS/STANCE_ANO
LEADERSHIP IPAL)'PROGRAM USES LARGE
AMOUNTS OF-TIME AND ENERGY.

45. THE PAL PROGRAM SEEMS FEASIBLE AS AN ON-
GOING SCHOCL PROGRAM.

46. THE PAL PROGRAM HAS BENEFITED THE STUOENTS
INVOLVED AS LEAOERS.

1 2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

3' 4

1 2 3 4

1 2

1 2

47. ON A SCALE OF 1 5, HOWWOULD YOU RATE THE CURRENT PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

EVALUATION SYSTEM?

VERY -- GENERALLY __?VERY

INAOECUATE INA0EQUAT ADEQUATE ADEQUATE_ ADEQUATE

i 2 3' 4 5

..11111 , IMENIN MM..... ,s 0% OM

48. HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU USED "NEWS CRUISE" WHICH APPEARS IN THE AMER/CA,4

STATESMAN ON WEDNESOAYS AND THURSOAYS (PAGE B2) IN YOUR CLASSROOM?

ALMOST ALWAYS FREQUENTLY SOMETIMES NOT AT ALL

4 3 2 1

COM ......ammom.m.mw_
49. HOW HAVE YOU USED "NEWS CRUISE"?

EXTRA CREDIT
TN A PLANNEO LESSON FOR ALL STUOENTS
OTHER:
NOT AT ALL 00.1Mit M111MPEOOMMEMOVO

50. WHICH FORM OF_"NEwS CRUISE" HAS-BEEN MOST EFFECTIVE FOR YOUR CLASS?

WEDNESOAY SCAVENGER HUNT THROUGH PAPER
THURSOAY NEWSPAPER ACTIVITIES
eaTm_
NEITHER

H-11
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51. WOULD YOU USE "NEWS CRUISE" IF IT WERE IN THE PAPER OTHER DAYS BESTDES

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY?
YES NO DON'T KNOW

5-2. HOW MUCH ARE VOLUNTEERS NOW INVOLVED IN YOU&CLASSROOM? PERSON HOURS
PER WEEK

.

Im41. =Wm/ 13.II

,...
N IO.17,....P10.41......11041W.*41......11111
53. THIS CAMPUS HAS A SATISFACTORY LEVEL OF VOLUNTEER

ACTIVITY. YES NO
411Magil /,,,,ma......../ImitfONNO../0/01/.0.0!

54. I WANT TO HAVE VOLUNTEERS INVOLVED IN MY
CLASSROdM. YES_- NOT

-------
FOR- EACH- OF THE_FOLLOWING ITEMS PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE
STATEMENT BY CIRCLING -THE NUMBER;_BELOW. G.ACCORDIN TO THIS SCALE. e-

1 m STRONGLY AGREE 3= NEUTRAL_( 3 = STRONGLY.. DI. SAGREE

2 * AGREE 4 * OISAGREE 6 * NOT APPLICABLE
.......___......................_______________________ _
55. I AM SATISFIED WITH MY SLUE_CROSS_GOVERAGE. . 1 2 3 4 5 6

56. I AM SATISFIED WITH MY PRUCARE COVERAGE. 1 2 3 .4 5 6

57. IF YOU TEACHLA_SPECIAL CLASS FOR GIFTED STUDENTS,PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF

THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES_YOU_USE:
1. USE MORE.A0VANCEO.MATERIALS
2. MOVE MORE RAPIDLY THROUGH' THE CURRICULUM
3. GIVE 'MGRE_INDEPENDENT ASSIGNMENTS
4. ASSIGN MORE WRITING
5, ASSIGN OUTSIOE READINGS
5. HAVE MORE CLASS DISCUSSIONS
7. ASK MORE_OISCUSSION GUESTJONS ON TESTS
8._ OTHER (SPECIFY):

IMO.. .Y00 m .1 gMb IM.0 /MAW.. IN.4.0.1..1.-Moda.N.... ....
58. IN 'YOUR_GPINICN. WHY DON'T MORE TEACHERS IMPLEMENT ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED .

STUDENTS? PLEASE -CHECK ALL THAT ARE APPROPRIATE.

1. LACKOF FUNDS AND RESOURCES AT THE SCHOOL

2. LACK OF PERSONAL INTEREST
3; LACK OF RECOMPENSE FOR TEACHERS
4. LACK-OF TRAINING IN THE AREA
5. LACK OF SUPPORT SY THE DISTRICT
6. OTHER (SPECIFY):

ob..* .............. .......wwerow......... ...... mow -.

39. PLEASE INDICATE THE TwO_AREAS IN WHICH YOU WOULD SE MOST INTERESTED IN

TEACHING A GIFTED/TALENTED CLASS.
1. !14TH 9. PERFORMING ARTS

2. LANGUAGE ARTS 9. COMPUTER,LITERACY

3 SOCIAL STUOIES
h

10., . INTERDISCIPLINARY CLASSES

4. SCIENCE 11. FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING

5. FOREIGN LANGUAGE 12. HIGH-LEVEL THINKING

6. MUSIC 13. LEADERSHIP SKILLS

7. ART '14. PSYCHOMOTOR (P. E.)
woo.

siwomo ow me .....wm.................;...............
60. PLEASE CHECK THE TOPICS FOR INSERVICE TRAINING WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO

ATTENO:
1. IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR'GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS

2. ACTIVITIES FOR GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS
3. DIFFERENTIATING CURRICULUM FOR GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS

4. HOW-TO TEACH HIGH-LEVEL THINKING
5. MEETING THE NEEDS OF GIFTED/TALENTED STUDENTS IN THE ZGULAR

CLASSRCCM
6* NONE

1 Z:

+.>
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.
AISD_SHOULO HAVE A CENTRALIZED VOLUNTEER PROGRAM TO

6I.-.
TRAIN_vOLUNTEERS TC WORK LN SCHOOLS_ YES NO'

62. PROVIbE-SPEAKERS7*NO2ROLE-MODELS FOR YES NO

CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS___ .

63. FOSTER SCHOCL/BUSINESS PROGRAMS ,' YES. NO=1111
64. IF VOLUNTEERS wERE_ASSIGNED TO MY CLASSROOM, I_WOULD_PREFER TO

1. HAVE A CENTRAL VOLUNTEER- COMMITTEE DECIDE WHAT ;JOB VOLUNTEERS

SHOULD DO, TRAIN THEM AND -SEND ME ONE.

2. CHOOSE WHAT-...108 I WOULD LIKE A_VOLUNTEER TO 00 AND HAVE A CENTRAL

COMMITTEE_SEND MESOMEONE WHO CAN DO /Ti

3. HAVE A VOLUNTEER SENT, DECIDE WHAT I NEED DONE. AND TRAIN THE

. VOLUNTEER MYSELF;_
PLEASE USE THE SCALE BELOW TO RATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENTNITH THE FOLLOWING

STATEMENTS:
6 - STRONGLY AGREE 4 = NEUTRAL 2 = STRONGLY DISAGREE --

5 1 AGREE N/1 3 a DISAGREE 1 = NOT APPLICABLE COMMENTSY
65. THE COORDINATION THAT / HAVE HAO WITH 6 5

THE_REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS THIS_

SCHOOL YEAR_HAS BEEN WHAT WAS NEEDED.

66. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION THAT I 6 5 4 3 2
RECEIVEO__THIS SCHOOL YEAR HAS BEEN

WHAT WAS NEEDED.
67. THE HEALTH_CAPE_SERVICES PROVIDED BY 6 5 4

THE MIGRANT. PROGRAM NURSE THIS SCHOOL
YEAR HAVE HET THE NEEDS OE STUDENTS-

68. THE_SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE COMMUNITY 6 5 4 3 2

REPRESENTATIVE(S1 THIS SCHOOL YEAR
AVEH BEEN WHAT WAS NEEDED.

FOR OUESTIONS_69-72 BELCw, PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE RESPONSE THAT MOST

.CLEARLY REFLECTS YOUR SITUATION. ----------------

I MIGRANT IMOSTLY THE I 1MOSTLY_THEICLASSROOM

FOR MIGRANT STUDENTS, 1 PROGRAM IMIGRANT_PRO-!I BOTH (CLASSROOM 1 TEACHER

-----UH0----- UTSACHER-ONLYIGRAM-TEACHERIEQUALLY1

DETERMINES REPORT 5 4 3

CARO GRADES IN AREAS
WITH MIGRANT_INSTR.?

7C. SELECTS MATERIALS 5 4 3 2 1

AND SKILLS FOR.
MIGRANT_PROGRAM!
TEACHERS -TO- ADDRESS?

71. WRITES LESSCNS AND 5 4 3 2 1

PLANS WHICH ThE
MIGRANT PROGRAM
TEACHER WILL FOLLOW?

72. WRITES LESSCNS ANO 5 4

PLANS WHICH
CLASSROOM_TEACHER
WILL FOLLOW?...+ *mm.0

'73. WHICH COUNSELCR FUNCTIONS DO.YOU_FEEL_ARE_MOST IMPORTANT? PICK YOUR TOP

FIVE- AND RANK FROM FIRST IN IMPORTANCE (I): TO FIFTH IN IMPORTANCE,I51.

1.-- COUNSELING STUDENTS ABOUT THeIR CURRENT PERSONAL PROBLEMS

2.--- COUNSELING STUDENTS ON ADJUSTING_TD SCHOOL AND SOCIETAL REQUIREMENTS

3; ASSISTING STUDENTS WITH COURSE SELECTIOiA

4. PROVIDING_INFORMATION ABOUT GRADUATION/COLLEGE:ENTRANCE REQUIREIENTS

5.= TELLING STUDENTS ABOUT H/GH'SCHOOL VOCATIONAL TRAINING OPPORTUNITIE:7
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6. HEI.PING STUOENTS WITH SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

7. CUUNSELING INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS ON FUTURE CAREER/EOUCATION_PLANS

a. HELPING STUDENTS - INTERPRET TEST SCORES AND
ASSESS THEIR ABILIT/ES

9.
COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

10. CONSULTING_ WITH PRINCIPALS/TEACHERS ABOUT STUDENTS' PROBLEMS

11. COORDINATING -THE- SCHOOL- TESTING PROGRAM

12. TRAINING TEACHERS FOR ACADEMIC 'AND VOCATIONAL ADVISING

13. SCHEMLING SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS AND OTHERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

14. PARTICIPATING IN ARO/LST MEETINGS

15. PARTICIPATING IN LPAC MEETINGS

16; PARTICIPATING IN ATTENDANCE REVIEWS11 11.1M1010.1.!
74. THE SERVICES AND-INSTRUCTION PROVIDED BY

THE-.TRANSITIONAL BILINGUAL

EDUCATION (TBE) TEACHERS) -AT YOUR SCHOOL ARE1_ _ _

I. ' EXTREMELY VALUABLE 4.
OETRIMENTAL_TO THE STUDENTS

2. / SOMEWHAT VALUABLE 5. -----,I AM NOT AWARE MR_OU NOT HAVE

3. A WASTE OF TIME
AN OPINION ABOUT THE TBE PROGRAM

4111111001111.1. 01. 6 .1=1;
HOW SERIOUS A PRCBLEM IS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING IN YOUR_SCHOOL?

SERIOUS MODERATE MINOR NOT AT ALL

75. ABSENTEEISM
4 3 2 1

76. STUDENT USE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL 4 3 2 I

77. CLASS CUTTING
4 3 2 1

78. VANDALISM CF SCHOOL PROPERTY 4 3 2 i
79. ROBBERY OR THEFT ____. 4 3 2 1

8 VERBAL-ABUSE-CF_TEACHERS__
4 3 2 1

-"al. PHYSICAL - CONFLICT AMONG STUDENTS_ 4 3 2 1 =

82. -CONFLICTS BETWEEN__
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 4 3 2 1

83. STUDENT POSSESSION OF_WEAPONS 4 3 2 1

84. RAPS OR ATTEMPTED RAPE 4 3 2 1

-------- ---- --

85. THE WRITING LA3 INSTRUCTOR PROVIDED STUDENTS IN YOUR SCHOOL WITH INDIVIDUAL

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES THAT WERE OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.

1. COMPL=TELY TRUE 4. MOSTLY FALSE

2. MOSTLY TRUE
S. COMPLETELY FALSE

3. PARTIALLY TRUE/PARTIALLY FALSE

80. THE P'RESENTATIONS MADE BY THE WRITING LAS INSTRUCTOR TO YOUR CLASSES

MERE:
I.. EXTREMELY HELPFUL 4. NOT VERY HELPFUL

2. VARY HELPFUL 5. A WASTE OF TIME

3. SCMEWHAT HELPFUL 6. HE/SHE OtO_NOT MAKE ANY
PRESENTATIONS TO MY CLASSES._

1MONIM;Nol-;./0.
87. THE WRITING LAB INSTRUCTOR HELPED ME PREPARE CLASS ASSIGNMENTS, TESTS,

ANC/CR INSTRUCTICNAL MATERIALS:

1. MANY TIMES 2. A FEW TIMES 3. NEVcR

MOONNIMED eitiow.
88. WHICH COUNSELCR FUNCTIONS_00 YOU FEEL ARE MOST-IMPORTANT? PICK YCUR ToP

FIVE AND RANK FROM FIRST IN IMPORTANCE (1) 70 FIFTH- IN-IMPORTANCE (51.

1. CCUNSELING INDIVIOWL STUDENTS ABOUT SCHOOLWORK

2. COUNSELING INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS ABOUT PERSONAL PROBLEMS

3. COUNSELING INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS ABOUT INTERPERSONAL 0ROBLEMS

4. COUNSELING WITH SMALL GROUPS

5. CCUNSELING/DISCUSSION WITH ENTIRE CLASSES

6. CLASSRCCM_OBSERVATION
7. LST/ARD COMMITTE0 MEETINGS

8. TESTING /INTERPRETING -TEST RESULTS

9. COORDINATING STANDARDIZED TESTING

10. PROVIDING IN-SERVICE TO TEACHERS

11. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT ANO CONSULTATION

12.
CCNSULTATION WITH TEACHER CR PRINCIPAL

13.
CONSULTATION WITH PARENTS

12
H-14
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.m.01400.,,- 10
89. WHICH OF THE THREE VIOEOTAPES ON INSTRUCTIONAL IDEAS FOR RETAINEES DID YOU

SEE THIS YEAR?
I. DIAGNOSIS_ 3. DIRECT INSTRUCTION

2. SELFCONCEPT 4. NONE 111
HOW_WOULD_YOU RATE THE HELPFULNESS OF THE TAPES YOU SAW IN DEALING WITH

RETAINEES?
VERY SOMEWHAT A_LITTLE NOT DID NOT

HELPFUL HELPFUL HELPFUL HELPFUL SEE

9C. DIAGNOSIS_._ 5 4 3 2 1

91. SELF-CONCEPT ___ 5 4 3 2 I

92. DIRECT INSTRUCTION 5 4 3 2 1

MINOMO41.0..M.ff 41.....mommympmOmm Non

93. HOW MANY YEARS_HAVE YOU BEEN TEACHING?
1. THIS IS MY -FIRST YEAR 3. 6 10 YEARS

2. 1 5 YEARS 4. OVER 10 YEARS,
MOMMII. .w.M..W.moM eimmi........1.10mwmoymmoimakmmorm
94; FOR THE -SCE STUDENTS_ IN_ YOUR CLASS, WHO IS PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE.

INSTRUCTION ANO GRADES IN THE AREAS TAUGHT BY THE SCE TEACHER?

L. ONLY YCU 4. MOSTLY THE SCE TEACHER

2. = MOSTLY YGU 5; THE SCE TEACHER ONLY

3. BOTH, YOU AND THE SCE TEACHER_.MM.MMOVO IMIN11 MEM.%

95. THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SCE TEACHER IN YOUR SCHOOL ARE:

I. EATREMELY VALUABLE 4. A WASTE OF TIME

2. SOMEWHAT VALUABLE 5. OETRIMENTAL TO STUOENTS

3. I AM NOT AWARE OR CO NOT HAVE AN OPINION ABOUT THE SCE PROGRAM

96. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF BUS .MONITORS?

1. VERY SATISFIED 3. DISSATISFIED

2. SATISFIED 4. VERY OISSATISFIEU
5. OON'T KNOW

97. HOW SATISFIEO WITH BUS MONITORS ARE PARENTS OF YOUR STUDENTS?
1. VERY SATISFIED 3. DISSATISFIED

2. SATISFIED 4. VERY DISSATISFIED
5. DON'T KNOW

98. THE BEST WAY TO IMPROVE THE BUS MONITCRING PROCESS MIGHT SE TO:

___.....mAmommlium++am 1111

INDICATE ?OUP PARTICIPATION IN PROJECT PASS
ACTIVITIES BY CIRCLING RESPONSES FOR ITEMS OON'T

BELCH: YES NO KNOW
01.1==1 =1.0

99. I ATTENDED -A WORKSHOP'S) CONOUCTE0 1 2 3

BY A 0ROJECT PASS STAFF MEMBER.
100. A PROJECT PASS STAFF MEMBER CONDUCTED 1 2 3

AN OBSERVATION(S) IN MY CLASSROOM.
101. I ATTENOE0 A STUDENT- DEMONSTRATION(5) 1 2

CONDUCTED BY A PROJECT PASS STAFF
MEMBER IN MY CLASSROOM OR ELSEWHERE.

102. I REQUESTE0 INFCRMATION FROM A
PROJECT PASS STAFF MEMBER. 111.1...1MOIMI

12
11=15
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Teacher Survey Item DiStribution

SETS:
SECONDARY:

ELEMENTARY:

TEACHERS :

ELDIENTARY

PASS
NON-SCE
BUS

TABS (3)

/PASS
NON=SCE
TABS(3, 5)

PASS
BUS

TABS(3)

PASS
TABS(3, 5)

Attachment ,V2
(Page 1 of 2)-

A (5 Of 1=9, 28, 29, 30, if 6 then 7, if 7 then 6 )

B (4 of 47, 52, 53; 54,_57, 58; 60, 64, 48=51 61=63 )

C (1 of 10-15' , 16 -21_, 22-27 )

D (1 of 55, -56, 73, 75=84 )

E (Refill= 1/2 of High School 136)

M (5 of 1 -9, 28, 29, 31, 32 if 6 then 7, if 7 then 6 )

N (5 of 47, 52; 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 48-51

.6/763 , 82-93 )

0-(1 b'f 10-15 , 16-21 22 -27

.P (I Of 55, 56, 88)
'P.Q (All of grades 3 and 5 #36)

R ( 99:1.02 , 4 of 37-43 )

SCHOOLS ELEMENTARY ITEMS

10S, 144, 158 96:98; 33-35, (94, 95 to all but SCE tchr.),
M, N, 0, P, Q

113, 117, 161, 167

110,1, 116, 135, 139

150

(94, 95 toall but SCE tchr.),
SETS:. R, M; N, 0, P, Q

96-98, 33-35, SETS: R,

105, 111, 152, 157 SETS'i R, N, 0, P, Q

N, 0, P, Q

NON

106i 118, 120, 131; 140, (94, 95 to all but SCE tchr),

AS (3, 5) 149, 159, 160; SETS: M, N, 0, P, Q

16

BUS 10/,

TABS (3, 5) 125,
142,

Other Elem.

107, 112, 124, 33-35, 96-98, SETS: M, N, 0,

127, 129, 138,
151

SETS: M, N, 0, P, Q

All Migrant - 1 -ifs
65-72, SETS M, N, 0, P

MIGRANT K, pre-Ki
65-68, SETS M, N, 0, P

, Q
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Secondary Teachers (at schools)

PAL at 005/008

PAL at 007/009

sample at 43

ENG, SS, SCI at 48, 51

Others at 48, 51

Eng, SS, Sci at 2, 3,
10, 46, 49, 54, 55

Secondary Items

44,45, 46, SETS: A, B

44, 45, 46, 85, 86, 87, SETS: A, B

74, SETS: A, B, C, D

74, 85, 86, 87, SETS: A, B C, D

74, SETS: A, B, C, D

85, 86, 87, SETS: A, B, C, D, E

Others at 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, SETS: B,'C, D, E

46, 49, 54, 55

Sample at 4, 5,_8, 265, 47, SETS: A, B, C, D, E

52, 45, Keeling

All Migrant 7-12 65-72, SETS: A, B,

K.EY :

PASS = Teachers in schools with Project PASS

NON-SCE = All teachers in schools with SCE teachers except SCE teachers

BUS = Teachers in paired 1-3 schools

TABS = Teachers at the indicated grade level ( 3 or 5)

PAL,= Four teachers serving as
Program

Other Elem. = Elementary teachers not already included or eXcluded

sponsors for the Peer Assistance & Leadership
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FREQUENOYOISTRIdUTION OF QUESTIONS
FREQQUEST-MN-4, -* 6$1

QUESTION * 2 FAN* 640
QUESTION * 3 FREQ* 669
4wei-TIQN A 4 FRca* 644
QUESTION * 5 FREI* 690
QUESTION 4 6 FREQ= 572 QUESTION 460 FREQ= 695

QUESTION 4 7 FREQ; 572 QUESTION 3,1- ---Fwe-Q,,01 660

QUESTION 4 8 FREQ* 636 QUESTION 462 FREQ= 0

QUESTION *_9 e FREQ.* 705 QUESTION 463 FREQ= _O

QUESTION *10 FREQ* 561- QUESTION 364 FREQ 646

QUESTION 411 FREQ* 3 QUESTION 065 FREQ= 24

QUESTION *12 FREQ= 0 QUESTION $66 FREQ= 24

QUESTION 413 -F -R -E A >" QUESTION 067 FREQ= 24

QUESTION 414 . Fang 0 QUESTION 468 FREQ= 24

QUESTION 15 FREQ* 0 QUESTION *69 FREQ= 21

-QUE-STION-LL-6- FF 415 QUESTION 470 FREQ* 21

QUESTION 417 FREQ* 0 QUESTION 471 FREQ* 21

QUESTION *13 FRFQ* 0 QUESTION 472 FREQ* 21

--QUESTION 41* FREQ= 3 QUESTION -47-3 ,=R-E4-4F---1/7

QUESTION *20 FREQ* 0 QUESTION *74 FREQ= 84

QUESTION 421 FREQ* d QUESTION *75 FREQ= 177

QUESTION *22 FREC* 554 QUESTION 476 FREQ= 0

QUESTION *23 FREQ* 0 QUESTION 477 FREQ= 0

QUESTION 424 FREQ= 3 QUESTION 478 FREQ* 0

QUESTION 425 --FR-E7*----0 QUESTION $79 FREQ* 0

QUESTION 426 FREQ* 0- QUESTION 480 FREQ* 0

QUESTION 427 FREQ= .0 QUESTION 481 FREQ= 0

QUF-ST-IION 428 FREQ= 682 QUESTION *82 FREQ=

QUESTION 429 FREQ= 642 QUESTION 383 FREQ= 0

QUESTION 430 FREQ= 255 QUESTION 484 FREQ=

QUESTION 431 FRE=t 313 QUESTION X95 FREQ= A49
QUESTION 412 FREQ= 332 QUESTION 486 FREQ= 149

QUESTION *33 FREQ* 220 QUESTION 487 FREQ= 149

QUESTION 434 FREQ= 220 QUESTION 4-88 FREQ 296 _____-

QUESTION 435 FREQ4 220 QUESTION 439 FREQ= 350

QUESTION 436 FREQ* 425 QUESTION 490 FREI=

QUESTION 437 -FR-SQ-=-- QUESTION 491 FRE0=
°

QUESTION *38 FREQ= 119 QUESTION-492- FREQ ='

QUESTION 39- -FREQ* tt7 QUESTION *93 FREQ= 0

QUESTION-440- FREQ* 121 QUESTION *94 FREQ = -254-

QUESTION 441 FkEQ= 123 QUESTION 455 FREQ= 254:

QUESTION 442 FREQ= 120 QUESTION 496 FREQ* 220

QUESTION 443 F4E0= 133 QUESTION--44- FREI* 220

QUESTION 444 FREQ= 4 QUESTION 498 FREQ.* 220

QUESTION 445 FREQ= 4 QUESTION 499 FREQ= 216

QUESTION *46 FREQ* 4 QUESTION 444 FREQ= 216

QUESTION 347 FR005 562 QUESTION **4 FREQ= 210

QUESTION :48 FREQ* 659 QUESTION 4** PREZ= 216

QUESTION *49 0

QUESTION 450 FREQ= 0

QUESTION 451 FREQ= _0

QUESTION FREQ= 631..452

QUESTION *53 FRE03. 638
QUESTION *54 FREQ= {?al

QUESTION :55 EREq= 480
QUESTION 456 FRE73* 452
QUESTION 457 FREQ4' 662
QUESTION 458 FREQ= 692
4,QESTION 459 FRI.= 35d

W 18
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PROJECT PASS TEACHER SURVEY



82-47_Instrument Deecri tion: Project -PASS-= T eacher Survey ---

ixiof description of the instrument:

The instrument consists of 19 statements and a space for comments or concerns. 'Teachers
were asked_to._indicate how much they agreed or.disagreed with 16 of the statements by

using the-folloWing resvonsesl_ stronglyagree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly_disa-
gree, don't know, and not appliCabId. These StateMenes dealt with_the_value of the
Project PASS activities and requested input on SaMepoaaible Mddifications. _Three ques-
tions (with "yes; " '!noi" and "don!t know," responses).askedabout the respondent's use
Of the PrOJeCt PASS recommended strategies in the classroom.

To whom was the instrument administered?

To each teacher in the 16 elementary schools receiving Project PASS preferred Set-Vices
who had not received a districtwide Teacher Survey,

How many times was the instrument-edmimtsteredl

Once with one follow-up;

When was the instrument administered?

The Surveys were mailed on March 28, 1983.
The follow.-up surveys wereaiIed on April 13, 1983.

Where was the instrument administered?

The teachers received Ole surveys at their schools.

Who administered the instrument?

Self - administered,

What --V,mtming did-the administrators have?

NOt applicable.

was--a ,`-e-. asmammtadministered under standardised conditions?

No.

Were-there problems with the instrument or :he act=inis- tat-mi-2ht

affect-the-validity of tne data?

None have been identified.

Who develoosd the instrument-7

The Project PASS evaluator.

What reliabiIitv and validity data are available on :he i-struinsmt?

None.

Are :here norm data avaiLaole for tnteroretinq the results?

No; 13 u
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PROJECT PASS TEACHER,SURVEY

Purpose

A Project PASS Teacher Survey* provided information relevant to the follow-

ing decision and evaluation question's:

Decision Question Should Project PASS be continued in 1983-84?

Evaluation Qugatiou_DIS: To what extent _did the staff in

the_SChdOls receivingpreferred services feel the Project

PASS materials, instructional methods, and consultation

services were profitable?

Decision Question Z! If Project PASS is continued in 1983-84;

should any changes be made in its implementatiOn?

Evaluation Quest iat-D2--31 Are any changes recommended by

the principals and,teachers in the schools receiving pre-

ferred services?

Procedure

A draft copy of the Project PASS Teacher Survey was developed on the basis

of 'the evaluation questions in the Project PASS'Evaluation Design and the

initial input received from principals in the principal interviews (see

Appendix D, Principal Interview). On rabruary 23 the evaluator met with

three classroom teachera and one principal from a school receiving preferred

services. The principal and teachers reviewed the draft instrument and

their suggestions were incorporated into 3 second draft'. The second draft

instrument was reviewed by the Project PASS coordinator and staff as well as

the Assistant Superintendent of Elementary Education and the "irector of

Elementary Sdhool Curriculum. Thei-: suggestions were used in developing ,a

third and final draft.

The principals_f the preferred schools were mailed_an
explanatory memo

(Attachment and a copy of the survey on March 28. Teachers were also

-mailed a copy of the survey on March28. Teachers who failed to return

their surveys within i2 school days were mailed a follow-up memo (Attachmeni:

1-2) and a second survey on April 13.

* The Project PASS Tedther Survey replaces thei.evel-cif=USe teacher inter-

views originally planned in the Project PASS'Evaluation Design. A survey

was used so as to Sample a greater number of teacherS.
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A total of .211 surveys were sent in the first mailing. This represents
52.3% of the classroom teachers in the schools receiving preferred ser74ces
(art; physical education; band; and music teachers were excluded from the
sample); A total of 175 surveys were received; resulting in a return rate
of 82;9%; Overall; completed surveys were received from approximately 43.4%
of the classroom teachers in the schools receiving preferred services.

The data were keypunched and verified at the Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Laboratory using the format shown in Attachment 1-3. A frequency dis-
tribution was obtained for each item.

Results

The results for items 1-19 are presented in Attachment 1-4. The number and
percent of teachers giving the various responses for each item are shown.
The total N for each item is 175. When the N across responses does not sum
to 175;; the difference represents missing data (e.g.; the number of teachers
who did not respond or give a measurable response for the item).

Attachment 1-5 presents the same data in a summarized fashion to facilitate
its interpretation; The "strongly agree" and "agree" columns have been com-
bined and the "diSagree" and "strongly disagree" columns have been combined.
The data in Attachment 1-5 have been used in making the observations below.

A high percentage of teachers (35-47%) gave a response -of "not applicable"
to items 2-4. This high percentage of "not applicable" responses consider-
ably reduces the number of teachers who evaluated the benefit of the Project
PASSserviies; Of thase teachers who evaluated the services; however; more
teachers agreed than disagreed that the workshops; classrobm observations,
and personal discussions conducted by Project PASS staff were beneficial.
At the same time; more teachers were against the refunding of Project PASS
than were for it (item 16). These findings suggest that while the respon-
dents see a value in.the Project PASS services; they do not feel the services
are of sufficient benefit to warrant the refunding of the project.

Agreement by 50% or more of the resjondents was reached on only four items
(items 6; 7, 9; and 10). The findings for items six and seven indicate
teachers are interested in obtaining more written information on the exer=
cises and instructional strategies recommended by Project PASS.

The results for item nine indicate -the respondents would like Project PASS to

Offer more assistance to parents. -The reed for greater assistance to patents
has been observed by the Project PASS staff; in that the Project PASS interim
report recommends the employment of a half-time parent assistant to work with

parents.

I -4
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The findings for item 10 reveal the' respondents would like Project PASS staff
to work more on a one-to-one basis with students. The idea that Project PASS
staff should work on a one-to-one basis with students seems to be in conflict
with the project's intended goal. According to the project coordinator; _the
purpose of the project is to i ;pact students by training teachers; It is
felt that working with teachers will cause more students to be influenced
than would be if the project staff devoted themselves to individual pupils.

While over half of the respondents have instructional strategies
recommended by Project PASS (item 17), less than one-third of the respondents
stated they used the strategies on a regular basis (item 18). This confirms
statements made by the Project PASS trainers. The trainers said although
teachers had known about some ofthe recommended activities previously, the
teachers weren't using the strategies in a consistent manner.

The responses given for item 20 are provided in Attachment 1-6; The comments
can be categorized as follows: praise for the program (page 1), reasons why

.
the respondent did not participate in the project activities (pages 1-2),
suggestions (page :2),and areas, for improvement (pages 3-5).

=1

1 -5 3
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A-EtadhMent-I-1

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
-;.Office of Research and Evaluation

March 28, 1983

TO: Principals of Schools Receiving Preferred Project PASS Services

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Project PASS Teacher Survey

Attached is' a copy of the Project PASS Teacher Survey_that one half of your

classroom teachers will be receiving this week thrtitgh the school mail:

This survey is being sent to each principal for infOrmational purposes.

Only teachers, not principals, are requested to complete

The Project PASS Teacher Survey is being sent to thoae teachers who did not

complete a teacher aurVey_for ORE earlier this year. This is being done to

decrease as much as possible the amount of paperwork required of our class-

room teachers.

Teacher input is very important in the evaluation of Project PASS. We appre-

ciate your cooperation in encouraging the teachers to return their completed

surveys. Thank you for your assistance.

PT:rrf
Attachment

Approved:
Director;_

4-

Evaluation

-774_---
ApProVed:

Assistant Superintendent, Elementary Education

cc: Timy Baranoff
Etta Hollins

1-6



Attachment 1-2

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation.

April 13, 1983

TO: ClaSSrodm Teachers

FROM: Patsy Totusek

SUBJECT: Reminder to Complete Project PASS Teacher Survey

Re entIy you received a Project PASS Teacher Survey. At this point,
we have not received your completed form. Knowing how busy you must
be, we really hate to pester you about this thing. However, at the
s e time, we feel your input is extremely valuable in evaluating the
oject PASS services.

uId you take a few minutes.to complete the survey and return it to
s? Another survey is attached for you in case you misplaced the first.
f you have already returned your survey, you.can disregard this memo.

hanks for your assistance! You're great to help us out like this!

)E

T:rrf .

ttachment

Approved:

Approved:

Aff :waif
Director Office of Researc

Ado Ate: 0..A
d Evaluation

Assistant Superintendent, Elementary Educatioh

1=7
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82.47 Attachment 1-6
(Continued, Page 5 of 5)

"I felt the recommendations I received from Project PASS for my class were
inappropriate." (Two teachers)

"The, Project PASS staff person in my school did no:t f011ow up on its we
disCussed. She did not show up for two conferences we had scheduled' and
on several occasions we discussed specific materials that she offered to
tend me_that I never received or received too late to use in my curriculum
plan this year."

"The Black Students Project PASS discussed were very unlike the Black students
I am teaching."

"If Project PASS is only for, or primarily for, Black students, the trainers
Should work one-to-one with them."
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82,47 Attachment 1-6
(Continued, Page 4 of 5)

"I have not used the gerViteg of Project PASS this year; I teach in a special
education resource room and I see the possible need for services from Project
PASS but I have not taken-the time or effort to call uponthetrainer's_
assistance. I did not receive enough information-on the Project to keep me
interested enough to contact them, and they don't seem readily accessible,"

"I feel classroom teachers are" -very capable
gies to obtain the most positive results fro

of adjusting motivational strate-
m children of all colors,"

observation with no follow-through
1

"My request_for_hdlP teaulted\in'a classroom
whatsoever!" (Six teachers)

"In my opinion, the choral reading is not an
instruction."

effective approach to reading

"I do:not see a distinction in learning styles based on race alone." (Two

teachers)

"Suggestions given tome did not Seem geared for Black students any more than

other ethnic-groups."

"I feel there is a strong need for Project PASS. However; I feel that there

was a difference in what the first workshop said Project PASS would be and

what we received."

"The Project PASS objectives apply to All children and not just Black children."

"Contacts from referrals were -not Made Until A considerable lapse of time

(months). By that time I had already worked out what problem\needed solving!"

"The goaIg of the project need to be spelled out more clearly." (Three

teachers)

"The implication is that Blacka are incapable of learning a d therefore are

inferior and need a lot of "Special" considerations. As a lack, I resent

this implication. Project PASS is a wonderful idea but a 1 t of resentment
of this project is evident at my School. For it to succeed Something must

be done. I suggest that Black and White parents have an open\meeting to

discuss these concerns."

"As a teacher I feel I need more' help with the few retainees and such in my

class and not with the whole class."

"The observations and comments made on a bi-semester basis are not realistic

to.what a teacher has to deal with daily."

"One of the teacher trainers -made teachers feel very defensive. She made a

teacher feel like it was all the teacherts fault'if a child didn't do well.

I feet she made teadhere angry and not as willing to listen to'what the Pro.--

gram had to offer by doing this."

,I=,16 1i



82,47 Attachment 176
(Continued, Page 3 of 5)

One concern is that children that may qualify for special education are not

even being referred to LST (the first discussion stage) because of the

Project PASS Statement goal to have less (taken as no) Blacks in special

education." (Two teachers)

"The trainer dame for visits during instructional time and interrupted my

le -n."

"I didn't -like the way Project PASS was presented to our fadulty." (Two

teachers)

"I had been using the instructional strategies recommended by Project PASS

before Project PASS was conceived. I learned little or nothing that was

new." (Eight teadherS)

"Sometimes I felt like_the trainer was not listening to me and what I was

saying.. She would twist my statements to fit what she wanted."

"I do not like the idea of assisting only Black students--Project PASS should

be for all students who need learning assistance." (Two teachers)

"Project PASS came on too Strong at our school and the faculty resented this.'

"The Project PASS person and I were supposed to meet to discuSs a child but

she never followed thrtingh." (Four teachers)

"I feel that all children_ should be-treated alike; That is, the dhild'S

needs should be eddreSSed with the method that works best." (Two teachers)

"Project PASS never identified anything specific that one would do with the

Black child differently than with any other child." (Three teachers)

"I feel the funds for Project PASS should be used to hire more teachers to

lower the pupil-teacher ratio."

"The project should be followed up by stronger, more qualified staff."

teachers)

"Much of the time the Project PASS people displayed a superior, critical atti-

tude that I felt was .unwarranted, We heard a lot of criticism but received

little positive Help." (Two teachers)

"1 feel Project PASS _has not Met its objective because, of the poor organiza-

tion and planning of its Staff member."

"The activities the trainer did in my class were good but only met the needs

of the average learner and left out the needs of the Black students with

problems,"

I-15



432.47 Attachment I-6
(Continued, Page 2 of 5)

"Except for the one workshop at the beginning of the school year, II haven't
heard or seen any personnel or seen any instructional strategies."

"I feel that once a week for-half a day is not enough time to effectively work
with the students,and provide feedback to the teachers; More staff persons
and ttme.in.the schools is needed in order to get better cooperation from
faculty members." (Two teachers)

"I1would like to see some sort of kit (games) developed that students could
take home and get parents to play with them; At the end a report could_be
obtained from the parents and a participation award could be given to the
children."

"I wish Project PASS could have had a tutoring program to have helped the_
academically deficient; Each neighborhood could have used their school for
after- school tutoring. Choral reading is not going to help them academically
although I am very fend of hearing it."

"I feel that this project should be-presented to our parents. There is a lot
in the project that I feel our parents would benefit from and could use as
follow-up material at home; If attendance is a problem, the importance of
school could be impressed upon the parents." (Three teachers)

"I feel Project PASS should work with individual students haVing_problems. I

feel that students that are far below grade level need their individual atten-
tion." (Three teachers)

"I would like the trainers to work more with grade levels or groups of teachers
in training sessions."

"I am a special edudationteacher and I would like to see some information on
Black special education Children. I adapted some of the Project PASS-sugges-
tions for my classroom; The suggestions Were very helpful."

"Project PASS services to parents should be offered at the high school level."

"It is a useful project in the sense that it does provide one -to -one instruc-
tion for some students; Perhaps this aspect can continue -as a tutorial
service, provided by teachers rather than an instructional coordinator."

"We need to hear of more specific strategies,"

"I believe the ideas and strategies,provided by Project PASS have'been of
assistance to me as a teacher. The information I have used,I've obtained
from inservice programs. l do not feel the presence of Project PASS in the
school is necessary." -

"I talked to the Project PASS/person about_several children. She observed one

time (but one child was abeent). I have.had no foil-ow-up since_thh. I,

haven't gotten any help on ways to help these children, other than the choral
reading demonstration. :1 use choral reading nm:Ti especially with my lower

children. I like it, but I'd like other ideas, I don't want_to see more
written-information; I want more help personally, or in a small group;"
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-TEACHER COMMENTS"

Attachment 1-6
(Page 1 of 5)

"I support any program that will help teachers understand and more effectively

teach minority children."

"For the first year, I feel the project is off to a good start."

"The activities for Black History Month were well done--especially the program

on the Black Texas Cowboy."

"I have thoroughly enjoyed the services prOVided by my trainer. It would be a

shame if the project were not refunded. Any teacher,who has not used the

services is cheating his/her students."

"It was beneficial for my Black and White StudentS_to have demonstrations by

Such a good Black teacher; For White_StudentS, since they may hear otherwise

at home, and for Black students, who do not See so Many Black teachers."

"My trainer was a big help! I appreciated the advice I received."

"I am an integrated special education teacher WhO has done a lot with oral

language already; The workshop I attended did offer some enlightenment--I

enjoyed it!"

"I would like to learn more about the project." (Two teachers)

"My whole class enjoyed the presentation very much and all have continued

reading the Bill Martin books on their own."

"I did not use the services of Project PASS. I have no Black students in my

classroom." (Two teachers)

"Since I am a special education teacher, Project PASS does not apply to me."

(Three teachers)

"I have had very little contact with the Project PASS staff." (Two teachers)

"The Project PAS:, services were not offered to the kindergarten teachers'.

There were no students retained at-this grade level;" .(Two teachers)

"I did not use the assistance of PrOjectj'ASS because the Black stUdents in

,my classroom are not retainees."

"I am a pre -K teacher. I haven't_had the chance to use the strategies because

I only have two Black students and pre- reading, pre - writing, etc., are the

skills which are our main focuS._ _I-do believe Project PASS Should be re=

funded. If I get assigned to a 'higher grade next year, I would surely aPPre=

ciate their help."

I=13 icf
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i3. The presence of the-Project '.ASS staff Psi;

person at my school 'has had.a positive
impact upon the aleck-stUdent ti

14. The pretence of the Project PASS staff INJ:

person at my school has_had a pOtitiVe
impact an the Black oarents.

Pi=
39. The presence of the Project PASS staff

person at my school has had a positive
impact on the laoultv. 67°

16. In light of the services_it,provides, (ur-
I feel Project PASS should be refundeti
tor the 1983-84 school year. ;

For the following items,* cirele the number
to the right that indicates,your response.

17. I have used the instructional strategies
recommended by Project PASS in my class-
room. ar=

28. r use the instructIonal_strategies
recommendedloy PrOjeCt PASS in my
classroom on a regular 'basis.

17pi,

i5 At this time = -I feel I need more.assista,7ce
X):

in applying the_instructional strategies
recommended by Prtject PASS. 9°.=.
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20. Please use this space to make any other comments
PASS.

or express any concerns
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82.47 Project PASS Teacher Surve-, Attachment 1-5Survey (Page 1 of 2)

OifiZaeo6 ResedAdh and Eva-Lug:tom

Spn.61.6 1983

This:year AIM offered Project PASS services to the paired elementary schOols.

Your responses to this survey will help us evaluate the effectiveness of the project.
_

_ .

All ihdiVidUal responses will be kept confidential._ The number on -the back of this_form

will' be used_only to monitor the return rate. Thank you for your time; We really appre-

ciate your help!

For the followini items please circle the number
to the right that indicates how much you agree or
disagree with the item.

1. The workshops provided by the Project PASS __-

staff were beneficial to me.
Sus

2. The- classroom demonstratiOns condueted by the
PJ

PrOject PASS staff were beneficial me. 06,

3. The classroom observations-conducted by the
Project PASS staff were beneficial to me; 46,

4. The personal discussions I've had with_Project
PASS staff about students were benefiCial to

152°,
me.

S. The Project PASS teacher trainer needs to be
more available and accessible to classroom

teachers. 6,0t:

6. I would like to see sample scripts developed
A):

and distributed for choral reading exercises.0

7; r would Ilke_to see more written infOrMatiOni
maoe'available on the instructional _strategies
recommended by the PrOjeCt PASS staff:- cr:t.

8: I would like to sae the Project PASS teacher/Ili':

trainers use more follow -up with teachers
who are trying the recommended strategies. 67t!i.

9. I would like to see the Project PASS staff
nl-

offer more assistance to parents. Or,

10. I would like to see the Project PASS staff
tj

work more on a one - to-one basis with students

U. Project PASS has made me more aware of the
N-

learning and behavioral neetit of Slack Students:
0)q:

12. The instructional strateeies recommended by
Project PASS are different than the.instruc'.
tidnal strategies I have used before with ago

37ack students.
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The presence of the Project PASS_staff
person at oy_school has had a positive
impact upon the Black students-. q5

14. The presence of the PrOjict PASS staff Ni
person at my school has had a positive
impact on the Slack-la-mutts.

IS. The presence of the Project PASS_staff
person at oy schOOI has. had a positive
impact an the faculty.

N

In _light of the service:a it provides; /V-1

I feel Project -PAS sbould be rafting:Jed.
for the 1483- 34 ,school year. 67°i-

Fai- the following itensi_circl-e the number
to the right that indicates your respora.a.

17. I have used the Instructional strategies
reconwnended by Projc-t PASS in my class-
room.

13. I use the instructional strategies
recommended by Project PASS in my
classroom op a regular basis;

At thit time; I feel I need more assistance
in applying the instructional strategies
recommended by Project PASS.
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PASS;

or express any concerns about
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82.47 Attachthent Tr4
(Page 1 of 2)

Prbject PASS Teacher Survey

031.CC2 ai ReAtaimit oind EvnbifitZon

Spg 1983 Tai r:17.5

This year AISO Offered PrOjeCt PASS services to the paired elementary schools.

Your responses'to this survey will help us evaluate the effectiveness of the project. ; ==

All individual responses Will be kept confidential. The number on the back of thit.fOrt
will be used only to monitor the return rate; Thank jou for:your time. We reallyeppre-
ciate your helot

For the following items please circle the number
to_the.right that indicates how much you agree or
disagree with the item.

1. The _workshops provided_by the Project PASS
Staff were beneficial to me.

=
The classroom demonstrations conducted by the
Project PASS staff were beneficial to re. 67=

3. 'The classroOm observations conducted by-the
Project PASS staff were beneficial to me.

4; The-personal discussions I've had with Project
PASS' staff about students were beneficial to,5-0_
me.

N=
S. The PrOject',PASS teacher trainer needs to be

more available and accessible to classroom
teachers. ' =, P0;

7V1
6; I would like to see Sample scripts developed

and dittribUted for, choral reading exercites
LA.

Pi z

7. I would itike to see more" written inforithtion

made _avaiable an the instructional Strategies
recommended by the Project PASS staff.

\

S. I would I 'es, to See the Project PASS teacher
itis

trainers -se more follow-upith_teachers
who are trying the reddminendeOtrategies. ap_

9. I Would lie to see the Project PASS staff
offer more assistance to parents.

10. I would 11 a to -see ithe PrOject PASS staff
work more n a one-to-one basis with studee-f,

Project has_made_me_mare aware
friji

of the-

learning nd behavioral needs of Black students
\- 4

12; The instructional strategies recommended_.*
ProjeCt PASS are different than the instruc

.

tional strategies I have used before with
Slack students; d :
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